Abstract

Human dignity is an enunciated ethical principle in many societies, and it has elicited a great deal of interest, not least because it is central in health care. However, it has also been the subject of criticism. Some have argued that it is sufficient to rely on a principle of autonomy, and that dignity is a redundant principle or concept in health care. Other discussions have focused on the precise meaning of dignity, and how a principle of dignity should be interpreted and applied. This dissertation discusses questions on the principle of dignity and the meaning of the concept. In addition to a theoretical analysis of these questions, a qualitative research study has been carried out, based on interviews with physicians in palliative and neonatal care, and hospital chaplains, looking at dignity at the beginning and end of life. This dissertation can be categorised as empirical ethics because of its methodological approach. Based on a narrative analysis of the interviews, the results from the study shed light on the theoretical discussion on dignity. Through the history of ideas, dignity has often been linked to human abilities such as autonomy and rationality. However, autonomy is only one of the aspects which emerged from the qualitative research in this dissertation. Other aspects introduced into the discussion on dignity include human vulnerability, interdependence and the responsibility to face vulnerability in others. Some theoretical perspectives on dignity are criticised in the light of the empirical results. Furthermore, the dissertation includes a theological perspective where a Christological view – connected to Bakhtin’s ethics of responsibility – forms a critique to both the Kantian deontological perspective and dignity acquired by virtue. The dissertation also considers how the results can be applied to medical practice.
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Introduction

In the last two decades the discussion on human dignity has been intense and has included many areas of concern. Researchers from academic fields such as philosophy, theology, medicine and law have contributed, and topics dealt with have ranged from the conceptualisation of human dignity, to the relationship between human dignity and human rights\(^1\) and how to interpret a principle of human dignity in medical treatment. The field of research last mentioned is the focus of attention in this dissertation.

In many countries human dignity is an enunciated ethical principle which should guide medical treatment. For example, in the Swedish Health and Medical Services Act, it is prescribed that medical treatment should be given with respect for all humans’ equal value and dignity.\(^2\) Human dignity is also one of the ethical principles that should be considered in priority settings within Swedish health care and medical services.\(^3\) On an international level, references to dignity are also common; they are, for example, included in the ethical codes of nurses and physicians.\(^4\) The significance of regulation in medical treatment is seen also

---


\(^{3}\) Socialdepartementet: *Prioriteringar inom hälso- och sjukvården*. 1996/97, Proposition 1996/97:60. In the government bill it is suggested that priorities within health care should be based on three ethical principles, of which the principle of human dignity is one.

\(^{4}\) The International Council of Nurses states in its code of ethics that “Inherent in nursing is a respect for human rights, including cultural rights, the right to life and choice, to dignity and to be treated with respect”. International Council of Nurses: *The ICN Code of Ethics for Nurses*. 2012, p. 1. Http://www.icn.ch/images/stories/documents/about/icncode_english.pdf. (Downloaded 13 July 2016). Furthermore, in the
in, for example, *The Universal Declaration on Bioethics and Human Rights* (2005).\(^5\) Human dignity also stands as a foundational value in the United Nations’ *Universal Declaration of Human Rights* (1948), where in article one it is stated: “All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights.”\(^6\)

Even though the idea of human dignity has a central role in many guiding documents for medical practice, the discussion continues about the meaning of the concept and the interpretation and application of the principle of human dignity. Regarding these matters there are a plethora of understandings, and criticism has also been voiced against the very notion of human dignity. Some have claimed that dignity only means respect for autonomy and as such is a ‘useless concept’ in medical treatment.\(^7\) Some of these concerns relating to medical ethics and dignity will be explored in this thesis.

### Aim and research questions

Within medical ethics, the idea of human dignity is often discussed in connection with questions concerning the beginning of life and the end of life. The method used has often been to conduct a critical analysis on the subject of human dignity, and the results of such a study have then been applied to specific medical-ethical concerns. However, in this dissertation another perspective is presented, namely an examination and discussion on human dignity which is empirically informed. This means that the starting-point for the discussion on dignity is contextualised through medical practice, more specifically neonatal and palliative care. Hence, the present research project also includes empirical research. The research study examines different perspectives from the medical practice that would be of importance to include in a comprehensive ethical analysis on human dignity.

---


The overall aim of the study is as follows: To formulate an empirically informed and context-sensitive constructive proposal on human dignity and show how a qualitative research study can concretise and challenge conceptions of human dignity. Furthermore, the study will also consider the implications such a constructive proposal would have on medical-ethical concerns.

Two main questions are guiding this study, and the first one is as follows: What is meant by the concept and the principle of human dignity? In the study, a critical examination will be conducted on some theological and philosophical theories on the meaning of the concept of human dignity, as well as on a principle of human dignity. These theories provide different answers to the question posed. In addition to a purely theoretical analysis I will also analyse what a plausible understanding of the meaning and principle of dignity could be, given a critical ethical analysis complemented by an empirical analysis.

The second question is related to the first one: How can the results from the qualitative research study concretise and challenge certain conceptions of human dignity? This question is important to research since the results of the empirical study provides contextualised perspectives from medical practice. When these results are discussed in relation to conceptions on human dignity, one can analyse whether certain perspectives – in the theoretical approaches – have been neglected or made invisible. Moreover, the contextualised results can thus provide important views to take into consideration in a constructive proposal on dignity.

A short history of medical ethics and methodological approaches

A central aspect of this dissertation is that I have chosen to combine empirical research with an ethical analysis, a method which has gained increasing interest in the last 20 years. I will point to certain aspects of the American and European history of medical ethics and bioethics, especially in the 20th century, to give a brief context to the history of medical ethics and the methods which have been dominating, and to put my deliberation on empirical ethics into context.8

8 If one regards medical ethics from a global perspective, alternative ways of understanding the history of medical ethics can be seen, and, in addition other ethical values
The history of medical ethics is intertwined with the history of bioethics. Bioethics has for example been described as a newer version of medical ethics.\(^9\) Even though the terms ‘medical ethics’ and ‘bioethics’ can be understood as relating to similar topics and sometimes are used interchangeably, I will distinguish, between the two in the dissertation. I consider medical ethics to include a critical and ethical analysis of issues in health care. These can include medical-ethical questions regarding specific technical-medical issues, such as organ transplantation or abortion. The issues can also regard the relation between health-care professionals and patients, as well as questions relating to social ethics.\(^10\) I regard the term bioethics as a broader term including perspectives on the relation between humankind and nature and, as pointed out by Chadwick et al., “[…] discussions in bioethics still tend to focus primarily on issues in medicine, the life sciences, and new technologies […].”\(^11\) Hence, there is no sharp dividing line between medical ethics and bioethics.

In the 20th century there was remarkable progress regarding scientific invention. After the Second World War and up to the 60s there were advances such as the discovery of the DNA code, organ and heart transplants and the usage of ventilators, and such advances in medicine raised new and urgent ethical concerns.\(^12\) Carole Levine has remarked that modern bioethics was born in a time that was turbulent in many different ways, not only regarding scientific inventions. She describes the social movements in the late 60s as creating a radical change in society. One of these concerned the view on authorities, which were gen-

---


Additional terms are ‘clinical ethics’, ‘nurse ethics’ and ‘health care ethics’. Clinical ethics and nurse ethics focus on specific areas of interest in relation to their respective practices. Health care ethics has sometimes been suggested as a broader term including these perspectives.

\(^12\) Jonsen, Albert R.: *A Short History of Medical Ethics*, pp. 99-100.
erally questioned and challenged, as was the authority of the physician.\textsuperscript{13} Albert Jonsen, in his description of the history of medical ethics, points to another important change. He claims that the most dramatic novelty during this period is that medical ethics moves from its long tradition of ‘benign paternalism’ to focussing on respect for the autonomy of the patient.\textsuperscript{14} Medical ethics had been understood as a matter for internal medical discussion, and concerned, for example, ethical codes for professionals. However, during the latter half of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century medical-ethical questions also gained public awareness regarding questions on patients’ rights but also legal abortion and contraceptives, to mention but a few.

Since the 60s and 70s, medical ethics and bioethics have been multidisciplinary research areas where philosophers, theologians, scientists and medical expertise have been discussing new and urgent ethical matters.\textsuperscript{15} Maurizio Mauri points out that in the 70s and 80s many bioethical institutes were founded, for example one in Barcelona in 1975 (Instituto Borja de Bioética) and one in Rome in 1985 (at the Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore of Rome). In Europe many of these institutes were established by Roman Catholics and were influenced, according to Mauri, by the now well-known Kennedy Institute of Ethics at Georgetown University, founded in 1971.\textsuperscript{16} It was at the Kennedy institute that the term ‘bioethics’ was used to describe a multidisciplinary field where science and ethics were combined and complex dilemmas of medicine were discussed from the point of view of moral philosophy.\textsuperscript{17} Philosophy and

\textsuperscript{14} Jonsen, Albert R.: \textit{A Short History of Medical Ethics}, pp. 116-117.
\textsuperscript{15} Op. cit., p. 115.
\textsuperscript{17} Reich, Warren Thomas: “The Word “Bioethics”: Its Birth and the Legacies of Those Who Shaped It”, in \textit{Kennedy Institute of Ethics Journal} Vol. 4, No. 4, 1994. Reich, Warren Thomas: “The Word “Bioethics”: The Struggle Over Its Earliest Meaning”, in \textit{Kennedy Institute of Ethics Journal} Vol. 5, No. 1, 1995. As Reich describes in his articles, tracing the history of the definition of the word ‘bioethics’ is a complex matter. In 1970, the American cancer specialist Van Rensselaer Potter was the first to define the term bioethics. Potter saw a need for a new discipline which combined concern for humankind with concern for nature, resulting in a broader understanding than what came to be the dominant focus, namely the focus on medical issues. Have, Henk ten: “Potter’s Notion of Bioethics”, in \textit{Kennedy Institute of Ethics Journal} Vol. 22, No. 1, 2012. Lately Potter’s ideas have been gaining new
theology gained an important role in the discussions and some important theologians who contributed greatly to the medical-ethical and bioethical discussion were Paul Ramsey, Joseph Fletcher, Richard McCormick and Karen Lebacqz. They dealt with complex ethical issues and they approached these questions not only from a philosophical or theological perspective, but they engaged in the topics also in a practical sense, for example with questions concerning decision-making. Albert R. Jones describes that many theologians crossed from a denominational scholarly context to bioethics and their scholarly background influenced their contribution to bioethics. Regarding methodological approaches Albert R. Jonsen points out that ethicists standing in the Catholic tradition draw on at least two methods when considering ethical issues within medical practice, namely natural law and casuistry. To these ethicists, natural law could be understood as providing a framework where moral concerns could be discussed and understood by any rational person. Casuistry, with its roots in the Jesuit tradition, provided a case-based model in discussions on medical-ethical concerns. However, as Darrel Amundsen has pointed out, the Second Vatican Council (1962-1965) contributed to some Catholic moral theologians approaching bioethical issues from other angels than natural law. Moreover, the Second Vatican Council also contributed to a new view on ecumenicalism. In bioethics this led to Catholic moral theologians interest. See for example Chadwick, Ruth, Have, Henk ten and Meslin, Eric M.: “Health Care Ethics in an Era of Globalisation”, p. 8.


21 Karen Lebacqz has discussed areas such as genetics and she was one of the members in the commission developing the Belmont Report. For one of her more recent contributions see Peters, Ted, Lebacqz, Karen and Bennett, Gaymon: Sacred Cells? Why Christians Should Support Stem Cell Research. Roman & Littlefield Publishers, Lanham, 2008.


coming into dialogue with theologians from other denominations as well.\textsuperscript{24}

Ethics as an academic discipline is divided into different fields, often characterised as descriptive ethics, normative ethics, meta-ethics and applied ethics.\textsuperscript{25} Within applied ethics, normative ethical theories are related to a specific area of concern and understood as such medical ethics is one form of applied ethics. Even though medical-ethical questions were discussed from many different perspectives such as virtue ethics or the ethics of responsibility, one can claim that medical ethics and bioethics are areas of research where a principle-based approach has dominated. In 1979, the \textit{Belmont Report} was published, which defined principles that should guide ethical considerations regarding research on human subjects. These principles were respect for persons, beneficence and justice.\textsuperscript{26} The report was a response to the Tuskegee Syphilis Study (1932-1972), a study by the U.S. Public Health Service with the aim to study the progression of syphilis. The participants were African-American men in Alabama. Most of them had syphilis, and they participated but under false premises namely that the project was providing treatment. The participants were left untreated for syphilis, even after penicillin had been shown to be effective as a cure (1947). The research on humans had been conducted without concern for human life and well-being, and the research study led to fatal consequences for the participants.

As Daniel F. Davies describes it, principlism has become dominant as a theory of ethical justification in relations between patient and physician and nowadays does not only refer to research on human subjects, as in the \textit{Belmont Report}.\textsuperscript{27} The idea was later elaborated by philosopher Tom Beauchamp and theologian James Childress in their influential work \textit{Principles of Biomedical Ethics} which was first published in

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{25} Bexell, Göran and Grenholm, Carl-Henric: \textit{Teologisk etik: en introduktion}, pp. 22-23.
  \item \textsuperscript{26} National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research: \textit{The Belmont Report: Ethical Principles and Guidelines for the Protection of Human Subjects of Research}. 1978.
\end{itemize}
1979. In this they argue in favour of four principles. The first one is autonomy, which highlights respect for a person’s right to make her own decisions and the right to decide about her own treatment, for example, the right to refrain from treatment. Non-maleficence refers to the duty not to hurt others and also to minimize suffering. Beneficence refers to taking care of the patients’ needs such as relieving pain. The last principle is justice, which refers to equality: all patients have an equal right to treatment. The four principles, according to the authors, “[…] are drawn from the territory of common morality […].” By common morality they mean a universal morality which is not dependent on for instance religion or culture. In other words a morality which is shared by all persons in all places. The underlying idea is that these principles could be neutral in the sense of covering different ethical perspectives and as such could promote agreement. In her discussion on theological bioethics, Lisa Sowle Cahill points to the postmodernist understanding that all principles are grounded and articulated in a specific context. Such a perspective, with which I agree, problematises a decontextualisation of ethical principles. It is therefore problematic to claim that certain principles are neutral, when in fact they are clearly situated in a specific context.

In the 80s and 90s some ethicists were concerned by what they understood as a gap between ethical analysis and medical practice. This is noticeable for example in the work by the above-mentioned Albert Jonsen and Stephen Toulmin in the book: The Abuse of Casuistry: a History of Moral Reasoning. The authors distance themselves from principism and instead refer to Aristotle and point to the importance of phronesis, the understanding that ethics concerns practical knowledge and concrete situations and therefore differs from episteme, which refers to eternal truths and universal principles. The authors claimed that a critical and comparative analysis of cases is more appropriate with reference to reaching an agreement and resolution in bioethical concerns than discussing different ethical principles. The method suggested relies on analogy: through the experience of previous cases one could

---

draw an analogy to new, similar cases. One thereby develops a maxim which can give guidance on how to act when dealing with an ethical problem which still takes the specific case with its specific circumstances into account.

The combination of empirical research and ethical analysis – Empirical ethics

Medical ethics and bioethics was, as seen, multidisciplinary and theology and philosophy were influential. According to Borry et al., the influence from philosophy underlined the importance of logical reasoning and rational justification in research on bioethical issues, and the focus was on normative ethics rather than on descriptive ethics.\(^{32}\) It is with regard to this history that one can understand the turn to empirical ethics. In 1992, Barry Hoffmaster wrote the article “Can Ethnography Save the Life of Medical Ethics?”\(^{33}\) He considered that a more fruitful approach was to use empirical methods and include these results in ethical analysis. That way one would reach greater sensitivity to the specific areas concerned.\(^{34}\) The article was the starting point for a discussion on what has been labelled ‘empirical ethics’. This discussion concerns relevant methods for ethical analysis, since studies including empirical research have been understood as challenging certain prevalent methods within the academic field.\(^{35}\) As Charles Foster has noted, empirical ethics is now recognised within the discipline of ethics.\(^{36}\) However, during the last three decades, different understandings have emerged – among those defining their work as empirical ethics – regarding the reasonable interaction between empirical material and ethical analysis.\(^{37}\)


\(^{34}\) Ibid.


This dissertation can be labelled as empirical ethics in accordance with the definition by Borry et al., where it is stated that researchers who define their work as empirical ethics mainly agree on a few aspects, namely that to study people’s moral beliefs can be meaningful for ethical analysis, that through using empirical methods one can gain insights of importance in ethical analysis and that empirical and normative approaches do not need to stand in opposition to each other. The last aspect is probably the most discussed one, since it has concerned the risk of lack of critical analysis in relation to the empirical material. As Carlo Leget and Pascal Borry observes: “The inductive approach runs the risk of lacking a critical attitude and assigning a sacred meaning to the facts without testing them against normative principles and theories.” In this dissertation, the results from the empirical research study has indicated areas of concern for ethical analysis and the empirical results have been discussed in relation to normative ethical theories. Moreover, I regard the empirical results and ethical analysis to stand in a dialogic, critical relation to each other. I agree with Carlo Leget and Pascal Borry in claiming that ethical analysis and empirical research are equally important for the project. Furthermore, both co-determine the process.

In questions concerning the beginning of life and end of life, the discussion on human dignity is often vivid, and was therefore regarded as an area of interest and relevance to this study. I agree with Albert Mussen- chenga on his analysis regarding the contributions from empirical studies in ethical analysis. In particular, the empirical material has given certain views on problems which are relevant in the specific context. It has also contributed with angles on complexities and moral concerns.

\[\text{particularists’ and ‘integrated empirical ethics’. Especially the group ‘the particularists’ is questioned, since in this line of research one pays close attention to the empirical material and study morality within a social practice. However, the interaction between normative theories and empirical material is scarce.} \]


40 Ibid.
which are of relevance and importance in the specific context.\textsuperscript{41} In this study this pertains to areas in neonatal care and palliative care within Swedish medical care. This context influences the views and perspectives which are discussed in the study and other contexts could, of course, have pointed to different angels and aspects.

\textbf{Previous research}

As mentioned, during the last 30 years empirical ethics has contributed to the areas of medical ethics and bioethics. This is also the case regarding the subject of human dignity and medical ethics. David Hollenbach has discussed that which he calls an “[…] inductive approach that begins in human experience”.\textsuperscript{42} Hollenbach remarks that an inductive approach to dignity does not only indicate “[…] that we should show respect towards one another but what it will mean to show such respect”.\textsuperscript{43} Paulo Carozza points to a similar understanding, stating that experience of human dignity is a way to both comprehend and establish the meaning as well as the implication of dignity.\textsuperscript{44} Even though all inductive approaches to human dignity do not necessarily include empirical research, the following presentation will concern this area and the contributions made therein.

In his research, Edmund Pellegrino has a thorough discussion on how one can understand human dignity in a complementary way: as an


\textsuperscript{43} Ibid.

‘abstract idea’ as well as including what he describes as ‘the lived experience’ of human dignity. He defines the latter in the following way:

By a “lived experience” I mean the way human dignity is perceived by human beings as they respond to the valuations of their worth and worthiness by others or by themselves.\(^{45}\)

While the abstract idea of human dignity is necessary as a critical tool, the experience of dignity is needed to understand its complete meaning. Hence the two perspectives should stand in a dialogical relationship. As an example of the importance of this he points to the horrific experiences from World War II. These concrete experiences give perspectives on dignity which a solely conceptual analysis would not succeed in doing. Pellegrino also points to the lived experience of human dignity from the perspective of clinical encounters, and he points to the fact that dignity in these cases always involves ‘intersubjectivity’, meaning that the patient’s sense of dignity is interrelated to how others act towards the patient; whether the dignity of the other will be recognised or not.\(^{46}\)

From the perspective of lived experience, Rebecca Dresser is one of those who, from the perspective of the patient, has discussed experiences of how one’s dignity as a patient can be respected or not in the clinical encounter. She describes her research as examining the question from a ‘bottom-up’ perspective, meaning that she draws on a combination of scholarly work and her own experiences as a cancer patient. She identifies four areas where the patient’s dignity can be compromised or honoured: privacy, communication, personal knowledge and dependence. Examples of when dignity is compromised are when patients become an object of study (privacy diminished), or the loss of recognition (dependence), where Dresser discusses how staff sometimes shun patients since a seriously ill patient can remind the staff about their own human frailty. The conclusion of Dresser’s argument is that within health care, autonomy has been regarded as important for empowering the patient and enabling the patient to avoid being devalued, and for that reason it has been promoted as a central ethical principle. Nevertheless, patients still feel devalued when receiving medical treatment and


Dresser concludes that “[…] failure to emphasise protection of dignity has hindered efforts to improve the medical experience for patients”.

Dresser analyses the lived experience of dignity from the perspective of the patient but others have researched dignity in health care from a different perspective, described by Roberto Andorno, as ‘a standard for patient care’. Andorno refers to this area of research as subjective, focussing on the consequences that an idea of dignity can have in medical treatment in relation to the care of the patient. Many of these studies are within palliative care and nurse ethics and the focus in much of this research is on how the treatment of the patients affects ‘the patients’ sense of dignity’.

One of the most noted research studies within research focussing on ‘dignity as standard for patient care’ has been conducted by Harvey Chochinov. In 2002 Chochinov et al. published their results from a study on how dying patients in palliative care perceived their sense of dignity. The 219 participants were asked to rate their sense of dignity; 16 found loss of dignity to be a great problem. For these patients, feelings of being degraded, ashamed or embarrassed were identified. Another result of the study was that patients who were in palliative care in a hospital instead of at home, were more likely to have their sense of dignity impaired. Chochinov’s interpretation of this result was that autonomy and independence could be better maintained with care in the home compared to institutionalized care. The interpretation and outcome of the study was the insight that dignity should be a central aim in treatment of the patients, and such a treatment was later developed in the so-called A, B, C and D of dignity-conserving care. In this later work, the dignity of the patient is discussed in terms of self-perception, the importance of showing respect for the patient as well as seeing the patient as ‘the person they are’. This understanding of dignity becomes central for deliberations on what Chochinov considers to be good care, care which upholds the patient’s sense of dignity. Just like the ‘A, B, C’ mnemonic for critical care (airway, breathing, and circulation), the

---


components of this theory are the fundamental elements of dignity-conserving care. The first component is attitude: emphasising the importance of healthcare providers examining their attitudes. Secondly, Chochinov points to the importance of certain behaviour towards the patient, such as respect and kindness, compassion, and awareness and recognition of the patient’s situation. Lastly, the importance of an honest and open dialogue which can enhance the care of the patient is discussed. Other studies have drawn on Chochinov’s model in their research. Instead of focussing on dignity-preserving care, Linda Mah has focussed on what patients in palliative care experience as dignity distress. Sylvia Enes and Patricia Duarte have done a phenomenological study, interviewing patients as well as clinicians and relatives on the meaning of dignity. In the discussion the focus in on how to preserve dignity in the care of the patients.

An example of how dignity within nursing practice has been discussed is a Danish study, conducted by Tina Seidelin Rasmussen and Charlotte Delmar. A qualitative research study consisting of interviews with surgical patients in Denmark was carried out where the patients described their perceived dignity in medical care. The results of the study were described under one central theme, namely “to be an important person”. The patients underlined the importance of being perceived as an equal, for example being included in decision-making regarding one’s treatment in discussions with nurses. The study also found there were problems perceived by the patients regarding dependence on nursing staff due to physical inability; how the nurses handled the situations correlated with the patients’ sense of dignity being intact or compromised.

In many of the studies which deal with dignity in medical care, often in palliative care and nursing care, the focus and the aim with the research is practical. The aim is to understand how dignity in the clinical encounter can be perceived and how dignity can be understood or felt

by the patient as maintained or lost and the results can lead to improved care. One can conclude by saying that the centre of attention is on a psychological dimension of dignity, how it feels and how dignity is perceived. Since the focus is on the psychological dimension, dignity can be described both as something which is lost and on the other hand something which cannot be lost. This is of course different than a philosophical discussion where such a logical inconsistency is problematic. However, I want to mention two studies where the researchers have developed their conceptual analysis in relation to empirical material, in form of interview studies with patients and clinicians. In their analysis they have included these different meanings of dignity. This is the case in the work by Nora Jacobson. She distinguishes between human dignity and social dignity:

Social dignity is grounded in human dignity, and is one consequence of its recognition. Social dignity enacts the abstract notion of universal value in behaviour, perception, and expectation. In contrast to human dignity, however, social dignity is contingent, comparative and contextual.\(^{54}\)

Nora Jacobson makes a distinction between human dignity and social dignity and juxtaposes ‘human dignity’ – for that which is indestructible – and ‘social dignity’ – for the experiences or feelings of patients when they describe how they have ‘lost their dignity’. Human dignity is the basis for social dignity. Moreover, it is also related to human rights. In later works, Jacobson develops a taxonomy of dignity.\(^{55}\) In this study she conducts 64 semi-structured interviews with both patients and staff. Her analysis of these interviews furthers the understanding of the concepts of ‘human dignity’ and ‘social dignity’. Jacobson uses a grounded theory analysis where “[…] the product is a theory of a phenomenon grounded in the lived experience of research participants, rather than an analysis that enlists existing theory to explicate that experience”.\(^{56}\) Some of the results of the study deal with dignity violations such as contempt, dependence and objectification and dignity promotions in


health-care settings such as presence, empowerment and independ-

Between 2001 and 2004, the European Union financed a project
called “Dignity and Older Europeans”. The aim with the study was to
deck persons’ conceptions on dignity and older people, and the pro-
ject had participants from seven European countries. In this project,
Lennart Nordenfelt did a conceptual analysis based on the results from
the empirical material and identified the concept of dignity in the fol-
lowing categorisation: dignity as merit, dignity as moral stature, dignity
of personal identity and the universal human dignity. I will further
elaborate on these distinctions in the next chapter. However, in the pro-
ject much research was made, apart from the conceptual work, on the
subject on dignity and older persons drawing on the empirical results.
As a result of this research rather extensive literature is at hand on the
topic. Interesting research to mention is for example the study con-
ducted by Win Tadd and Michael Calnan. In their results they point to
aspects such as the importance of language and dignity in relation to
care for older persons.

Much research carried out within the area described as empirical eth-
ics has had as its purpose to discuss the question of dignity guided by a
mainly practical aim, namely how to improve the care of the patient.
This was the case in the works of, for example Chochinov and Mah.
Moreover, much of this research does not have as its main aim to further
a philosophical or theological discussion on dignity. The philosopher
Eva Kittay’s work is therefore of interest to regard. Eva Kittay has often
drawn on her understanding of her daughter Seshas’s experiences of
disability in her ethical analysis. This is also true for her work on dig-
nity. The perspective guiding Kittay’s research is “[…] the possibility
of dignity and equality in the face of disability, frailty and depend-
ency”. In her research, she conveys how experiences of disability
challenge philosophical perspectives and she claims that certain argu-
ments for the justification of dignity can be excluding. In Kittay’s own
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constructive proposal she argues that dignity is “[…] bound to our capacity to care for one another and in our being cared for by another who is herself worthy of care”.61 Therefore, for Kittay, as for many philosophers, human dignity is located in the moral sphere. Caring, she claims, is a characteristically human trait and as such it is as valid a basis for human dignity as, for example, moral autonomy is.62

Apart from research from the inductive approach on dignity it can also be interesting to regard some more general contributions to the discussion on dignity and medical ethics and bioethics.

A characterisation of how dignity is discussed within contemporary bioethical discussion has been made by Robert Ashcroft and he has identified four approaches. Firstly he refers to those who regard dignity – talk to be incoherent and secondly those who have reduced dignity to autonomy. In the third group dignity is related to capabilities. Ashcroft writes that these researchers: “[…] considers dignity to be a concept in a family of concepts about capabilities, functionings, and social interactions”.63 Lastly he refers to the group who regards dignity as a meta-physical property possessed by all humans. In this sense dignity is seen as the justification of human rights. The last group Ashcroft claims, is most common in European bioethics and in theological analysis on dignity.64

Ashcroft points to that within the European discussion the reference to dignity is much more accepted and widespread then in the American discussion. As an interesting contrast one can notice that while Beauchamp and Childress dismissed dignity as an ethical principle to regard in bioethics the authors to the Biomed project regarded dignity as a central value in a European context.65 Furthermore, in the project, dignity was one of four principles which were said to reflect the European tradition and these principles were considered to stand as a European counterpart to the four Georgetown principles.66 This project was led by
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64 Ibid.
65 Beauchamp, Tom L. and Childress James F.: Principles of Biomedical Ethics, p. 65.
Peter Kemp and Jacob Dahl Rendtorff. The four ethical principles of autonomy, dignity, integrity and vulnerability are in the project described as representing a normative framework to take into consideration on bioethical concerns. The project was presented to the European Commission in a policy proposal called the Barcelona Declaration, which is described as “[…] a philosophical and political agreement between experts in bioethics and biolaw from many different countries.”

In the project the discussion on dignity draws on both an understanding of dignity as intrinsic, a value which can never be lost or degraded, as well as an understanding of dignity as constructed in human relationships.

Research which can be characterised as that which Ashcroft describes as the group who regards dignity as a metaphysical property are some of the contributions in the extensive anthology _Human Dignity and Bioethics_. This volume was commissioned by the President’s Council on Bioethics and the purpose of the essays was to enable a deeper understanding of the meaning of human dignity and its application on bioethical concerns, since different understandings of the idea had played a significant role in the council’s work. One of the conservative voices within the American debate who is represented in the volume is the above-mentioned Leon Kass. In the chapter “Defending Human Dignity” Kass points to the understanding that in the American
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debate the language of dignity has not been prominent. By this he means that the concept of dignity carries too many religious connotations for secularists and libertarians, and too many connotations of aristocracy for egalitarians. Kass’ discussion on dignity evolves around his interpretation of human nature, and which actions and treatments standing in correlation with human nature, an interpretation where he draws on the Christian tradition. To prohibit certain treatments, often treatments which are made possible due to new technology, is a way of ensuring that the human being is not degraded. The question of procreation can stand as one example of this, where Kass states: “The dignity of human procreation, threatened by cloning-to produce-children and other projected forms of ‘manufacture’.” His way of reasoning in the article is similar to that found in his other works on dignity and bioethics, for example Life, Liberty, and the Defense of Dignity. The Challenge for Bioethics, where he elaborates his understanding of subjects such as organ donation and cloning.

Within the theological discussion on human dignity and medical ethics there is also an extensive discussion regarding the concept of ‘person’, a distinction between a human being in the biological sense and a human being as a person. The discussion revolves around the consideration of when a human being becomes a person and on what grounds. The debate on personhood has been extensive in some areas of bioethics, especially on topics such as abortion and euthanasia, since the idea is that when it is established who can be considered to be a person, then this understanding can be applied to medical-ethical concerns and can be the solving argument in complex dilemmas. Christopher Kaczor does in his book The Edge of Life: Human Dignity and Contemporary Bioethics undertake a comprehensive discussion and argues in favour of an ‘ontological conception of personhood’ beginning at conception.

This stands in opposition to the idea as formulated by Peter Singer who
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argues in favour of an understanding that means awareness of one’s existence. A complementary perspective on the discussion on personhood is presented by the American bioethicist Tristram Engelhardt. In his article *Sanctity of Life and the Concept of a Person* he argues for a ‘social concept of person’. He makes a distinction between human beings and persons but regards all human beings from birth as persons in a social sense.77

One of the strands in the discussion on human dignity and bioethics identified by Ashcroft is, as mentioned, on the connection between dignity and autonomy. The book *Human Dignity in Bioethics and Biolaw*78 by Deryck Beyleveld and Roger Brownsword has gained much attention and appreciation in the discussion. The theory of Alan Gewirth on agency and human rights plays a significant role in their analysis. They regard dignity in two senses: dignity as empowerment and dignity as restrain. In their discussion on dignity as empowerment the authors discuss the strong connection between dignity and autonomy. They point to the importance of dignity as a basis for the freedom of agents to pursue their own autonomous goals. The latter aspect, dignity as constraint, concerns the prohibition of certain acts due to a person’s dignity.

A comprehensive overview regarding research on dignity and bioethics is provided in Charles Foster’s book *Human Dignity in Bioethics and Law*. This accomplishment is an important contribution. Foster also argues, against critics, on human dignity being a redundant principle in bioethics. Instead he argues that it is, in his own description, the only principle to regard in bioethics. Foster also claims that the definition of dignity is human flourishing.79

One interesting anthology to regard is *Human Dignity in Bioethics—From Worldviews to the Public Square* edited by Stephen Dilley and Nathan Palpant.80 As in most of the anthologies on human dignity the articles covers three areas; the sources, meaning and the justification of dignity, human dignity and law and applications of dignity in specific
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areas and in this anthology the focus is on bioethical concerns. The applications often concern rather traditional areas such as abortion and euthanasia. However, there are also contributions which regard which challenges to our understanding of dignity which will be facing humanity in the near future in light of technological development.

Another anthology to be mentioned is *Perspectives on Human Dignity – A Conversation*. In this anthology similar subjects are encountered as in the previously mentioned anthology. However, there are here a number of contributions on the subject of human dignity in the end of life. One of the contributors, Jack Coulehan, discusses what it can mean to die with dignity and if this always has to be interpreted in accordance with existing understandings on what a good death means, for example as peaceful death.

I have presented certain research on dignity and medical ethics, and on bioethics, research which has given important contributions to the discussion. As said earlier, research which takes an inductive approach to the study of dignity has in many cases the aim of improving care for patients. However, my own research is more in line with the work of Eva Kittay, where the empirical material goes into dialogue with ethical analysis and normative theory.

Some researchers, as seen, are developing context-sensitive contributions to dignity, like this dissertation does. However, it is far less common to also include the aim that the empirical research should contribute to ethical analysis. The aim is more often only that a context-sensitive proposal should improve the treatment of the patients. The contribution of this dissertation is therefore at least twofold: the results from the empirical study shed light on the theoretical discussion on dignity and some theoretical perspectives on dignity are criticised in the light of the empirical results. Another significant contribution in this dissertation is the theological interpretation of a principle of human dignity. This theological contribution is based on the results from the empirical research.

---

Neonatal care

In the dissertation the focus in the interview study is on concerns regarding dignity at the beginning of life and the end of life, and the medical areas which are concerned are neonatal care and palliative care. Since the interview material is contextualised within these areas I want to provide certain information about these two areas.

The technological development during the 50s dramatically changed methods for medical treatment of premature infants. The incubator is a good example of how technological intervention improved medical treatment for neonates and led to a reduction of child mortality. The technical improvements solved many medical problems but also created others. Survival rates increased, but for some of those children with severe illnesses, Swaney et al. claim that, the quality of life was diminished.82

The neonatal period is regarded as being the first 28 days after the child is born and today around 10-15 per cent of all newborns are treated in neonatal care in conjunction with birth and some of these children face severe risks regarding medical and psychological problems.83 They especially affect children who are born prematurely, i.e. where the term of pregnancy is below 37 weeks. A child born before 32 weeks of pregnancy is defined as very preterm, while those children who are born before 28 weeks of pregnancy are considered extremely preterm. It is in particular the two latter groups in which most illnesses and mortality occur, especially among the extremely preterm.84 For a family it can be combined with extreme stress to give birth to a child with severe illnesses. Studies have shown that depressive symptoms are more frequent for mothers giving birth to very premature children than among those who have given birth to children that are fully developed and healthy. A child might need prolonged hospital care and the diagnosis for the child can be very uncertain, causing stress for the family. This
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concerns not only the parents but also for example siblings who may react strongly to the situation.\textsuperscript{85}

Neonatal care in Sweden has high rates of survival for the extremely preterm. Around 300 extremely premature children a year are born alive in Sweden, and Sweden is among those countries in which the chance for survival for these children is the highest in the world.\textsuperscript{86} However, there is also an ongoing discussion regarding whether one should give full intensive care when the child is at the limit of viability (around week 22). It is important to clarify that all children born alive, regardless of their age, should receive medical treatment as long as this can be regarded as standing in agreement with science and proven experience; otherwise, one could claim that some children are discriminated against due to their age, which is prohibited.\textsuperscript{87} However, the question today concerns not only increasing the number of survivals but also improving the results regarding these children’s development. Important research has been done in the EXPRESS study regarding areas such as cognitive development as well as studying which problems may occur for extremely preterm children of older ages.\textsuperscript{88} For example, the NIDCAP method (Newborn Individualized Development Care and Assessment Program) has proven to give positive results on the child’s cognitive progress.\textsuperscript{89}

Palliative care

One of the pioneer institutions which became important for the shaping of palliative care of today is St. Christopher’s Hospice in England, founded in 1967 by Dr. Cicely Saunders. As has been described before, the scientific advancement was rapid during the latter part of the twentieth century, which had profound implications for medical care, also in

\textsuperscript{88} Fellman, Vineta et al.: “One-Year Survival of Extremely Preterm Infants after Active Perinatal Care in Sweden”, in JAMA Vol 301, No. 21, 2009.
\textsuperscript{89} SBU: Individanpassad vård av underburna barn - NIDCAP. Statens beredning för medicinsk utvärdering, Stockholm, 2006, SBU Alert-report nr. 2006-03.
relation to death and dying. As treatment for end-stage patients advanced and improved, more patients came to be at hospitals and also died there instead of in their homes. During this period the medical advancements also meant that life for patients with a terminal diagnosis could be prolonged. On the other hand, these patients could not have adequate pain and symptom control since the progression of this had not kept the same pace. The philosophy of palliative care which was developed at St. Christopher’s has had a great impact on the conception of good palliative care as it is considered today.

One of the most common definitions of palliative care is formulated by the World Health Organization as follows:

Palliative care is an approach that improves the quality of life of patients and their families facing the problem associated with life-threatening illness, through the prevention and relief of suffering by means of early identification and impeccable assessment and treatment of pain and other problems, physical, psychosocial and spiritual.

The patients who are in palliative care have incurable, deadly diseases and the care is focussed not solely on the patient but also includes the patient’s family. One should also take into consideration that palliative care can be required for persons of all ages, from very young children to the elderly. Palliative care in its earliest stage is palliative care for patients with incurable diseases but where one has life-prolonging treatment. The later stage concerns palliative care in the end of life where the treatment is not focussed on prolonging life.

The purpose of palliative care is never to hasten death but neither to prevent death and dying is considered as a normal process. An important part of the treatment is of course to relieve pain. For this purpose it is permitted to even, in certain cases, use methods such as sedation which can be offered to patients experiencing severe suffering. This

means that the patient can be intermittently or continuously sedated (alth-
hough evaluated every 24 hours) until death. Here an important dis-
tinction is needed. It should be noted that sedation in these cases is used
as palliative treatment, as a way of relieving pain. Sedation is not a form
of euthanasia but the intention of sedation is to relieve pain. However,
the moral complexities of sedation have been discussed.

In palliative care it is important to attend to the patient’s physical
needs but also to psychological and spiritual ones. According to the
Swedish national program for palliative care there are four main values
which form the basis of palliative care, namely: presence, holism,
knowledge and empathy. With presence one points to the importance
of regarding the human being as social and the importance of social
contact and the presence of others in the process of dying. Holism con-
cerns the view of the person as having physical, social, psychological
and existential needs. Knowledge is seen as important in order to con-
stantly provide good care, and empathy is central since the patient is in
a vulnerable situation and the staff’s handling of the person is of the
utmost importance.

In Sweden, one can distinguish between general palliative care
(which is palliative care which can be given to patients by staff with
general competence in palliative care) and specialized palliative care
(which is palliative care given to patients with complex symptoms or
with specific needs). Within specialized palliative care the teams have
specialized training and competence. In Sweden, palliative care has
been a prioritised area of care. This was established in 1995 with the
report Vårdens svåra val.
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care and how it could be offered equally in the whole country. However, how to reach this aim is still a question of great concern.97

**Qualitative research interview**

In the interview study I have interviewed hospital chaplains, physicians in neonatal care and physicians in palliative care. Regarding the interviewees in palliative care they all have specialized training and competence within this area and they all worked at specialized palliative care units. I have interviewed hospital chaplains since this is a dissertation in which theological perspectives are of importance and I regarded these theologians, who both have theological expertise and experience of the area of concern, to be an important group to include. In the interviews the particular focus has been on dignity at the beginning of life and the end of life.

In much of the theoretical discussion on human dignity and medical ethics, the focus has often come to concern decision-making. This understanding came to influence the choice of interviewees. Within the healthcare service different professions have their specific competence and much of the work is team-based. However, in the forming of the research project, I choose to interview physicians, since their particular area of responsibility and competence was regarded to be of importance for this study. Attention is drawn to practical reason in the interviews, in order to understand how they reflect on the questions concerning what to do and how to act, and what values they understand to be of importance in forming a particular decision.

I have chosen the narrative method of conducting interviews because I agree with the understanding that by using the narrative form, we explain our actions and thoughts to others as well as to ourselves and create meaning of our world and our experiences.98 The storied form does not offer arguments in a philosophical sense; instead, the interviewees...
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in using the storied form\textsuperscript{99} get involved in a meaning-making activity, constructed in such a way that it becomes a description of how the narrator understands the world, its complexities and moral concerns.\textsuperscript{100}

One important way in which narrative analysis has been used within medical ethics is as a tool of emancipation. Arthur W. Frank, has in his research studied narratives about illness experience and embodiment. The narratives give new perspectives on the situation of the patient, who has often been looked upon as a passive victim of disease, and he discusses important ethical concerns illuminated by this perspective.\textsuperscript{101} Rita Charon and Martha Montello, like Arthur W. Frank, also focus their analysis on patient narratives. The ethical concerns are related to the ethics of ordinary life, the patient’s decisions and the patient’s concerns.\textsuperscript{102} However, in this dissertation I have chosen to interview professionals, a choice which only renders an indirect perspective from patients and family. Since one of my research interests in this study is the medical decisions being made, I have chosen to focus, due to limited time and space, on interviews with the selected groups and not on patients or patients’ families. I regard my research as a complement to research conducted from these other important perspectives.

I have interviewed a total amount of 18 persons, six within each group. The criteria that were firstly considered in choosing participants were age and gender. Regarding the criterion of gender, an equal number of women and men were interviewed. Regarding the criterion of age, I found it to be practically impossible to reach this criteria and my analysis is that this criteria was of less importance than first believed. It is also important to note that this research study does not claim that its data is generalizable in a statistical sense. As regards the number of interviewees, I chose 18 as an estimate based on the perspective of reaching saturation. Steinar Kvale comments that after a certain point (in his

\textsuperscript{99} I use the term ‘story’ or ‘storied form’ relating to separate interviews, while I preserve the term ‘narrative’ for the narrative analysis of general patterns which will be described later.

\textsuperscript{100} Ewick, Patricia and Silbey, Susan: “Narrating Social Structure: Stories of Resistance to Legal Authority”, p. 1341.


description around 15+/−10) more interviewees render less knowledge.103

It is crucial in a research project which deals with interviews that the research is in line with ethical guidelines concerning matters such as anonymity, confidentiality and discretion. This research project follows the ethical guidelines of humanistic research104 and during the autumn of 2010 it was examined and approved by the Regional Ethical Review Board in Uppsala.105

Two test interviews were carried out in spring 2011 in order to analyse how the questions were perceived and understood. This was important because a preliminary judgment could then be made on whether the questions would work as a means for reflection. Another important matter was to analyse if the interview guide should be supplemented with new themes. The result of the test study was that certain rearrangements were made in the interview guide, but overall a positive evaluation of the outline of the study.

The interviews were carried out between spring 2011 and spring 2013 at hospitals in mid-sized cities in the middle and southern parts of Sweden, in total nine different cities and twelve different hospitals. The interviewees were contacted by letter, which included information about the research project as well as information about the interview in order to give a comprehensive understanding of the research project. It was stressed that participation in the interview was voluntary and that the interviewees had the possibility to refrain from the interview without explanation. Information was also given concerning the interview being recorded and transcribed, how the interview material would be preserved and used, and explaining that all the material would be coded so that no information of a personal character or other which might identify the participants, could be gathered from the transcribed material. After approximately ten days I followed up the letter with an e-mail and the interviewees who decided to participate in the study could freely choose the location for the interview. All of the interviews, including both hospital chaplains and physicians, took place in offices and reception rooms at the different hospitals. The interviews lasted between 45 minutes to an hour. At the interview the participants were

105 Date for approval 8 Dec 2010. Registration number 2010/408.
given the following information: they could end the interview whenever they wanted without explaining why, the interview would be coded, and they could be sent a transcribed copy of the interview which they were asked to read through and then return with any changes they wanted made. A letter of consent was signed before the interview started.

When conducting the interviews the overall theme was dignity, but the questions regarded both this specific theme and ethical situations more in general. The questions concerned three areas: The interviewees’ reflections on, and experiences of, situations and choices that they considered had an ethical dimension, ethical situations and experiences of meetings with patients and relatives of patients, and situations and experiences of dignity regarding the beginning of life and the end of life.

The interview schedule was of a semi-structured character. The open-ended questions were followed by certain questions which could be of a more specific character, intended to gain a more detailed understanding. One area which I had first considered to discuss was the discussion with colleagues about ethical experiences. However, this area did not elicit much attention or interest from the interviewees.

One important aspect to consider in an interview situation, as well as in analysis, is ‘co-construction’. Phillida Salmon and Catherine Riessman point to this when they claim that storytelling is a social activity and that stories are told in a specific context and influenced by factors such as the interaction between interviewee and researcher.106 Riessman formulates it thus: “Stories don’t fall from the sky (or emerge from the innermost “self”); they are composed and received in contexts – interactional, historical, institutional, and discursive – to name a few.”107 An interview situation is always an encounter in which even subtle influences or non-verbal aspects can play a part in the co-construction, and where the audience (the interviewer) always has an influence regarding what the interviewee perceives can or cannot be said, and how that which they wish to tell can be described and expressed.108

Many aspects can affect the presentation of what is said and in this interview project I can assume that the presentation, for instance, has been influenced by the purpose of the study, one presents information in a different way to a layman than to a colleague and that one wants to present oneself as a morally responsible person.

Methods of analysis

I have chosen to use a simple form of transcription which means that I have transcribed verbatim, I have registered longer pauses (more than one second), laughter, and simultaneous talk. I regarded this level of transcription to be satisfactory for my analysis, which mainly focuses on content rather than form, such as in analysis of structure of speech. The transcribed material has been given a code so that no personal information or other information which can be used to identify the participants can be recognised.

The interviews were performed in Swedish and transcribed into Swedish but the excerpts that are included in the dissertation have been translated into English. When making translations it can be difficult to find the exact word which has the same meaning and connotation in the two different languages, and a translation always involves interpretation. To enhance quality, professional translators have been consulted in the translation of the material.

Narrative analysis

Already in classic philosophy, Aristotle provided a theoretical discussion about literature in his work Poetics. In modern times the last four decades have been described as ‘the narrative turn’, meaning that narrative became the focus of study. Narrative research is carried out in several different research areas such as linguistics, philosophy, sociology and theology. In the latter, not least the biblical narratives’ correlation to a Christian life story have been studied. One of the ethicists to be mentioned here is Stanley Hauerwas and his narrative theology,

109 Riessman, Catherine Kohler: Narrative Methods for the Human Sciences, p. 54.
in which the story of God’s people is the narrative pattern for even contemporary congregations.

Narrative analysis can be considered as a diverse set of methods and theories. However, the common features are explained by Riessman: “Narrative analysis refers to a family of methods for interpreting texts that have in common a storied form. As in all families there is conflict and disagreement among those holding different perspectives.”

Among researchers working with narrative analysis there is no agreement about the definition of the concept of narrative. Nevertheless, how the individual researcher defines this is crucial for the result of the analysis. Salmon and Riessman point to the understanding that a narrative cannot only be random ideas but needs to be held together in such a way that there is a “[…] consequential linking of events or ideas.”

This draws attention to that events in a narrative has a form of temporal ordering. Salmon and Riessman also point to that the order or events are related to another, there is an overarching idea and this is often referred to as a plot.

I understand the narrator to form the events into a meaningful order and understand storytelling as a meaning-making activity. I agree with Patterson in pointing out that the events that are chosen by the narrator intervenes with an evaluative aspect. Hence, the story is told in such a way that it creates meaning. The narrative therefore does not just say something about a specific theme but also something about narrators, the context of the narrator, and the context of the interview situation. I also regard that the narrative can be about the narrator and/or others.

A central aspect of my definition of a narrative is what I here have referred to as the evaluative aspect or what sometimes is called the point of the narrative. The point can be regarded as being a part of an evaluation; the events are told in a specific way and lead up
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to something which the narrator wants to be emphasise. However, one also has to regard that there can be different evaluative aspects.

Viveka Adelswärd draws attention to the notion that a story can indicate normative aspects concerning how one ought to behave, which can be expressed in the point of the story. She observes that when a person experiences that the question has a certain moral undertone and feels a need to justify or explain, or almost defend a certain action or behaviour then the narrator can use the storied form and construct the story in such a way that it shows that the individual is a moral agent and someone who takes moral responsibility. Adelswärd writes: “The reason we strive to account for and explain our actions is because we want to be seen as people capable of acting freely, thinking clearly, and acting with moral responsibility.” I agree with Adelswärd on this matter and what was implicit in Adelswärd’s study is explicit in this study.

Adelswärd also discusses what she describes as the narrator point, which is an analysis of how the narrator describes him/herself, a way of expressing social identity, and relates to self-representation. In the further analysis I will not discuss this perspective, but will mention that the interviewees position themselves, and through their positioning mark a narrator point. Expressions in the interviews such as “I experienced this as being very bad” and “I thought that was horrible” mark the narrator point and give voice to a specific self-presentation. In this way, one marks oneself as a moral being who is accountable for one’s moral actions.

One point of clarification should be made between the individual interviews, in which the interviewees describe events which have a storied form, and how this relates to the term ‘narrative’. I use the term ‘narrative’ to describe a general pattern which is interpreted among the interviews. This means that in the analysis I have searched for similar patterns among the interviews, patterns which have certain parts and
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evaluative aspects. When referring to narrative I therefore do not make reference to an individual interview but to an interpreted overall pattern. This points to concerns recognised by Riessman in claiming that a researcher is part of the creation of the narrative since one needs to interpret and make decisions regarding the boundaries of the narrative.  

As a first step in the analysis of the interview material I carried out a close reading of the interviews, identifying a number of recurrent themes, which I then ordered into preliminary groups in the separate interviews. I then analysed all the interviews and identified common thematic elements which developed across stories. In the next analytic step I analysed an order of events and evaluative aspects. Squire explains that when the thematic overview is done, the researcher develops and tests theories which give an explanation of the narratives. This is interpretive work where one moves between the interviews and generalizations about them. The narratives that I have interpreted, in different ways, have a bearing on the question of dignity but I have also analysed and interpreted narratives on decisions which I regard as raising concerns on human dignity.

I earlier described that the interview does not offer arguments in a philosophical sense, and this is important to underline in relation to the narrative analysis. I fully agree with Ulla Schmidt in her analysis:

> The more general point here is that empirical research with the purpose of being constructively relevant, should not be carried out as though its object is coextensive with ethical theory. It should not treat data-material as though it simply displays ethical theory, similar to scholarly, academically developed theory and it must avoid viewing informants and treating the material deriving from them as though they were ethical “mini-theorists”.

As I will discuss further in the next chapter, the concept of dignity can have various meanings; for example it can refer both to autonomy and human flourishing. It can also be noted that the Swedish adjectives ‘värdig’ and ‘ovärdigt’ can be translated with two different sets of English

---

122 Riessman, Catherine: Narrative Methods for the Human Sciences, p. 74.
adjectives, namely ‘dignified’ and ‘undignified’ as well as ‘worthy’ and ‘unworthy’. They relate to nouns which refer to different meanings of dignity. The Swedish adjectives can include both these connotations. It can then of course be the case that when someone uses a term such as ‘dignity’ they refer to different understandings depending on the context. This of course raises a methodological concern, namely: When the interviewees refer to a term such as ‘dignity’, how can one know what they mean by this term? The appearance of a word does not in itself reveal the full meaning. However, in the analysis the meaning of the term is interpreted from the context within which it is set and in the presentation of the narrative analysis this interpretation will be discussed and explored.

The possibilities and restrictions on interpretation is a problem which has been considered within the hermeneutic tradition. Hans-Georg Gadamer claims that as human beings we have fore-conceptions which limit our understanding but on the other hand also make an interpretation possible; they enable a possibility for interpretation. In this study this in particular relates to the understanding of dignity. One can regard a material with a clear conception of what dignity means, for example one can focus on equality and autonomy. This can lead to one only focusing on material which is in line with one’s preconceptions, and disregarding material which does not fit one’s understanding. The results of the findings risk only fitting with what was already known while other aspects and angles risk being disregarded. I have tackled the problem in the following way. Firstly, in the interviews the questions are open-ended, as mentioned, which gave the interviewees the possibility to talk about events which they understood as being in relation, or contrary, to a patient’s dignity, and this provided certain perspectives. Secondly, I have also discussed the interview material with other researchers in order to broaden the perspectives on the analysis of the interpretation of the transcribed material.

125 ‘Dignified’ can relate to dignified manner and ‘undignified’ to being silly for example. ‘Worthy’ can have a connotation to equal, and ‘unworthy’ can mean having little or no value.

Ethical analysis and material

In the next chapter an analysis will be made of historical and contemporary understandings of the concept and the principle of human dignity which are of relevance in the research study. However, here I want to mention some of the philosophical and theological perspectives which will be discussed in more detail. Theoretical contributions are discussed with the guiding aim of furthering the analysis of the concept of human dignity and the principle of human dignity as well as furthering the interpretation and analysis of the empirical material, always guided by the study’s overall aim and the research questions. As with all philosophical analysis, it is important to strive for conceptual clarity and theoretical consistency. In the analysis I have regarded it as important to be transparent with my interpretations of the arguments and to do justice to the argumentation of the theorists.127 It is also important that the arguments provided are possible to analyse inter-subjectively.

Two philosophers will be discussed in more detail. The first philosopher to be mentioned is Immanuel Kant. Within the discussion on human dignity the importance of the Kantian perspective has historically been, and still is, influential in contemporary discussion. In particular, I discuss Kant’s conception of dignity and its relation to autonomy. In my analysis I have mainly focussed on the question of how to understand Kant’s philosophy on the meaning and the justification of human dignity and I have mainly researched this question in his work *Critique of Practical Reason*128 and *Groundwork for the Metaphysics of Morals.*129

The second theoretical perspective is the Russian philosopher Mikhail Bakhtin. In the analysis of the empirical material I have searched for theories which could give explanations and further the analysis. In chapter three, where I discuss dignity and responsibility, I have chosen to further the analysis in discussion with Bakhtin since I regarded his analysis of responsibility, which he calls answerability, as providing a

---

comprehensive understanding which deepens the analysis of the empirical material. In my analysis of Bakhtin I have mainly focussed on how responsibility in the Bakhtinian sense can be understood. The material by Bakhtin which I have used is his earlier work, namely Toward a Philosophy of the Act\textsuperscript{130} as well as essays in Art and Answerability: Early Philosophical Essays by M. M. Bakhtin.\textsuperscript{131} Bakhtin does not discuss the question of human dignity but, as will be shown in my research, the discussion of my empirical material, analysed through the Bakhtinian understanding of answerability, forms a critique of Kantian ethics, and is central to my own constructive proposal.

In the late 20\textsuperscript{th} century, there has been much discussion on the question of what a theological contribution to medical ethics can be. Lisa Sowle Cahill is one of those who has discussed this matter and also formed a critique, claiming that many theologians have abandoned their theological analysis and become moral philosophers instead. However, she also claims that a new interest is awakening regarding what the identity of theological medical ethics can be.\textsuperscript{132} In my dissertation I have made use of both philosophical and theological material, the latter in particular within the Christian context. I understand theology as one of many constructive sources to be used when reflecting on morality, and that theology can contribute to the analysis of questions within medical ethics.\textsuperscript{133} In the dissertation this means that Christian beliefs, symbols and narratives are used as interpretive tools when analysing experiences from medical practice. Within the discussion on human dignity the theological contribution has mainly revolved round the question of Imago Dei, but in my research I will show how a Christological contribution can enrich the understanding of the principle of human dignity. Even though I, in this dissertation, draw on Christological perspectives and claim that this perspective can be a tool for articulating


a principle of human dignity, I do not regard this to be an exclusive claim. This means that I regard other traditions, such as the Jewish and the Muslim traditions, to contribute with similar important insights.

Disposition

In chapter one, ‘Theoretical Perspectives on Human Dignity’, I analyse the meaning of the concept of dignity and in particular draw attention to attributed, intrinsic and inflorescent dignity. An important difference between these perspectives concerns whether dignity is attributed to a person, if it belongs to a human being due to her moral worth or if it is regarded as intrinsic. I also study the principle of human dignity and point to, among others, the Kantian proposition of always treating humanity in a person as an end and never merely as a means. In chapter one I also present theological perspectives, such as Imago Dei and personalism, as well as philosophical perspectives, such as dignity due to moral worth or humanity in every person characterised by rationality and autonomy. From a more general study of the meaning and justification of human dignity I proceed to the particular area of criticism regarding the meaning and function of dignity that has been raised within medical ethics.

In chapters two, three and four I present the narrative analysis and discuss the results in relation to philosophical and theological theories.

In chapter two, ‘Autonomy and Human Vulnerability’, I discuss the relation between dignity and autonomy but also further the discussion on this matter from the perspective of human vulnerability – a perspective which plays a significant role throughout the book. In this chapter I take the starting point in a Kantian perspective on dignity where the human being is regarded as rational and autonomous, and where autonomy is understood in a particular way. I then proceed to the narrative analysis where, in the empirical material, I have interpreted not only a connection between dignity and autonomy but also the significance of human vulnerability. A person is autonomous and at the same time vulnerable, and I claim that this has implications for the understanding of dignity.

In chapter three, ‘Presence and Responsibility’, the relation between dignity, presence and responsibility is analysed. To respect a person’s
dignity is here discussed in terms of being present and sharing vulnerability. I analyse this from, among others, a Christological perspective and understand the idea of Christ sharing human vulnerability as a theological tool for understanding the meaning of a principle of dignity. In this chapter, the subject of responsibility comes to the forefront. I develop my analysis of responsibility in close dialogue with the Russian philosopher Mikhail Bakhtin’s discussion on answerability.

In chapter four, ‘An Analysis of Dignity – Complexities in Medical Care’, narratives which focus on decision-making within neonatal care are presented. I have regarded the results from the narrative analysis to raise questions and concerns regarding the subject of dignity. In the discussion I analyse the results from the narrative analysis in relation to the categorisation on the meaning of dignity as attributed dignity, intrinsic dignity and inflorescent dignity. The different meanings raise different results regarding who should be recognised and respected.

In chapter five, ‘Human Dignity, Vulnerability and Responsibility’, I expand the analysis of the results, and relate these to medical practice. In the discussion a theological perspective where a Christological view – connected to Bakhtin’s ethics of responsibility – forms a critique to both the Kantian deontological perspective and dignity acquired by virtue.
1. Theoretical Perspectives on Human Dignity

Professor of law and philosophy Jeremy Waldron has pointed out that major values, such as dignity and freedom, have always invoked different interpretations and usages. Hence, a specific value can be used in different ways in ethical discussion, and, given the interpretation of that value, different conclusions will be reached. This is noticeable in how dignity is referred to in the medical-ethical debate, for example in the discussion regarding euthanasia. Some argue that a human being should be allowed to die with dignity, meaning that at a certain stage – when people feel they are no longer able to live a dignified life – they should be able to end their own life. A contrary view holds that it is precisely human dignity, in the understanding of the sanctity of life, which requires this practice to be prohibited. The meaning of human dignity is closely related to an understanding of what it means to be a human being and the different views on this matter are mirrored in the different positions described above. M.D Meeks has formulated it in the following way: “To be able to say what dignity is would be to describe the fundamental meaning of being human.”

In this chapter, my aim is to analyse theoretical perspectives on human dignity. The notion on dignity has a long history within both theological and philosophical thought and some of the perspectives which will be discussed still have a great influence in contemporary debate. Certain viewpoints that are discussed will also be of importance in the analysis later on in the dissertation.


In this chapter I will also analyse the concept of human dignity. In the contemporary discussion the ambiguity of the concept is debated and there is no consensus among researchers regarding its meaning. Following Daniel Sulmasy’s characterisations of dignity, I will distinguish between attributed dignity, intrinsic dignity and inflorescent dignity. I will also analyse different understandings of the principle of human dignity.

Lastly I will present certain criticisms which have been raised against the notion of dignity, but this analysis will be limited to issues pertaining to the medical-ethical debate.

The concept of human dignity

The concept of dignity has a rich history with ancient roots. Etymologically, the Latin root of the term ‘dignitas’ referred to honour and nobility, a special elevation, and as such it was a term which marked distinction. In ancient Rome, dignitas referred not to all, but to a select few persons with a special rank or status, such as senators. The person became worthy of dignity due to, for example, the special position that person had. Dignity was in this way connected to a high social status.\(^\text{136}\) This understanding of the concept of dignitas is noticeable even today. For example, in contemporary Swedish, the term ‘dignitär’, or in contemporary English, the term ‘dignitary’, point to someone who has elevated status, for example a king or a bishop. Lennart Nordenfelt analyses this understanding in his discussion of what he calls ‘dignity of merit’ where merits can be formal (for example a king) or informal (for example a sportsman) but both grant dignity to the holder of the merit.\(^\text{137}\) Human dignity understood as dignitas, as described here, has connections to what Daniel Sulmasy calls attributed dignity. He characterises attributed dignity as:


\(^{137}\) Dignity of merit is defined as: “A person who has a rank or holds an office that entails a set of rights has a special dignity.” Ibid.
worth or value that human beings confer upon others by acts of attribution. The act of conferring this worth or value may be accomplished individually or communally, but it always involves a choice. Attributed dignity is, in a sense, created.138

This means that in the eyes of others or society the person is made worthy of dignity. Dignity can in this sense be described as created, conferred and social. For example, if a person loses that which caused that person to be attributed dignity, then the person’s dignity can be lost.139

The terms ‘honour’ and ‘worth’ are sometimes used as synonyms for the term ‘dignity’, and the choice of synonym can reflect a particular view of the meaning of the concept. Meir Dan-Cohen claims that, in the last few decades, the meaning of dignity has often been linked to worth rather than to honour. When dignity is used as equivalent to honour, this can point to the understanding of dignity as connected to social position, which earlier was described as attributed dignity. However, Dan-Cohen claims that when dignity is used as a synonym for worth, this use is more in line with a Kantian meaning of dignity; in other words, an universalisation of dignity and an equalisation of dignity.140


139 In contemporary debate on dignity, this particular understanding of human dignity has not been prominent, but in recent years a new approach can be exemplified with Jeremy Waldron who has developed an understanding of human dignity in which he draws on the understanding of dignity as attributed, but instead of dignity being related to a few people in society with high status, he introduces a claim on equality, an ‘equalization of rank’. The respect that was formerly accorded to the high status of nobility is now accorded to every human being; every person has the status of a dignitarian, and as such every human being deserves respect. Waldron, Jeremy: Dignity, Rank, and Rights, p. 33.

I have discussed attributed dignity and will now proceed to the meaning of intrinsic dignity. Sulmasy states the following definition:

By intrinsic dignity, I mean that worth or value that people have simply because they are human, not by virtue of any social standing, ability to evoke admiration, or any particular set of talents, skills, or powers. Intrinsic dignity is the value that human beings have simply by virtue of the fact that they are human beings.¹⁴¹

Let me describe what I understand to be some general aspects of the meaning of intrinsic dignity. Firstly intrinsic dignity belongs to all human beings, independent of, for instance, gender or social status. This differs from an understanding of attributed dignity where dignity was attributed to a few, due to talent or position. Secondly, intrinsic dignity belongs to human beings regardless of other’s or one’s own recognition of one’s dignity. According to Sulmasy, intrinsic dignity is not attributed by someone else and this means that intrinsic dignity is not dependent on the recognition of others.¹⁴² Thirdly, intrinsic dignity cannot be degraded or lost, and a person has intrinsic dignity during her whole life. A person can for example be treated inhumanly, in a way which does not stand in correlation to her dignity, but the person’s intrinsic dignity is still not lost or degraded. In the understanding of attributed dignity, on the other hand, dignity can be lost, if a person loses his or her position, or loses that which once attributed dignity to the person. Fourthly, intrinsic dignity is an equal value. There is no difference in level of dignity, it cannot be graded. All human beings have dignity to the same degree and in this sense it is equal.¹⁴³ Dignity in the form of attributed dignity is only attributed to some, due for example to talent, and is therefore not equal to all.¹⁴⁴

It can also be illuminating to look closer at how some have defined what dignity as intrinsic dignity is not. The philosopher Ingemar Hedénius claims that there is a difference between having dignity (in the

¹⁴² Ibid.
¹⁴⁴ This, of course, does not relate to certain contemporary understandings such as the position mentioned by Waldron.
sense of intrinsic dignity) and a recognition of how valuable human beings are considered to be. Hedenius asserts that some people are considered more valuable than others, for example according to how important they are in society compared to other people. However, this is different from having intrinsic dignity, according to Hedenius.145 People also have different moral values and can be considered to live virtuous lives in different degrees. In this sense, Hedenius claims, we often make a distinction between the value of a person who carries out criminal acts and a person who has high moral standards.146 Hedenius also points to all persons not being equally valuable to us, because of the different kinds of relationship that we have with specific persons. For example a child is more valuable to its own parents compared to a child who is not their own. However, such circumstances are irrelevant in relation to a person’s intrinsic dignity, according to Hedenius.147

Attributed dignity, which was earlier discussed, was the definition used to describe dignity which was conferred by others to a person, for instance based on that person’s high rank. Hence, dignity was a term that marked distinction of the particular individual, here distinction in social status. In this sense dignity was, connected to those elevated in society, elevated through their rank. However, it is also important to remember that even in the understanding of intrinsic dignity there can be a connection between dignity and a special elevation, but then in a transformed sense. Among some philosophers and theologians, a specific capacity is understood to be characteristic of the members of the human species (most often identified as rationality) and this specific human characteristic is what gives the members of the species dignity. Thus dignity, when discussed as intrinsic dignity, is sometimes understood as being equal among all members of the human race, but in relation to other species it can be a sign of distinction as well as elevation.

Within the ethical discourse, virtue ethics has gained much interest in recent years. Dignity is a concept that is sometimes used in the sense of a virtue, connected to a person’s character. A person who carries himself or herself with dignity is often understood as having a behav-

... having a sort of presence, self-control, uprightness of bearing." The last characterization of the concept of dignity, inflorescent dignity, describes the connection to virtue. Sulmasy describes this connection in the following way:

[...] inflorescent dignity is used to refer to individuals who are flourishing as human beings – living lives that are consistent with and expressive of the intrinsic dignity of the human. Thus, dignity is sometimes used to refer to a state of virtue [...].

I regard inflorescent dignity in a slightly different sense than Sulmasy does. I agree with Sulmasy that dignity in this form is connected to a person’s moral character; dignity is connected to human beings’ behaviour and virtue. However, in my view inflorescent dignity is not always an expression of intrinsic dignity. Rather, I would claim that inflorescent dignity can be seen as dignity which can be acquired by moral effort. In later discussions, I will develop this view.

Some scholars in contemporary debate have set aside the term ‘human dignity’ as a term solely used for the claim of equal human rights. Other terms are used in order to grasp alternative meanings of dignity. In this study human dignity and dignity will be used interchangeable and in certain discussions I will use the distinctions by Sulmasy for distinguishing between the meanings of dignity.

---

150 Sulmasy’s characterisation of inflorescent dignity can be compared to Andorno’s and Nordenfelt’s views. Roberto Andorno makes a distinction between inherent dignity and moral dignity. Andorno points to inherent dignity being the same for all; it belongs to every human and cannot be lost or graded. Moral dignity is connected to human beings’ behaviour and their ability to behave with dignity. Moral dignity can indeed be lost or one can lack moral dignity. Andorno, Roberto: “Human Dignity and Human Rights as a Common Ground for a Global Bioethics”, in *Journal of Medicine & Philosophy* Vol. 34, No. 3, 2009, pp. 231-232. In Nordenfelt’s description this characterisation of dignity, connected to a person’s moral character, is referred to as “dignity of moral stature”. Nordenfelt says that “this kind of dignity is tied to the idea of a dignified character and of dignity as a virtue”. Nordenfelt, Lennart: *Dignity in Care for Older People*, p. 40.
The principle of human dignity

I have pointed to different interpretations of the meaning of the concept of dignity, but an equally important analysis concerns the understanding of the principle of human dignity. McCrudden points to the relational ethical claim that a person’s dignity involves. This means that certain acts and treatments of oneself or others can either be inconsistent or consistent with a human being’s dignity.151 This points to the understanding of a principle of human dignity. David H. Calhoun states that researchers focussing on the practical implications of dignity mainly discuss the principle of human dignity directed towards how human beings should act. However, he states that the discussion regarding human dignity to a great extent revolves round what human beings are. He also claims that “[…] we should keep in mind that dignity is less a guide for action than it is a mode of understanding, revealing, and relating to human persons”.152 In my analysis, the focus on a principle of human dignity is particularly important and I do not agree on why it is necessary to make such a sharp distinction between the meaning of dignity and the principle of dignity as Calhoun makes. In my understanding, it is important to develop and explore both the meaning of dignity and the principle of dignity.

One of the most well-known formulations of a principle of human dignity originates from Immanuel Kant. In the second formulation of the categorical imperative, the formulation of humanity, it is stated: “So act that you use humanity, in your own person as well as in the person of any other, always at the same time as an end, never merely as a means.”153 This principle describes the implications that follow by a person having dignity. In this formulation of the categorical imperative, the idea that we ought to have respect for ourselves and other persons is underlined. The important point to be made is that humanity within a person cannot be treated merely as a means; persons cannot solely, for example, be instrumentalised to another’s needs but humanity within a person ought to be treated as an end in itself. Human beings are not things that are replaceable, but human beings are persons and thus

should be respected. It is important to remember that the formulation of humanity is one formulation of the categorical imperative where the categorical underlines that it should apply always, without exception.

There have been discussions, among philosophers regarding the interpretation of the meaning of ‘treated as an end’. To my understanding, one can at least adhere to the interpretation of an end in a negative sense, namely in the understanding that certain actions towards another should be prevented. To be treated as an end puts limitations on what can be regarded as a morally justified act towards a human being.

Roberto Andorno has stated that within medical ethics the second formulation of the categorical imperative has been interpreted and applied in several ways. For example, the prohibition of the instrumentalisation of the person is underlined with regard to informed consent: No person should be used only as a means to research, regardless of what results could be achieved. The meaning of being an end in oneself has also been interpreted and applied in medical practice, underlining the respect for every patient as a person, regardless of the patient’s illness or diagnosis.\(^ {154}\)

Within medical practice, the principle of human dignity is interpreted in at least two major ways: namely as respect for persons’ autonomy and respect for the equal dignity of every person. As an egalitarian ideal the principle of dignity marks that no differentiation should be made between patients due to factors such as gender, age or race. Every patient deserves equal respect and treatment. If one considers the documents and restrictions for Swedish medical care, it is the understanding of dignity as respect for equal dignity which is at the centre of attention. This egalitarian ideal is underlined in the Swedish Health and Medical Services Act.\(^ {155}\) Within medical practice the interpretation of a principle of dignity is also commonly interpreted as respect for the patient’s autonomy. In a minimum sense, the respect for a patient’s dignity is included in the practice of informed consent.

In contemporary theological thought, the Swiss theologian Johannes Fischer has made an interesting contribution to an understanding of a principle of human dignity. In his understanding, the focus is on human dignity as a social status which should be respected and recognised, and
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\(^ {154}\) Andorno, Roberto: “Human Dignity and Human Rights as a Common Ground for a Global Bioethics”, p. 231.
he describes the principle thus: “[...] having human dignity means being a creature which is to be recognised and respected as a human being in the sense of a member of the human community, and which is to be treated accordingly.” Respect, in Fishers’ description, is connected to the rights a human being has due to the social status as a member of the community. However, recognition is also of importance in his understanding since one should be recognised as a human being – not in a biological sense, but in a social sense. It is possible to have the empirical status of being a human being, in a biological sense, but not have normative status; the normative status as a human being is due in the act of recognition of someone as a member of a social community. Fischer admits that there is a possibility that those who possess human dignity therefore can be a smaller group than those who are human beings in a biological sense. However, Fisher claims that the criteria for who should count as a human being in a social sense are not arbitrary; on the contrary, the criteria are already established due to our cultural and religious understanding of the human being. Thus Fischer believes that a shared social understanding, which has developed over history, can provide a basis for the ideal regarding who should be recognised and respected.

The respect for a human being’s dignity in our culture, has often been conceptualised in the understanding of respect for equal human rights. Many would claim that human dignity is the justification for the claim of equal human rights. However, in contemporary discussion this is much discussed and also criticised. Yechiel Michael Barilan claims that the idea of human dignity stands as the theoretical foundation of human rights. However, rights, he claims, differ in specification and enforceability in relation to human dignity. This has implications for not least the protection as well as the promotion of central human values such as welfare and freedom. However, even though the respect for dignity in

158 Op. cit., p. 34.
many cases finds its expression in respect for rights, the principle of dignity cannot exclusively be captured in the use of such language.160

Even though rights discourse has a long tradition, the contemporary understanding of human rights adheres to the documents of the United Nations. In these documents one can also notice the close connection between the concept of human dignity and human rights as have been mentioned earlier. Roberto Andorno claims that the concept of dignity is never defined in the international human rights declarations. However, in these declarations he identifies the meaning of dignity as dignity inherent to all members of the human family, human beings as free and equal in dignity and rights, and lastly that rights derive from the inherent dignity of the human person.161

One very important discussion has concerned the interpretation of human rights and that the discourse on human rights has been characterised by a Western political, liberal discourse and interpretation. Theorists such as Abdullahi Ahmed An-Na'im and Seyla Benhabib have claimed, albeit in very different ways, that human rights need to be understood and interpreted in context in order not be understood as a new form of Western colonialism. An-Na'im points to the importance of human rights as being in harmony with cultural norms in order for human rights to gain respect and not be understood as cultural imperialism.162 To a great extent, An-Na'im also focusses on the possibility for cross-cultural dialogue and claims that it is possible to agree on certain human rights, even though we provide different reasons for these based on differing cultural contexts.163 Benhabib has dismissed a Rawlsian proposal and liberal understanding of a minimal version on human rights and instead she makes an argument in favour of discourse ethics.164 On a similar note, Elena Namli has discussed this problem in relation to the right to freedom of speech, where she claims that the Western world

---

tends to disregard that certain rights are prioritised because they are important in the Western culture.\textsuperscript{165}

Theological perspectives on human dignity within the Western tradition

One of the most influential Christian theological understandings of human dignity is to be found in the idea of Imago Dei, the idea that man is made in God’s image and, thus, ultimately God is the one who assures each individual of her dignity, which is given to all.\textsuperscript{166} The idea of man as made in God’s image derives from the story of creation:

\begin{quote}
Then God said, “Let us make man in our image, in our likeness, and let them rule over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air, over the livestock, over all the earth, and over all the creatures that move along the ground.” So God created man in his own image, in the image of God he created him; male and female he created them.\textsuperscript{167}
\end{quote}

The idea of Imago Dei is prominent in different Christian traditions, and it will be discussed alongside with other important theological perspectives. Criticism towards the idea of Imago Dei will also be analysed. Even within each Christian tradition, there are a plethora of understandings regarding the interpretation of dignity, and in this dissertation I will mention but a few of these. In the Catholic tradition, the ideas of Thomas Aquinas are naturally influential and I will describe his idea on dignity as well as a modern personalist view in the works of the Catholic philosopher Jacques Maritain. From the Protestant tradition, I find the Lutheran theologian Gilbert Meilaender’s discussion on dignity interesting to discern since he has discussed the question on dignity extensively as well as questions on bioethics. Lastly, certain criticism of the idea of Imago Dei is of interest to discern and I will analyse the criticism


by the Protestant thinker Nicholas Wolterstorff. In addition I will ana-
lyse his idea of bestowed worth.\textsuperscript{168}

The tradition from Thomas Aquinas

The theology of Thomas Aquinas is influenced by Aristotelian philos-
ophy. Aristotle claims that it is form which defines matter, and he ex-
emplifies this correlation with a stone block that does not become a
statue until it has the form of a statue. Thomas Aquinas makes use of
the idea of form and matter and for him the soul (form) determines the
specific nature (matter). There are three powers of the soul, and these
can be understood as the organizing principles of matter.\textsuperscript{169}

The first of these powers is the vegetative soul, found in plants,
which activates the power of life. The second one is the sensitive power,
possessed by human beings and other animals, which gives them the
ability of sensation and imagination, among other things. The third
power is the intellective soul, which is exclusive to human beings and
defines human nature. Aquinas writes:

Now we may consider four things in man: his reason, which makes him
like to the angels; his sensitive powers, whereby he is like the animals;
his natural forces, which liken him to the plants; and the body itself,
wherein he is like to inanimate things.\textsuperscript{170}

It is worth noting that Aquinas creates a hierarchy where man, through
the intellective soul, stands above plants and animals. A human being
is what Aquinas calls a whole, namely one substance consisting of both

\textsuperscript{168} In the dissertation, only Christian perspectives on dignity are regarded. However
interesting perspectives are of course provided in other religious traditions as well. For
Jewish interpretations on dignity, see for example: Barilan, Yechiel Michael: \textit{Human
Dignity, Human Rights, and Responsibility}, pp. 41-45. Here Barilan discusses the Jew-
ish interpretation of Imago Dei and he points to the important interpretation of the body,
and here particularly the face, as understood as the image of God, the idea which is
visible in the work of Levinas. In Jewish thought, Barilan marks, the violation of
the body is a violation of the dignity of God. For a discussion on how dignity has been
discussed within a muslim context, see: Fazlhashemi, Mohammad: “Människans värd-
gighet i muslimsk context”, in Stenström, Hanna (ed.): \textit{Religionens offentlighet: Om
religionens plats i samhället}. Artos, Skellefteå, 2013.

\textsuperscript{169} Eberl, Jason T.: “The Beginning of Personhood: A Thomistic Biological Analy-

\textsuperscript{170} Aquinas, St. Thomas: \textit{Summa Theologica of St. Thomas Aquinas}. Translated by
Fathers of the English Dominican Province. Complete English Edition in Five Vol-
body and soul. Etienne Gilson points out that it is vital to understand that “[...] body and soul are not two substances but the two inseparable elements of one and the same substance”. The intellective soul, as seen, is vital in understanding Aquinas’ view on human nature and it is important to recognise that one cannot identify pure intellect with man. Gilson writes:

> Everything therefore goes to show that man is a being composed of a corporeal matter organized by a form, and of an intellectual substance which informs and organizes this matter. So much we must admit if we would merely remain faithful to the data of the problem: it is the intellect itself, an incorporeal substance, that is the form of the human body.

The intellective soul is important in Aquinas’ definition of a person. For Aquinas, a person is not only a biological organism, an individual, but the intellective soul is what defines a person. Not matter in itself – the body – or form in itself – the intellective soul – but the unity of these is what constitutes a person. This understanding of Aquinas’ anthropology is vital in order to understand how he justifies human dignity; it relates to a human being’s personhood. As Servais Pinckaers points out, Aquinas never discussed the subject of dignity. However, where Aquinas has used the term dignity, it is in relation to his discussion on personhood and it is mainly through his understanding of the person that Aquinas’ understanding of human dignity can be traced. It is the intellect that characterises a person and gives her a special worth. As Pinckaers writes: “[...] person is defined by its dignity, which results from its rational nature”.

In *Summa Theologica*, Aquinas state the following: “Since man is said to be to the image of God by reason of his intellectual nature, he is

---

the most perfectly like God according to that in which he can best imitate God in his intellectual nature.” Göran Collste points to the relationship between human intellect and God’s intellect. Collste claims that it is clear in Aquinas’ argumentation that the human intellect is dependent on God’s superior intellect, since the human intellect is both produced by and participating in God’s own intellect. Aquinas discusses the question that the image of God can be understood in different ways. Man, according to Aquinas, is created in the image of God, and this means that she has an intellectual nature. And, as Collste points out, this is equal for all human beings. However, Aquinas explicitly mentions different meanings of being in the image of God. One such meaning is that one can lose the image of God due to sin but also become the image of God through the conformity of grace.

Dignity for Aquinas is closely connected to the rational capacity of the human nature, as has been discussed above. However, James Hanvey remarks that even though reason and rational capacity are vital for the understanding of dignity, for Aquinas “[…] reason is always ordered to the true and the good, which is ultimately God’s self, it is not an independent self-grounding faculty”. In this way Hanvey wants to point out that this tradition differs from a Kantian perspective where rationality, according to Hanvey, is elevated.

Personalism

In his discussion on human dignity within the Aristotelian-Thomistic tradition, Michael A. Smith writes that there are two central themes in Catholic social teaching. The first one is the dignity of the human person and the second one is the common good. In the following I will
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focus on the Christian personalist perspective as it is understood by the Catholic philosopher Jacques Maritain, who stands in an Aristotelian-Thomistic tradition. In Maritain’s discussion on dignity, both his understanding of the person and of the common good are vital for his conception of dignity. It is also important, as Paul Valadier describes, to remember the context in which Maritain lives and works, that of totalitarian regimes. In Maritain’s work on dignity he is searching for a way of meeting these challenges of his time, according to Valadier.\(^{183}\)

It is clear in Maritain’s work that dignity has a strong metaphysical basis. He makes a distinction between the human being as an individual and as a person. He says:

There is not in me one reality, called my individual, and another reality, called my person. One and the same reality is, in a certain sense an individual, and, in another sense, a person. Our whole being is an individual by reason of that in us which derives from matter, and a person by reason of that in us which derives from spirit.\(^{184}\)

The quote clearly shows the Aristotelian-Thomistic influence concerning matter and spirit. Matter and, individuality relate to that which is potential or ability and are bound to the physical world.\(^{185}\) However, the human being cannot be reduced to only matter because of her spirit; she is therefore distinguished from things. She should be regarded as ‘a whole’ where matter has been informed by form and looked upon as both carnal and spiritual.\(^{186}\) Maritain stresses the importance of the person’s spirit and this has its foundation in the idea that the human being is created in the image of God, God who is spirit. He says:

Finally, we turn to religious thought for the last word and find that the deepest layer of the human person’s dignity consists in its property of resembling God – not in a general way after the manner of all creatures, but in a proper way. It is the image of God. For God is spirit and the human person proceeds from Him in having as principle of life a spiritual soul capable of knowing, loving and of being uplifted by grace to


participation in the very life of God so that, in the end, it might know and love Him as He knows and loves Himself. \(^{187}\)

There are two important points to consider in Maritain’s view: first that the person is regarded as participating in a relationship with God. Secondly it is important to underline the teleological perspective. Maritain points out that dignity is closely related to God as the absolute end. With the description of the human being as an individual, the understanding that a human being is a material being is underlined, but Maritain stresses that the person is ‘a whole’ and not divided. It is as a person that she has dignity, and dignity is rooted in human nature. Dignity therefore does not depend on recognition from a society or from other people, but is metaphysically grounded.

Maritain’s understanding of the person is closely related to his understanding of the common good. This is a reciprocal relationship where the common good is needed for a person’s development, and vice versa. Maritain describes this in the following way:

There is a correlation between this notion of the person as social unit and the notion of the common good as the end of the social whole. They imply one another. The common good is common because it is received in persons, each one of whom is as a mirror of the whole. […] The end of society, therefore, is neither the individual good nor the collection of the individual goods of each of the persons who constitute it. […] The end of society is the good of the community, of the social body. \(^{188}\)

Maritain’s personalism therefore differs from individualism which fails to correspond to the person as in relations, and fails to recognise her as a social being. Furthermore, Maritain underlined the importance of a democracy which was resistant against individualism. As Deborah Wallace describes it, Maritain understood democracy as rooted in Christian principles and he thought that a theory of human rights had its source in natural law. For Maritain, the importance of regarding human rights was necessary for forming the common good. That all citizens are guaranteed equal human rights is a claim which is grounded in his metaphysical understanding of the person, and hence grounded in the understanding of every person’s human dignity. \(^{189}\)

\(^{189}\) Wallace, Deborah: “Jacques Maritain and Alasdair MacIntyre: The Person, the Common Good and Human Rights”, in Sweetman, Brendan (ed.): The Failure of
The status of in-between – A vertical perspective on dignity

I shall turn to the idea of human dignity from the perspective of the Lutheran professor of Theology, Gilbert Meilaender. Meilaender’s theory on dignity is, according to himself, a way of unifying two perspectives from the concept’s history; namely, on the one hand Aristotelian conceptualisation with an emphasis on flourishing and, on the other hand, a Christian conceptualisation of the person. These two strands resulted in a division between human dignity and personal dignity. The latter, according to Meilaender, refers to equal dignity for all human beings. However, I will analyse his understanding on human dignity.

Meilaender’s discussion on human dignity can be understood by making a distinction between a horizontal and a vertical perspective on dignity. The idea of human dignity has often been connected to a specific understanding of what is characteristically human, that which distinguishes the human species. Hence, this certain characteristic is what gives humans a specific human dignity and also gives a human being, as part of the human species, a certain position in the hierarchy between species. In this hierarchy the human species has been regarded as higher than other creatures. When regarded in such a way, the idea of human dignity can be understood from a vertical perspective. It is vertical in the sense that the idea of human dignity and how it refers to individuals becomes a discussion regarding the human species in relation to other species.

Following from a vertical understanding of human dignity one finds the foundation for a horizontal understanding of human dignity. This horizontal understanding is what is seen to guide moral actions between...
humans. For example, a common understanding is that all human beings have human dignity to an equal degree; hence all should be equally respected. However, it is also noticeable that some understand the idea of human dignity exclusively from a horizontal perspective. In other words, they claim that it is an important principle guiding moral actions between human beings, but without reference to a vertical perspective on human dignity.

Meilaender’s conception of human dignity points to a vertical perspective in two ways, namely regarding the human species and the human individual. Meilaender claims that the human species has certain characteristics which distinguish it from other species. It is “lower than the gods, higher than the beasts”. In Meilaender’s understanding of what characterises human nature is this place in the hierarchy where the human species is “neither beast nor God” but has the status of “in-between”. Human nature is tied to the beast through the body but at the same time is directed towards God through the soul. Meilaender says: “[…] human dignity is the dignity of a particular sort of creature, who is neither the ‘highest’ nor the ‘lowest’ sort of creature we can imagine.” It is significant that Meilaender expresses that human nature is characterised by being directed towards God; God is telos. Meilaender points to there being a purpose embedded in all organic life and the human being’s purpose is to strive towards God. This specific telos characterises what it means to live a flourishing human life. This teleological understanding of human dignity is also a critique against the dominating aspect of autonomy; it is a telos which makes humans understand what a flourishing human life is, the human being cannot autonomously choose her life as she wishes. Meilaender also specifically points out that the Christian and the Jewish traditions give us insight into what human dignity involves.

Meilaender’s understanding of the flourishing of human nature which is characterised by its particular telos has similarities to an Aristotelian understanding of human nature. According to Aristotle’s teleological philosophy, which has been encountered earlier, the human is

more than plants and animals due to her rational faculty and he also points to contemplation as the specific telos for human beings. Even Meilaender makes a distinction between human beings and other creatures and in the same way draws attention to the importance of the connection between human nature and our particular telos. But, while Aristotle connects rational nature with the striving of our telos, which is contemplation, Meilaender identifies human nature as being in-between but striving towards God.

Even though Meilaender’s conception of human dignity is connected to what is characteristic for humanity as a species, individually this could manifest itself to a higher or a lower degree. Hence, human dignity understood vertically also refers to human individuals; some more than others display that which is characteristically human, namely when someone lives in accordance with what is characteristic for human nature. Meilaender describes this in the following way: “[...] they offer an image of the flourishing of our full humanity. In so flourishing they display what I will call human dignity.” They are ‘distinguished individuals’. In this sense, Meilaender’s discussion focusses on human dignity as a moral value, and his understanding can be categorised as inflorescent dignity.

Criticism on the idea of Imago Dei

Another theological perspective on human dignity is proposed by the protestant theologian Nicolas Wolterstorff. He questions the idea of Imago Dei as the justification of human dignity. Wolterstorff discusses what the connection is between being made in the image of God and having dominion, and he claims that the Bible reference “Let us make man in our image, in our likeness, and let them rule [...]” should be understood to mean that God does one thing in order to do another. If one reads the text with this in mind one can interpret it in the following way: If human beings are to have dominion then they have to be, what Wolterstorff calls, lofty creatures. He concludes:

What the text thus interpreted entitles us to say is that the image of God consists of resembling God with respect (at least) to whatever be the
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capacities necessary for receiving and exercising the blessing or mandate of dominion.\textsuperscript{200}

Wolterstorff is critical of this understanding since it leads to exclusion of those who lack certain capacities, who do not have the capability to exercise dominion and thus resemble God.\textsuperscript{201} It is worth noticing that it is the actual mandate that defines what it means to be made in the image of God. To have dominion (the mandate) is the lens through which Wolterstorff’s understanding of Imago Dei is regarded.

Another understanding of Imago Dei is as grounded in human nature. The idea is that human nature is created in the image of God. If one is a human being and thus has a human nature, one has worth, regardless of whether one is sick, healthy etc. Wolterstorff opposes the idea that people who are very sick, for example in a coma or with Alzheimer’s, have worth, or to be more specific, should be looked upon as having worth just because they have a human nature. Instead he argues that their injuries and illnesses demean their worth and he compares their situation with a car. Imagine someone owning a car that is of a specific model and all of a sudden the engine stops working and the owner wants to repair the car but that is not possible. Then the value of the car will of course diminish because it does not function as it should. Wolterstorff concludes that the same can be said about human beings. They will not be looked upon as having worth if they do not function properly. Just the fact that they have a human nature will not safeguard this.\textsuperscript{202} Instead something else is needed, according to Wolterstorff: “What we need, for a theistic grounding of natural human rights, is some worth-imparting relation of human beings to God that does not in any way involve a reference to human capacities.”\textsuperscript{203} Wolterstorff’s solution is bestowed worth. Here, he is moving away from an understanding that it is a specific human characteristics that gives human beings worth. Instead it is the relation to God that bestows worth. Wolterstorff explains the meaning of bestowed worth as a painting painted by Rembrandt. The painting’s worth lies in that it is Rembrandt himself who has painted it. It is not that it is such a beautiful painting in itself. There are many copies that also are exquisite, but they do not have the same


\textsuperscript{201} Op. cit., p. 349.


worth; the painting’s worth comes from being painted by Rembrandt. Wolterstorff concludes his discussion about bestowed worth by looking at whether love can give bestowed worth; his conclusion is that it cannot, in the form of affection or benevolence, but it can in the form of attachment. This latter form of love as attachment is explained with a reference to a queen. The ones she loves and is attached to will receive worth not because they are great people in themselves but because of the relationship they have to the queen.\textsuperscript{204} Wolterstorff concludes with these words:

\[
\text{[\ldots] if God loves a human being with the love of attachment, that love bestows great worth on that human being; other creatures, if they knew about that love, would be envious. And I conclude that if God loves, in the mode of attachment, each and every human being equally and permanently, then natural human rights inhere in the worth bestowed on human beings by that love. Natural human rights are what respect for that worth requires.}\textsuperscript{205}
\]

Summary

In the theological theories on dignity metaphysical claims are made which are important for the different interpretations of dignity. Dignity as due the human being in the image of God and as person as well as dignity characterised by a nature which is ‘in-between’. The idea of bestowed worth has also been discussed.

Philosophical perspectives on human dignity within the Western tradition

A few theological perspectives on human dignity has been presented and I shall now turn to analyse three philosophical positions, namely that of the Stoics, of Pico della Mirandola, and the Kantian view of dignity. These three positions are chosen to discuss in more detail since they contribute with important perspectives which still are of relevance in the contemporary debate on dignity.

The tradition from the Stoics

In Stoic philosophy a sharp distinction is made between human beings and animals. Humans’ rational capacity, i.e. human nature, separates and elevates man over the animals. Cicero points to this in *De officiis* and claims that animals are impelled by instinct to sensual pleasures. Human beings, on the other hand, have a rational nature, which elevates them over animals.206 Even Seneca points to the understanding that human nature is characterised by reason. In one of his letters, Seneca writes:

> For man is a reasoning animal. Therefore, man’s highest good is attained, if he has fulfilled the good for which nature designed him at birth. And what is it which this reason demands of him? The easiest thing in the world, – to live in accordance with his own nature. But this is turned into a hard task by the general madness of mankind; we push one another into vice.207

Reason is closely connected to moral virtue; reason demands that one lives in accordance with one’s human nature. One of the central ideas in Stoic philosophy was that a human being should free herself from the impulses that can distract her, such as thoughts about the future, economic wealth and social status. Hence, the ideal for a Stoic was apathy, which meant that a human could, through contemplation, find a way of accepting life, and live virtuously. As described above, all human beings have a nature characterised by reason and it is reason that enables the human to transcend her vices.208 Oliver Sensen draws attention to the following:

> […] human beings are special in nature in virtue of possessing a certain capacity, namely reason. Being elevated, or having dignity, in this way was said to yield a duty to behave in a way that is worthy of this dignity.209

---

At the end of the quote, Sensen points to the importance of virtue, to live a life worthy of this dignity. The focus is directed towards human behaviour. For Cicero, certain types of behaviour seem not to be in accordance with the dignity of man. He claims for example that

 [...] if we are willing to reflect on the high worth and dignity of our nature, we shall realise how degrading it is to wallow in decadence and to live a soft and effeminate life, and how honourable is a life of thrift, self-control, austerity and sobriety.²¹⁰

Dignity in the Stoic sense is strongly connected to the way a human being lives one’s life. It is to live virtuously, to live in a dignified way. In this way one can describe the Stoic sense of dignity as relating to a moral value which is developed. Adam Schulman uses the term ‘possibility’ to describe the Stoic understanding of dignity: “Yet while dignity as the Stoics conceived it is a universal possibility for all human beings everywhere, it nonetheless sets a rigorous and exacting standard that few of us, in practice, manage to attain.”²¹¹ It should be made clear that even though dignity could in theory refer to everyone, because everyone has a rational nature, dignity only seems to apply to a few for whom it is actually possible to live life according to the high reaching Stoic ideal. Rational nature is equal for everyone; it is independent of whether the person is a slave or master, rich or poor.²¹² It is only the slave’s body that is subordinated to his master; his soul is free and because of his capacity for reason and therefore virtue the slave could very well live in accordance with his dignity, in a dignified way.²¹³ In letter 47 to Lucilius, Seneca discusses the topic of slaves and he urges Lucilius to consider the fact that the slave, just like his master, has the same origin:

Kindly remember that he whom you call your slave sprang from the same stock, is smiled upon by the same skies, and on equal terms with yourself breathes, lives and dies. It is just as possible for you to see in him a free-born man as for him to see in you a slave.²¹⁴

²¹⁰ Cicero: On obligations (De officiis), p. 37 (1.106).
²¹² Lindberg, Bo: Seneca: Människosläktets lärarer, p. 74.
²¹⁴ Seneca: Epistles 1-65, p. 307, epistle XLVII.
He might be a slave but he can still have the mind of a free person and live in accordance with his reason and thus live a life of dignity; what matters is the person’s character.

The human being as autonomous

Another philosopher whose ideas on human dignity are historically interesting but also an important source in contemporary debate, is the Renaissance philosopher Pico della Mirandola. Mirandola is important for the reasons pointed out by Michael Rosen: “In his oration Pico gives an account of human nature that was to be in many ways seminal for the self-understanding of human beings in the modern world.”215 In Mirandola’s work on dignity, the difference between human beings in relation to other beings becomes clear, and a specific position for the human being in the order of creation is established.

In his oration on dignity, Mirandola writes that God created the world with all sorts of living beings. He also wanted someone to admire the beauty of his creation and that someone should be man. However, according to Mirandola the problem occurred that God had created all beings in accordance with a form but lacked a form for the creation of man.216 When Pico della Mirandola refers to the idea of a form for all things he is referring to the Platonist view on ideas. According to Plato the idea exists before the thing being created and everything that exists on earth is an imperfect version of its idea. Therefore, it is interesting that Mirandola abandons this thought regarding the creation of human beings. This is also the key to the understanding of Mirandola’s view on dignity. In Mirandola’s oration it is clear that the particular form gives a being its features and characteristics, its nature. If these characteristics are altered, then its nature is also altered and it becomes something different. A being’s specific nature also determines its life; it has to live in accordance with its nature. According to Mirandola, a human being differs in that she has been given everything that was characteristic for all the other beings, and in particular she is free to create her own nature. That is described with these famous words:

---

Neither heavenly nor earthly, neither mortal nor immortal have We made thee. Thou, like a judge appointed for being honorable, art the molder and maker of thyself; thou mayest sculpt thyself into whatever shape thou dost prefer. Thou canst grow downward into the lower natures which are brutes. Thou canst again grow upward from thy soul’s reason into the higher natures which are divine.217

Mirandola claims that the human being can form her own nature and that this is the foundation for her dignity. Human beings should strive to become like the cherubs, forget about earthly matters, and become one with God through contemplation.218 Hence, the foundation for a human being’s dignity is having been created as a being who has the freedom to create her own form, irrespective of what form she then chooses – the angel’s or the animal’s.

The human being as self-legislative and rational

Even though the Stoics and Pico della Mirandola have given important contributions to the understanding of the meaning of human dignity, it is the German philosopher Immanuel Kant who has been the most influential in Western philosophical thought. In discussing the work of Kant I also find it important to underline that for Kant it is central to discuss human dignity as a principle. This is different from, the work of Mirandola, which describes on what grounds a human being can be regarded as having dignity, but Mirandola does not discuss the claims this dignity creates. For Kant, on the other hand, it is vital to discuss human dignity even as a principle, as seen previously.

Kant’s normative moral philosophy can be characterised as an examination of the moral law and how the moral law can be the basic principle of morality. This examination is strictly approached a priori. Kant often refers to the discussion on the will and he establishes that the only thing that is good without qualification is the good will. Kant hereby points out that morality is about good will which should be interpreted as acting from duty. To act from duty is to act in accordance with the moral law. The categorical imperative is the foundational principle of morality to which a rational person’s will should adhere. In determining the imperative as categorical, Kant underlines that it is an unconditional command; it is, so to speak, binding for the will.

Kant distinguishes three formulations of the categorical imperative. The first is the formula of universal law “[…] act only according to that maxim through which you can at the same time will that it become a universal law”.\textsuperscript{219} To point to universality – that a maxim should be formed as a universal law – is crucial, since for Kant it would be irrational to regard a moral act as morally justified if it did not apply to all rational beings, in all places. An individual can therefore not form maxims which are only in the individual’s own interest; maxims should be applicable to everyone, regardless of context.

I have previously discussed the second formulation of the categorical imperative, the formula of humanity, which pinpoints the respect for persons, the understanding that every person is an end and not merely a means to someone else’s end. This respect for the other is grounded in Kant’s understanding of humanity in every person, and this humanity ought to be respected. For Kant, humanity is understood as self-legislation and rationality, a topic which I will return to in later chapters. One could claim that self-legislation and rationality for Kant are dignity-conferring characteristics. It can also be illuminating to regard Kant’s view on dignity as he explains his view through a discussion about the difference between price and dignity. In his understanding, that which has a price is such that something else can be put in its place, something else can be equivalent to that thing. A human being on the other hand, because of her rational nature, does not have a price, but dignity, and this means that a person’s dignity cannot be affected by exterior factors, i.e. it cannot be removed and nothing can be put in the person’s place or be equivalent with the person. The person is above all price.\textsuperscript{220} Michael Rosen points out that Kant’s theory on dignity is egalitarian. All human beings have dignity; this is common for all since all are “[…] subjects to its demands, whatever place in society we may happen to occupy […].”\textsuperscript{221}

It is important to notice the difference between the categorical imperative in the first formulation in comparison to the third formulation, the formula of autonomy. This formulation regards the idea of the will of every rational being as a will that legislates universal law.\textsuperscript{222} Here
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Kant points out that the rational person is a lawgiver, and as such autonomous, and not only a follower of the moral law. This formulation is also strongly linked to Kant’s important thought on ‘a kingdom of ends’. With this idea he points to an ideal state, where all rational beings live in accordance with the categorical imperative. Kant writes:

The concept of every rational being that must consider itself as universally legislating through all the maxims of its will, so as to judge itself and its actions from this point of view, leads to a very fruitful concept attached to it, namely that of a kingdom of ends.\textsuperscript{223}

After this brief overview it is worth noticing that important criticism has also been made of Kant’s philosophy and this has concerned, for example, the interpretation of the term ‘humanity’ and to whom humanity relates. Some understand Kant as claiming that humanity in each person relates to a specific capacity in the specific individual. Hence, if lacking this capacity, the individual also lacks dignity. Others would argue that humanity should not be understood as an individual capacity but as something significant for the human species. Individuals can possess this capacity to different degrees or even not possess it but nevertheless the person belonging to the species has humanity, thus dignity, regardless of the individual’s capacity.\textsuperscript{224}

In the Kantian description, humanity is characterised by rationality. Some philosophers, such as Martha Nussbaum, has rejected such an understanding where a certain inherent characteristic is the foundation for the justification of dignity, since this can lead to the exclusion of certain individuals. This is something Nussbaum cannot agree with, which is in line with her claim that a theory on justice should include all citizens as fully equal citizens. To pinpoint a certain characteristic such as rationality leads not to inclusion but to exclusion of certain human beings, for example those with a disability.\textsuperscript{225} Nussbaum wants to include individuals with severe cognitive disabilities in her account of dignity. However, focussing on the dynamic side and the development of capabilities creates other problems of exclusion which become apparent in

an analysis of her understanding of dignified life. She claims that her
time theory could include persons with different disabilities but on the other
hand it would exclude others. This is apparent in her view on humans
with severe medical conditions. Nussbaum says: “At one end, we would
not accord equal human dignity to a person in a persistent vegetative
state, or an anencephalic child, since it would appear that there is no
striving there, no reaching out for functioning.”226

Eva Kittay has also formulated concerns regarding the justification
of dignity based on certain capacities. She points to the problem that
such a justification can to some extent include those persons who have
the potential to acquire a certain capacity, as well as those who have
once had the capacity but who have lost it. However she questions if
such a justification can include those who have never had these capac-
ities or never will acquire them.227

Important criticism has also been raised from a phenomenological
perspective. Here the Kantian proposition that the rational and universal
can be equated with what is required in a moral sense is challenged and
sometimes even rejected. In Kantian philosophy that which is one’s
duty is exclusively connected to that which is rational; what is morally
required is also rationally required. Maybe the most well-known cri-
tique is formulated in the work of Emmanuel Levinas. Levinas formu-
lates a view on ethics which stands in stark contrast to a Kantian view.
Levinas voices the idea that in what he refers to as Western philosophy,
ontology has been prior to ethics and ontology has reduced, what he
defines as ‘the Other’ to the same. Peter Kemp points to Levinas’ re-
sistance towards Western philosophy as a philosophy of logic and con-
trol. The general and the universal is preferred and universalism even
that which marks ethical justification. Hence Western philosophy there-
fore risks controlling the Others’ face.228

Levinas develops the philosophy of the face. In the face-to-face en-
counter the Other urges me not to violate her and a responsibility for
the Other is evoked. It is this encounter, where the Other shows her
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vulnerability, which is the centre of ethics for Levinas. Responsibility is important also in the work of Mikhail Bakhtin. He presents an interesting discussion on that which constitutes the normative and forms a critique against Kant’s view where normativity is connected to the universal. I will return to this discussion and especially Bakhtin’s understanding of responsibility (which he calls answerability) at a later stage in the dissertation.

Before continuing with the criticism on dignity from within the medical-ethical perspective it is worth noticing that a prominent idea in many theories on dignity, which have been discussed, is that dignity is connected to the idea of the human being as having a specific nature. Carl-Henric Grenholm explains this idea when he says:

In classic humanism, human nature – that which is truly human – is perceived as essential for what is valuable. There are characteristics shared by all human beings and specific for mankind as a species. These mark the being of man, the essence of man.

However, the idea of human essence has been criticized by, among others, Judith Butler. According to her, there are no authentic characteristics or inner essence specific to a human being. Butler also questions the distinction between biological sex and constructed gender, which had been an important distinction in feminist theory. What we believe to be characteristics are, according to Butler, different performative acts. She says:

Such acts, gestures, enactments, generally construed, are performative in the sense that the essence or identity that they otherwise purport to express are fabrications manufactured and sustained through corporeal signs and other discursive means. That the gendered body is performative suggests that it has no ontological status apart from the various acts which constitute its reality.


Summary

In the Stoic understanding one can discern an understanding of dignity which in one sense could be described as intrinsic since every person, due to her rational nature, has the ability to live a life in accordance to the high reaching Stoic ideals. However, dignity is as such only understood as a potential in every human being. It is in living a virtuous life that dignity is so to speak actualised. Dignity is then connected to a human being’s moral value, and to developing virtue. This can be compared to the focus on intrinsic dignity which is prominent in Kantian philosophy, where dignity is due a human being, regardless of the person’s moral value. An important difference between Kant and the other two positions being presented is Kant’s focus on the principle of dignity. Hence, the discussion on dignity does not only concern a subject’s dignity but also how dignity is respected in the treatment of others.

Criticism on the idea of human dignity within medical ethics

In the current debate on dignity there are critical voices being raised, and in the following I will consider the criticism which explicitly concerns medical ethics. In my opinion, there is a stark contrast in the debate whether human dignity as a philosophical concept is of any importance or not. The central question in this debate can be stated thus: What would be the loss in medical ethics if the concept of human dignity was abolished or replaced by other concepts?

In 1987, Helga Kuhse wrote the influential book *The Sanctity-of-Life Doctrine in Medicine: A Critique*. Here she claims that there is a significant distinction between the principles of ‘sanctity of life’ and ‘quality of life’. The former specifies, according to Kuhse, life as important to save in itself regardless of the consequences such as the suffering that can be caused when saving the life of a seriously ill person. Here it is important to note that Kuhse particularly criticises the principle of human dignity interpreted as the sanctity of life.

In Kuhse’s philosophical contribution it is clear that her view on human life is radically different from what most advocates of the principle

---

of sanctity of life would defend. Life need not be protected for its own sake; instead, Kuhse points to the importance of the principle of quality of life as a guiding principle in medical-ethical concerns. This means that the individual’s understanding of his quality of life is decisive for the actions being carried out, which can include euthanasia. This idea is also represented by Peter Singer who claims that the principle of sanctity of life leads to inhumane consequences for an individual. It is noticeable in the discussion that Singer and Kuhse interpret autonomy as meaning that the person is free to choose that which is in accordance with one’s preferences. That a person should be able to decide about one’s own life is extended to autonomously being able to decide regarding one’s own death. In the argumentation, the ethical problem is not about taking a life, but about going against a person’s preferences. This leads to the conclusion that creatures who are not autonomous and who cannot express their preferences are not persons according to the definition of Kuhse and Singer. If a person’s life is guaranteed to lead to suffering, then their life should not be sustained, as that would be inhumane.

In current debate, both the principle and the concept of dignity are challenged, mainly from a utilitarian perspective, as has been shown above. However, other types of criticism are also voiced, such as concerns regarding the assumed religious character of dignity and the many various meanings of the concept. The former have been discussed by Steven Pinker, among others. Pinker has voiced his criticism in his discussion of the publication on dignity by the U.S. President’s Council on Bioethics. Included in this publication are articles where researchers discuss the subject, mainly from a Judeo-Christian theological perspective. These articles were then subject to criticism by Stephen Pinker who clearly opposed the view that ethical challenges should be dealt with by using arguments from a certain religious position.
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seems to think that, especially if interpreted in a conservative way, the idea of dignity stands in opposition to other ideals which he understands have guided American bioethics, such as the recognition of liberty.\textsuperscript{237} Pinker also considers arguments that are based on the idea of human dignity to often be opposed to technical advancement and, hence, the development of human welfare, at least according to some critics. He says:

This collection of essays is the culmination of a long effort by the Council to place dignity at the center of bioethics. The general feeling is that, even if a new technology would improve life and health and decrease suffering and waste, it might have to be rejected, or even outlawed, if it affronted human dignity.\textsuperscript{238}

Another critical perspective on dignity has been voiced by Ruth Macklin, albeit from a different perspective than Pinker. In 2003, Macklin wrote an editorial in the \emph{British Medical Journal} called “Dignity is a Useless Concept”.\textsuperscript{239} In the last decade, this has been one of the most debated articles regarding the criticism of human dignity within medical ethics and bioethics. Within medical ethics, Macklin discerns two areas where dignity is referred to as a central ethical principle. The first one is \textit{the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Dignity of the Human Being with Regard to the Application of Biology and Medicine: Convention on Human Rights and Biomedicine}.\textsuperscript{240} Macklin concludes that in this convention, dignity seems to mean ‘respect for persons’, which she understands as an established principle in medical ethics involving voluntary and informed consent, protection of confidentiality and avoidance of discriminating and abusive practices.\textsuperscript{241} As has been shown, there are different understandings in Western tradition of the concept of a person. However, Macklin does not regard these traditions, but her understanding of the concept adheres to the above

\textsuperscript{238} Op. cit., p. 28.
\textsuperscript{239} Macklin, Ruth: “Dignity Is a Useless Concept.”
mentioned description and thus she claims a liberal, individualistic view on the person. The second area which Macklin discusses is end of life situations and the right to die with dignity, but she claims that dignity in this discussion seems to mean respect for autonomy. The conclusion of her argument is that we can eliminate the concept of human dignity in medical ethics since it means nothing more than respect for persons or their autonomy. The concept of dignity is, she claims, too vague to give guidance in medical-ethical concerns; it is not clear when dignity is violated. Therefore, the principle of autonomy is a better alternative in complex moral concerns according to Macklin.

Macklin’s now well-cited article stirred up many reactions since she questioned a basic ethical principle within medical treatment and medical ethics, and the reactions to the article were extensive and the criticism raised pointed in different directions. Some researchers claimed that Macklin disregarded the understanding of human dignity with its long and rich history in philosophical thought as well as in legal tradition. Hence, human dignity could not be reduced in the way Macklin suggested.

Conclusion

In this chapter different theoretical positions within the discussion on human dignity have been analysed. Regarding the meaning of human dignity I discussed the distinctions made by Daniel Sulmasy between intrinsic dignity, attributed dignity and inflorescent dignity. In the latter description I have shown that the importance of moral worth is underlined. This differs from an understanding of intrinsic dignity where dignity belongs to the person as such and is not attributed by others or due to the person’s moral worth. The idea of intrinsic dignity is also connected to an egalitarian ideal.

Different understandings of the principle of human dignity have also been discussed. The Kantian proposition includes the view that humanity in every person should be treated as an end and never merely as a


means. The interpretation of what this includes is much debated but one can at least adhere to the interpretation of an end in a negative sense, namely in the understanding that certain actions towards the other should be prevented. To be treated as an end places limitations on what can be regarded as a morally justified act towards another human being. The Kantian proposition is also often interpreted as respect for autonomy, an interpretation which I will return to in the following chapter. Within medical ethics this interpretation of the principle is important. I have also discussed an understanding where the principle of dignity is understood as recognition and respect as a member of the human community as well as discussed respect for dignity in the form of respect for human rights.

Philosophical and theological sources of the understanding of human dignity have also been analysed and attention has been drawn to the idea of Imago Dei and personalism. These are important in the theological discussion on dignity not least in regard to the question on justification of dignity. In my own research the theological discussion will not revolve round these particular theological understandings, but instead I will discuss how a principle of human dignity can be interpreted through a discussion relating to Christology.

In the philosophical debate the theories of the Stoics, Pico della Mirandola and Kant have been discussed. Here the distinction and even tension between attributed, inflorescent and intrinsic dignity is once again articulated and these distinctions will be further discussed in the dissertation.

In this chapter I have also pointed to some criticism being raised within the context of medical ethics and I have discussed three different perspectives. From a utilitarian perspective the criticism was raised that a principle of human dignity can lead to inhumane treatment of an individual. Criticism has also regarded the religious understanding of human dignity, especially as formed in a Judeo-Christian tradition, as it could be seen as standing in stark contrast to important values in a liberal society. Criticism has also been voiced that dignity is a concept with an unclear meaning or a meaning which can be reduced to respect for autonomy. As such it was claimed that it can be eliminated.
2. Autonomy and Human Vulnerability

The principle of autonomy has gained status as one of the most important principles within health care in the American as well as in the European contexts, and in Sweden this is certainly the case. As seen earlier, when considering the history of medical ethics, there was a shift from paternalism to the idea that individual patient’s rights were important and that the patient should have more authority to decide regarding his or her own health care. Onora O’Neill describes this as “[…] no themes have become more central in large parts of bioethics, and especially in medical ethics, than the importance of respecting individual rights and individual autonomy.” 244 For example in the Belmont Report, respect for persons is one of the ethical principles which was established, and this principle had two convictions. In the report it is stated:

Respect for persons incorporates at least two ethical convictions: first, that individuals should be treated as autonomous agents, and second, that persons with diminished autonomy are entitled to protection.245

The principles in the report relate to research on human subjects but as Daniel Davis points out, especially the principle of autonomy has been developed and become one of the most important principles within health care, and now applies also in the clinical sphere, not only relating to research subjects.246

246 Davis, Daniel: “Human Dignity and Respect for Persons: A Historical Perspective on Public Bioethics”, pp. 25-26. Davis also acknowledges a development which has taken place where the principle of respect for persons is understood by some as equivalent to the principle of respect for autonomy.
In medical-ethical discussions the principle of autonomy is sometimes discussed independently from the principle of dignity, for example in the work of Tom Beauchamp and James Childress. It has also been noted earlier that some regard the concept of dignity as only meaning respect for autonomy.\textsuperscript{247}

In this chapter I will not solely discuss the principle of autonomy but the relation between dignity and autonomy. At the beginning of this chapter I will discuss how one can understand this relation and will analyse the Kantian proposal on this subject. The philosophy of Kant has had, and still has, a great impact on Western understanding of human dignity. I agree with the feminist ethicist Margaret Farley when she points out that even though the shortcomings of Kant have been and still are discussed, from a feministic perspective among others, his theory is still in many respects relevant to the contemporary debate on identifying the meaning of human dignity and the obligation of respect that this creates.\textsuperscript{248}

Following this, I will present the narrative analysis. In the discussion I will show what I have interpreted as two distinct aspects in the analysis of the empirical material, namely a close connection between dignity and autonomy and the central aspect of vulnerability, a subject which I will return to in future chapters.

In line with the aim of the dissertation, I will discuss how the results of the narrative analysis can contribute concretisations and challenges to certain understandings of human dignity. I will especially discuss the difference a recognition of human vulnerability can make to an understanding of human dignity and its relation to autonomy.

A theoretical perspective on dignity and autonomy

Autonomy means self-law and comes from the Greek word \textit{auto} which means self and \textit{nomos} which means law, and as we will see in this chapter there are many different understandings of how autonomy can be interpreted and how it can be connected to an understanding of human dignity. In Kant’s discussion on the relation between dignity and autonomy, the focus is literally on the law, albeit the moral law.

\textsuperscript{247} Macklin, Ruth: “Dignity Is a Useless Concept”.
When analysing Kant’s moral philosophy it is noticeable that his epistemology has implications for his understanding of the possibility for morality, and therefore I will consider certain distinctions which are of importance.

In his epistemology Kant distinguishes between the realm of noumenon (das Ding an sich/the thing-in-itself) and the realm of phenomenon (as the thing appears to an observer). It was a revolutionary idea to claim that one could never attain knowledge of the thing-in-itself but that our knowledge is dependent on the preconditions of our mind, and that certain categories such as space and time form our knowledge. Based on this understanding, the objects adjust or conform to the mind. According to Kant’s distinction one cannot have any knowledge concerning whether the will is free or not when it is regarded as a thing-in-itself; this goes beyond the grasp of human knowledge. However, for Kant it is important to postulate the idea of the free will and the understanding that even though we can only know the appearance of determinism, we are noumenally free. This idea is central in relation to enabling a possibility for morality. Kant claims that there are good reasons for considering the possibility of a free will even though a free will cannot be proved as such, and he argues that in a practical sense, concerning morality, we must assume that the will is free. In *Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals* Kant states:

Now I say: every being that cannot act otherwise than under the idea of freedom is actually free, in a practical respect, precisely because of that; i.e. all laws that are inseparably bound up with freedom hold for it just as if its will had also been declared free in itself, and in a way that is valid in theoretical philosophy.249

To act under the idea of freedom is central in order for moral practice to be meaningful since if everything is bound by causality, an act has no value in a moral sense, one cannot be held morally responsible. However, it is important to emphasise that freedom is understood by Kant in a particular way, where freedom stands in close relation to the moral law.250 Otfried Höffe describes this by saying that a person cannot be conscious of freedom as such, but it is only through the moral law
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249 Kant, Immanuel: *Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals*, p. 57 (Ak. 4:448). Italics original.
that this can be established. He says: “[…] one cannot become conscious of freedom in an immediate manner, but solely through the moral law or morality itself.”\footnote{Höffle, Otfried: “The Form of the Maxim as the Determining Ground of the Will (The Critique of Practical Reason: §§4-6, 27-30)”, in Ameriks, Karl and Höffle, Otfried (eds.): Kant’s Moral and Legal Philosophy. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2009, p. 176.} The connection between freedom and law is elaborated in the second \emph{Critique} where Kant discusses which law can determine the will. If one supposes that a will is free then the quest is to find the law which can determine the will. The form of the law, not the content, is understood by Kant as binding for the will.\footnote{Kant, Immanuel: \emph{Critique of Practical Reason}, p. 26 (\textit{KpV} 5:29).} Thus the importance of universality of legislation is underlined, since when a maxim is universalized, i.e. transformed from a maxim to a law, it determines the will, i.e. is binding for the will of every rational being.\footnote{I will further this discussion in relation to the analysis on the philosophy of Mikhail Bakhtin since he is very critical of the criterion of universality in relation to normativity.} As Höffle points out, it is only the criterion of universality which determines the morality of the maxim.\footnote{Höffle, Otfried: “The Form of the Maxim as the Determining Ground of Will (The Critique of Practical Reason: §§4-6, 27-30)”, p. 161.} Hence, since a will can be determined by the universal form of the law, through reason, the will must be thought of as independent of the law of causality. The human being is not a slave to her inclinations; reason makes it possible for a rational being to transcend these and in the conflict between duty and inclination a person can, through reason, be conscious of the moral law and also the freedom, in a moral sense, that one has to follow it.\footnote{Kant, Immanuel: \emph{Critique of Practical Reason}, p. 27 (\textit{KpV} 5:30).}

According to Kant, the moral law is holy and so is the person who forms it. Kant claims in his second \emph{Critique}: \footnote{Op. cit., p. 72 (\textit{KpV} 5:87). Italics original.}

\begin{quote}
The moral law is \textit{holy} (inviolable). A human being is indeed unholy enough but the \textit{humanity} in his person must be holy to him. In the whole of creation, everything one wants and over which one has any power can also be used \textit{merely as a means}; a human being alone, and with him every rational creature, is an \textit{end in itself}: by virtue of the autonomy of his freedom he is the subject of the moral law, which is holy.
\end{quote}
Hence, it is only the moral law that is holy or inviolable, according to Kant. Michel Rosen points out that dignity “[…] is a quality of a class of valuable things that, as it turns out, only has a single member: ‘morality, and humanity itself insofar as it is capable of morality’”.257 Hence, it is humanity in every person that is inviolable and not the individual, biological human being. Humanity is identified as something which is unconditionally valuable, and must be treated accordingly. One is reminded of the claims from *Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals* where Kant claims that, that which can be considered as an end in itself, humanity, is not only having a relative worth but rather dignity.

The term ‘humanity’ is also used in the second formulation of the categorical imperative: “So act that you use humanity, in your own person as well as in the person of any other, always at the same time as an end, never merely as a means”.258 Respect for dignity is due not to the human being as a biological being but due to one’s humanity. As Dietmar von der Pfordten clarifies, the term ‘humanity’ can be understood in Kantian writing as a characteristic which stands in contrast to the characteristic of animality of humans.259 This is an important distinction since humanity represents the characteristics of the human being as a rational being who is free to form her own moral law; this is distinguishing. It is humanity in ourselves and in others which should be treated as an end in itself, and Kant claims that a person who is not subordinated to any other law than the law that one has legislated, has dignity; it is autonomy, understood as the capacity for legislation, which is the basis for this.260 Kant says:

> For nothing has any worth other than that which the law determines for it. But precisely because of this, the legislation that determines all worth must itself have a dignity, i.e. unconditional, incomparable worth, for which the word respect alone makes a befitting expression of the estimation a rational being is to give of it. Autonomy is thus the ground of the dignity of a human and of every rational nature.261

---

260 Kant, Immanuel: *Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals*, p. 46 (Ak. 4:434).
So for Kant autonomy should be understood through the lens of his understanding of self-legislation. However, there are different understandings regarding how to interpret the Kantian view.

Onora O’Neill, in her interpretation, points to the importance of the term ‘legislation’, the importance of persons living by principles. The principles are, according to her, the centre of importance and not that they are legislated by the autonomous and rational self. She says:

Kant’s concern is not a self that actually legislates for all, but principles that are fit to be laws for all. The stress he places on the term self-legislation is on the notion of legislation: the advocates of individual autonomy by contrast stress the notion self and have little to say about any conception of (moral) legislation.262

Here O’Neill points to a Kantian perspective concerning legislation which does not only regard oneself, but legislation which also regards others. Autonomy is therefore not an individualistic concern.

As seen, Kant describes autonomy as the basis for a human being’s dignity and he describes this as an unconditional or incomparable worth. I have earlier pointed out the distinction between attributed and intrinsic dignity, where the latter describes dignity as something which one has in oneself in contrast to being attributed dignity from someone else. This distinction is applicable to Kant’s philosophy where humanity characterised by rationality and autonomy forms the basis for intrinsic human dignity, the basis for the respect that others ought to show a person. Kant uses the word ‘respect’ in his description regarding what the dignity of every person requires. This means that a human being, since one has dignity, should be treated in accordance with this status. The second formulation of the categorical imperative makes rather explicit what the respect for humanity in every person involves, namely that since every person has dignity intrinsically, they in themselves are worthy of respect and are not dependent on whether others regard them as important or not; the person’s dignity is situated intrinsically, and is not something that is attributed. The other has value in oneself, and cannot be used by anyone to fulfil that person’s own aims and purposes.

Many would agree with Kant’s understanding of dignity as intrinsic and that a human being is worthy of respect, but would disagree with Kant on his interpretation of humanity as characterised by rationality

and autonomy. Regardless of whether one agrees with the basis on which Kant regards a person’s human dignity, the importance of the meaning of the respect for the human being’s dignity has been influential. Margaret Farley has, I think, concluded well what this respect for the person means:

The moral response appropriate to and required by this radical personal dignity or worth, is respect. To respect persons as ends in themselves is to relate to them as valuable in themselves, not just valuable for me; to treat them as absolutely valuable, not just conditionally and contingently valuable. [...] no one is to be wholly subordinated to another’s agenda.263

In Kant’s discussion, freedom, as seen, is always related to the person’s rational nature and hence to her ability to be self-legislative, meaning that she can form her own maxims in accordance with the categorical imperative. It is when acting in accordance with the moral law that she acts out of free will. She is therefore not free in the sense of ‘doing whatever she wants’ but in a moral sense. The autonomous moral choice that a person makes in a certain situation does not only relate to that specific person; instead, by relating it to the categorical imperative it is central that the choice becomes a universal law. In this way, the moral subject’s moral choices do not only relate to the individual in question. However, in contemporary discussion on autonomy, for example in the medical-ethical debate, autonomy has to some extent come to be equated with the fulfilment of a person’s wishes. However, such an interpretation is remote from a Kantian understanding. Fiona Randall points to this aspect saying:

It is worth stressing that Kant’s view on dignity are the reverse of many claims made in healthcare. For example, to provide a treatment solely on the grounds that the patient (or relative) desires it but which the best evidence suggests will not work is far from respecting the patient’s dignity; it is treating the patient as a child to be humoured. Moreover, the doctor who provides such a treatment is not acting as an autonomous or

dignified professional but has become merely an agent of the desires of someone else.264

What becomes specifically clear in Kant’s discussion on dignity and autonomy, and which is underlined in the discussion above, is that for Kant dignity does not only concern the subject’s dignity, that one has an unconditional value, but instead he focusses on the principle of dignity. What does it mean to respect someone as autonomous? Does it only concern to regard another person’s wishes or does it adhere to another interpretation? In the narrative analysis, which is to follow, a different understanding of dignity and autonomy will be analysed in which autonomy is not specifically connected to the moral sphere and self-legislation. It is also visible that a principle of dignity, as respect for autonomy, is interpreted in a specific sense.

Dignity and lack of respect for patients’ ability to engage in autonomous choice and decision-making

Some ethicists would argue that autonomy has become the dominant ethical principle in medical care in America as well as in many European countries. Regardless of whether this claim is correct, at least one can conclude that it is a central ethical principle which is commonly accepted within the health-care systems of many Western countries, including the Swedish health-care system. In the Swedish Health and Medical Services Act, for example, it is stated that good health care is based on respect for a patient’s autonomy.265 However, autonomy can be understood in various ways and a distinction is sometimes made between moral autonomy and personal autonomy. Jeremy Waldron, in his discussion on the matter, has characterised the general understanding of personal autonomy as being in charge of one’s own life and making one’s own choices regarding life. This is contrasted to moral autonomy which is particularly associated with a Kantian understanding, as was discussed earlier, where autonomy is placed within the moral sphere

---

and concerns not only individualistic matters but, as Waldron formulated it in the following characterisation of moral autonomy: “[…] a universalized concern for the ends of all rational persons.”

If one follows the distinction between moral autonomy and personal autonomy it will be clear that in the narrative analysis a different view than the Kantian will be visible. In the interpretation, there is instead a closer connection between dignity and personal autonomy.

A contemporary understanding of personal autonomy is described in the following: “[…] to be autonomous is to be able to make choices and act in line with one’s reflectively endorsed beliefs, values, goals, wants, and self-identity.” Tom Beauchamp and James Childress in their understanding on autonomy have also suggested that one important aspect of forming an autonomous choice is that one is not prevented from doing so. It is therefore important to abolish hindrances. These perspectives on autonomy bear a certain resemblance to the perspectives on autonomy which will be discussed in the narrative analysis. In this first narrative, which I will discuss here in greater detail, concerns the limitations which staff can place on patients, and I have interpreted the narrative point to mean that disrespect for the patients’ dignity pertains to patients receiving incorrect or incomplete information regarding their medical condition and possibilities for treatment, hence obstructing the patients’ autonomous decision-making.

In the following narrative the patients are undergoing treatment for severe illnesses and are continuously discussing their situation with their physicians. The discussions concern the patients’ prognosis and what the future prospects are. Apart from the discussion concerning the patients’ medical condition they also discuss options for treatment. To

---

268 They conclude that personal autonomy at least “[…] encompasses self-rule that is free from both controlling interference by others and limitations that prevent meaningful choice, such as inadequate understanding. The autonomous individual acts freely in accordance with a self-chosen plan […].” Beauchamp, Tom L. and Childress, James F.: Principles of Biomedical Ethics, p. 101.
269 As described in the introduction, I conducted a narrative analysis of the interviews which resulted in several general patterns which I refer to as narratives. The narratives referred to therefore do not relate only to a single interview.
obtain accurate information about the development of one’s health, information about treatment as well as options for treatment is of vital importance for a patient since it is essential for making a well-founded decision and choice about one’s own situation and future. The patient is dependent on the medical staff for receiving this information. However, I find there to be a connection between a lack of respect for patients’ dignity and lack of respect for patients’ autonomy. The following situation from an interview with a physician in palliative care will stand as an example.

Nils: A patient suffering from a cancer disease. Quite a young patient with a family, is in treatment, is rather stable, rather well, they make an evaluative x-ray; this is done rather regularly and that x-ray really shows quite a severe deterioration. (S: Yes) The tumour has grown despite the treatment, but the symptoms haven’t become apparent yet, so the patient is feeling rather stable, quite OK. Goes to see the physician who will inform the patient about this and the physician then chooses, based on the patient feeling quite well, to give the wrong information. Says: “Oh, but it, it looked quite all right on the x-ray. The x-ray looked good.”

Sofia: Aha, so he tells an outright lie?

Nils: Kind of outright lies about it and the patient is really happy and the family is also really happy, you know, and then they leave (S: Yes) and then this happens: when the patient then, quite soon after that, displays symptoms of this [the tumour], when the last straw is finally placed on the camel’s back. It’s a process, then you have a really hard time to understand, right? (S: Yes, of course) “But the x-ray was OK” he said. “Why is it like this then?” The guy who talked to me about this he then asked me: “Wasn’t the x-ray OK?” And then I was asked about this, and of course I told him how things really were: (S: Yes) “No, then one saw [at the x-ray] that there was a rather severe deterioration.” I think that was really undignified.

Nils continues:

Nils: You deprive them of the possibility of running their own lives, and in this case they made some decisions about what they wanted to do with their lives but then it all went to pieces because it didn’t match with reality. (S: No.) They would’ve reached very different decisions about their social situation and (S: That’s right) where they were going to live, and what they would do, and lots of other things if they had been given correct information.
What is highlighted is that the patients are hindered in making autonomous decisions by the medical staff who do not provide the correct or adequate information which is needed. Kristin Zeiler points to that a patient needs information that make it possible for the patient to be able to reflect on a certain course of action and if one is not provided this information then the patients’ opportunity for autonomous choice can be hampered.270

Beauchamp and Childress point to the importance of two conditions in their understanding on autonomy, namely liberty which they understand as meaning “independence from controlling influences”, and agency meaning “capacity for intentional action”.271 They also describe three conditions for autonomous actions. For autonomous action to be present the person should act intentionally, with understanding and without controlling influences that determine their action.272 In this narrative the patients can be described as agents according to the definition above: they are persons who have a capacity to make choices, and have the capacity for intentional action.273 However, one very important aspect of this which Onora O’Neill discusses, is that when a person is seriously ill, he or she might not even have the energy or strength to accomplish cognitive tasks such as making decisions and choices about his or her own medical care and treatment. Rather, these constraints can temporally restrict their capacity for autonomous decision-making.274 However, in this narrative I have not interpreted this as an extenuating circumstance even though the patients were seriously ill. In my interpretation, the underlying normative thought is that the physicians should provide adequate and correct information in order to enable the patients’ autonomous choices and decisions. In other words, it is not the patients’ capacity for making choices or decisions which is problematic.

271 Beauchamp, Tom L. and Childress, James F.: Principles of Biomedical Ethics, p. 102.
273 The term ‘intentionality’ is defined as “Intentional actions require plans in the form of representation of the series of events proposed for the execution of an action. For an act to be intentional, as opposed to accidental, it must correspond to the actor’s conception of the act in question, although a planned outcome might not materialize as projected.” Ibid.
here but instead it is the lack of information or receiving incorrect information which prevents the patients from making an autonomous decision and choice.

As I pointed out above, one of the conditions for autonomous action which Beauchamp and Childress point to is understanding. They say: “Deficiencies in the communication process also can hamper understanding”.275 It is of course always a matter of discussion regarding how much information is needed for the patient in order to make an autonomous choice and decision and what constitutes adequate information. However, the important aspect of this narrative is the concern regarding how the patients are deprived of the opportunity to exercise autonomy. External factors, in this case consisting of not enough or incorrect information (even a lie), create a hindrance to making an autonomous choice and decision. In my interpretation, the patients are treated almost like children who need to be protected as well as treated as people who are incapable of handling the difficult information and in that process they are diminished.

Douglas, a physician in palliative care, described the situation concerning the patients’ possibility in forming decisions and choices with the following words:

Douglas: Then I perhaps think that these people, their freedom of choice and the decisions they are going to be making, they don’t have enough facts, information, to make it possible for them to exercise their autonomy and I think that is really undignified for any society. It turns into something else: on the one hand, self-determination, autonomy, is important. But then, on the other hand, we don’t provide the individual with those tools so that she or he can exercise their autonomy. (S: No, that’s right) That is something that I consider to be undignified.

I have in this narrative interpreted that disrespect of someone’s dignity pertains to the patients receiving inadequate or incorrect information since this is a hindrance to autonomous choice or decision. The patients’ autonomy are restricted and the patients are not treated as autonomous persons capable of handling information about their own lives. However, even though autonomy is discussed in this narrative analysis, I have also interpreted an equally important feature, namely vulnerability.

275 Beauchamp, Tom L. and Childress, James F.: Principles of Biomedical Ethics, p. 104.
Seriously ill patients have, as a group, sometimes been described as vulnerable. However, in this narrative analysis it is not vulnerability in the sense of vulnerable groups or populations which I will refer to, even though the patients are seriously ill and this is one of many characterisations of them as patients. Later on in the chapter I will develop my view on vulnerability in more depth, but here I point to two interpretations of vulnerability as I understand them in relation to the specific experience being presented.

First I regard vulnerability as referring to the fragility facing all human life, an inherent condition of human life. This means that we all as humans, in our embodiment, are vulnerable since we are susceptible to illness and death. This is part of our common, human condition. The patients, as seriously ill, are facing the fragility of life, an inherent condition of human life. However, since the patients are seriously ill, they will unavoidably be in relationships where I understand their dependence on others to be apparent. I understand dependence as a form of vulnerability and it is especially this issue which I will discuss further in the following. In my analysis, the patients are dependent on others in a particular way. To discern what this dependence can mean is important to analyse in order to understand what the respect for the patients’ dignity can mean.

Susan Dodds points to the relation between vulnerability and dependency. She describes dependency as a specific form of vulnerability, and I agree with her. She writes:

Dependence is one form of vulnerability. Dependence is vulnerability that requires the support of a specific person (or people) – that is, care. To be dependent is to be in circumstances in which one must rely on the care of other individuals to access, provide or secure (one or more of) one’s needs, and promote and support the development of one’s autonomy and agency.276

It is the patients’ inherent vulnerability – the fragility facing all human life, which appears here in the form of serious illness – that has required the patients to seek and need care. It is this inherent vulnerability that forms the basis for patients’ dependence. In this narrative analysis it has

---

been shown that due to the patients’ severe illness they become dependent on the medical staff in the physical sense of receiving care for their physical needs, but what is specifically important to highlight in relation to the narrative analysis is that receiving care also includes obtaining accurate information about the development of one’s health and treatment. The patients must rely on the professionals to provide accurate information in this regard. In this way the hospital staff hold the key to the information that patients are dependent on for exercising that autonomy. Dodds states that it is not possible to overcome all dependency but that it is important to discern the sort of vulnerability which exists in order to understand what an adequate response to the particular vulnerability should be. Hence, in relation to the current discussion, in my opinion, it is not possible to remove the vulnerability in the form of the patients’ dependency on the medical care, including information. As a patient, one is dependent on medical expertise which one cannot provide oneself; this is why one has sought help and in this situation dependence cannot be avoided. In my opinion, this dependence which is unavoidable, means that the risk of being harmed also increases. In the situation currently discussed, the medical staff do not respond to the vulnerable situation of the patients. The patients are dependent on the staff for information about their health so that they can make decisions. However, the responses from the medical staff fail to enable the patients’ autonomy, since the staff do not provide correct or adequate information. Furthermore, this treatment of the patient is connected to not respecting the patients’ dignity.

In the narrative analysis the view on autonomy has been discussed in terms of self-determination. However, the view on vulnerability in the form of dependence can be understood to challenge such a view. The question which comes in the forefront is how independent the patients are in regard to making choices and decisions concerning their lives.

In discussions on autonomy, the relation between autonomy and independence is sometimes discussed. Onora O’Neill points out that within medical ethics, autonomy has often been understood as a feature

---

of individual persons and that it concerns at least capacity for independent decisions and action.\textsuperscript{278} In pointing to the importance of dependency as a form of vulnerability and in pointing out that this form of vulnerability cannot be abolished it is also difficult in my opinion to regard autonomy as closely related to independence. Dodds points out that autonomy is often understood as the ability of an individual, who is self-determining but also independent, to make choices. She underlines that relational approaches to autonomy also recognize the importance of an individual to make decisions and choices regarding one’s own life. However, she also points out that such an act is not independent of relations; on the contrary, in exercising one’s autonomy, the relations to others – for example how they promote or obstruct autonomous decisions – are recognized and are of interest to explore. Autonomy therefore becomes more related to interdependence than independence. In conclusion she claims that our social relations are of importance in forming autonomous choices and decisions.\textsuperscript{279}

In the narrative, the patients’ vulnerability and dependency also create an unequal relationship where one party (staff) has more power over the situation than the other party (patients). It is an unequal relationship between the hospital staff and the patients, and the former have information which is of importance for the patients in order to be able to make autonomous decisions about their own lives. This also highlights the patients’ dependence as well as highlights questions regarding the moral claim and response which can be regarded as placed on the health-care personal.

If one draw attention to the circumstances in the narrative it is noticeable that the patients’ autonomy can be described as relational since the patients, who depend on the staff for treatment and information, are dependent on others to enable the conditions for autonomous choices and decisions. In the narrative, it has been seen that staff do not always act in accordance with such an understanding, and this has been interpreted as meaning that patients’ dignity, in such circumstances, are not being respected.

\textsuperscript{278} However, in O’Neill’s understanding autonomy is relational, since it is autonomy from something and also it is selective, since individuals are independent in some regards but not in others. She also describes autonomy as graduated, since individuals have greater or lesser degrees of independence.

\textsuperscript{279} Dodds, Susan: “Dependence, Care, and Vulnerability”, p. 197.
To consider and respond to patients’ choices and wishes in the end of life

In the following narrative the subject of autonomy and dignity is again encountered but from a different perspective. In the previous narrative the subject was approached from a negative perspective where the patient’s autonomous decision-making was obstructed. This was due to them receiving incorrect or incomplete information regarding their medical condition and possibilities for treatment. The following narrative considers patients at the end of life, which means that they are beyond curative care and that death is inevitable. The patients are much restrained in their capacity and the aspect of vulnerability is present. The patients’ inherent vulnerability – in the form of exposure to severe illness – makes them require care and treatment by the medical staff. However, dependency, which became very clear in the previous narrative, is not explicit in this narrative but present.

I earlier related to the understanding of autonomy as “[…] to be autonomous is to be able to make choices and act in line with one’s reflectively endorsed beliefs, values, goals, wants, and self-identity.” This understanding of autonomy comes in the centre of attention in this narrative.

The patients in end of life care are much restrained and the care of the patient is focussed on alleviating pain but also on securing and improving quality of life for the patient. To improve quality of life for the patient is also one of the aims with palliative care in this stage and is one aspect which is in focus in the narrative. In the narrative the staff’s understanding regarding what quality of life is and what good care of the patient in the end of life means is explicit. This can adhere to how they are trained to give good palliative care. Examples of this is pain relief for the patient but also that the patient should be offered the

---

280 I make a distinction between palliative care (palliativ vård) and palliative care at the end of life (palliativ vård i livets slutskede). The first definition, ‘palliative care’, refers to medical care where the aim is to alleviate pain and improve the quality of life for patients with progressive, incurable diseases. There is, at one stage, a transition from palliative care to palliative care at the end of life when the aim changes from having concerned prolonging life to mainly alleviating pain. However, also in palliative care at the end of life, the patient’s quality of life should be enhanced. These definitions are in accordance with the terms suggested by the National Swedish Board of Health and Welfare.
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chance to do certain activities, that the patient is not left alone and that staff is informed regarding the patient’s condition in order to provide adequate treatment.

However, in this narrative the staff’s understanding of what good care of a certain patient is, what they regard could improve the patient’s quality of life, and the patient’s own autonomous wishes and claims regarding how he or she wants to live his or her life in the end to a certain extent stand in contrast.

One can remember that the patient is severely ill so it can be difficult for the patient to accomplish cognitive tasks due to physical restrain.\textsuperscript{282} One important aspect in this narrative is also pinpointed by one of the hospital chaplains in drawing attention to the understanding that one’s severe illness also can have an effect on one’s autonomous choice being taken seriously:

Immanuel: […] and sometimes it seems like at the same time as one’s autonomy is degraded, the possibility to take care of oneself is degrading, then it is like … it is more difficult to be regarded as autonomous, to have the right to express one’s autonomous choices and decisions and that others really respect this. It sometimes seems like the one who slur or have other physical difficulties, has more difficulty with being taken seriously.

I will exemplify the situation between staff and patients with an excerpt from one of the physicians working in palliative care.

Sofia: But if you were to tell me about a specific situation that you think has been dignified for a patient, what situation would that be then?

L: I have a patient, a professor, lying upstairs and who is very ill. He really doesn’t want to do anything, and we’ve tried to encourage or entice him with different things that he could do, but no, he just wants to lie there and be left alone, and take a shower every two days (S: Yes). He wants to lie there and await death. And that’s his choice and his quality of life and he’s really delighted with this, you know. But we may think:

“But seriously, don’t you deserve a little more fun?”

“No, but leave me alone, this is how I like it and I think I’ve never had it as good as I have now.”

\textsuperscript{282} O’Neill, Onora: \textit{Autonomy and Trust in Bioethics}, p. 38.
He’s lying there preparing and thinking about the good old days and has a shower every second day, and that’s just what he wants. I mean, we the staff, can become impatient: “That would be nice and that would be good.” Yes, but for whom? Perhaps for us and for you sister so and so, and for me doctor so and so, but for this specific patient, it might be quite the opposite.

S: In other words, really profound sensitivity?

L: Yes, for the choices and thoughts and so on, of the individual patient. We can’t presume to have the ability to live the life of that patient and how his or her life has been and so on, but we’ll just have to read and listen and be considerate and try to individualize treatment […] As long as one still has a will of one’s own, then that is human dignity and there is nothing else that is respect for human dignity than to let the individual person think and have opinions about his or her own life.

In this narrative, to be respected for one’s own choices and decisions in the end of one’s life is important and underlined. To be able to do that can also be an expression of one’s self-identity. However, in the excerpt an important feature in this narrative is expressed, namely that the staff has an understanding regarding what good care and the quality of life for the patient is, but in this narrative the staffs’ ideas of good care contradict the patients’ wishes; the patients have other ideas regarding what the care of them in the end of life should involve, for example they give voice to a wish be left alone.

In the relation between staff and patient there is a dialogue; the patients have made up their mind but the staff do not want to act on the patients’ decisions immediately. Why this is the case can be difficult to discern but one reason can be that staff want to be sure that the patient feels that he or she is pleased with the decision and that this is an expression of concern of the patient. Another reason can adhere to what was pinpointed by the hospital chaplain that the patient has more difficulties being taken seriously in one’s autonomous decision-making when severely physically impaired. In the dialogue between patient and staff there is always a risk of staff being intrusive, regarding what they understand to be the best choice. For the patient who is seriously ill and in a situation where they have to rely on staff for medical treatment and care such a situation can be difficult. Hence, it is important to consider the aspect which Mackenzie points to, namely that certain social rela-
tions can have a negative influence on the exercise of someone’s autonomous decision, and in other words they form a constraint. In this narrative the sensitivity for the patient’s decision is also underlined. This can also mean that the ideas and interests of staff concerning what they consider to be meaningful for the patient have to be put aside. This is exemplified by Ida:

Ida: If we succeed in doing what the patient wants. (S: Yes). Perhaps it’s not exactly what we think is right (S: No). Sometimes it’s so easy for us to think that ‘this is a good death’ (S. Yes, exactly) and that’s really kind of dangerous, but if the patient got his or her way. (S: Yes) And sometimes we feel that ‘well, I didn’t really do what I am used to, but the patient got his or her way…’ It might be a patient that says: “No, I don’t want you to come in and wake me up in the night; I don’t want you to check to see how I’m doing.” Because normally, at least if you’re at a hospital or in hospice, that you check up on them from time to time. “I want to be left alone.” Then some say: “If you feel more poorly then perhaps you…”, I’m not sure if they say “die alone”, but if they then quietly pass away just like they wanted to, without calling for the family or such things. That is like how they want things to be even though it’s perhaps not according to our plan. I think that if we are a bit more alert and listen to the patient without thinking that we always know what’s best for them, then I think that we can also see that it’s good, without us having to… well normally we might think that this is not the best way of doing things (S: No, all right), that she died alone (S: I see), but if that is something we have really worked for, to let her decide. (S: Yes).

It is clear that the staff’s understanding of what would be good for the patients can differ from the patients’ autonomous choice, but the staff’s will has to be set aside in order for the patients to be allowed to make their own autonomous decisions, and in the narrative this is connected to dignity, the respect of a patient’s dignity is to respect his or her autonomous decision and choice. One important remark on this subject is that it has been suggested that even though the patient is seriously ill, vulnerable and dependent, the patient does not surrender his autonomy; one might still have the ability to, for example, give informed consent.
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Thus, to respect the patient’s autonomous choice and wishes should always remain prioritised. This is an idea which I interpret in line with the narrative point in the current narrative.

Summary of the empirical research findings

In conclusion, the narrative analysis has shown that the interviewees experiences that there is a connection between autonomy and dignity. In the narrative analysis this connection has been interpreted to mean that respect for patients’ dignity can mean respect for patients’ autonomy. However, what autonomy means can vary and range between making autonomous decisions about one’s life to listen and regard the choices and wishes of the patient. It is also important to consider that disrespect of patients’ dignity can be interpreted as not enabling an autonomous decision for patients, particularly in the situations where medical staff are a hindrance in not providing patients with relevant and accurate information regarding their medical condition. I have also in the narrative analysis drawn attention to the important aspect of vulnerability and dependency. The patient is autonomous but also vulnerable, which I regard as important to discuss further in relation to the issue of human dignity.

Vulnerability

The Latin word *vulnus*, from which the word vulnerability is derived, means ‘wound’ and emphasises that suffering, is “inherent in human embodiment” as Mackenzie et al. describe. Human vulnerability can be understood in several ways: in the exposure to physical illness, death and dependence on others, but also exposure to socio-political circumstances such as lack of economic means to health care and availability

---


of medicine, just to mention a few. Vulnerability has also sometimes been associated with negative characteristics such as helplessness and victimhood, and sometimes has even been interpreted as standing in opposition to autonomy.286

Within the fields of bioethics and medical ethics there is an ongoing discussion on the subject. Vulnerability, for example, described as a core ethical principle of bioethics as discussed in Basic Ethical Principles in European Bioethics and Biolaw. The authors conclude that vulnerability is part of our human condition. Since we cannot fully control conditions such as illness and death, we are limited by the conditions facing us as humans.287 I agree with the authors’ understanding of vulnerability as part of our human condition but the description of vulnerability regarded as a principle raises concerns since it is unclear how one ought to act in regard to such a principle. In this dissertation vulnerability is regarded to be an important feature in an understanding of a principle of dignity, a condition to take into consideration in respecting the patients’ dignity.

In the report, vulnerability is not only described as a universal condition for all human beings. Vulnerability is also described in a narrower sense, which is extensively discussed within the field of bioethics, namely as identification of vulnerable groups, sometimes referred to as vulnerable populations. Identifying certain groups or populations as vulnerable has been regarded as important within research ethics. The assumption is that certain vulnerable groups, such as children, can have difficulties safeguarding their own interests and can therefore be mistreated as participants in research. It is therefore of importance to characterise who can be considered vulnerable, in order to protect these participants in research. However, Levine et al. claim that if vulnerability is understood to refer to human beings in a broad sense it loses its applicability. They state: “[…] so many categories of people are now considered vulnerable that virtually all potential human subjects are included.”288 Recognition of human beings in general as vulnerable or

286 Mackenzie, Catriona: “The Importance of Relational Autonomy and Capabilities for an Ethics of Vulnerability”, p. 33.
identification of too many groups as vulnerable can, they claim, ob-struct the identification of who should provide a certain protection when considering research ethics. A too broad, or too narrow, description could be regarded as failing to achieve such an identification.\(^{289}\) However, it has also been discussed whether, in categorising certain individuals or groups as vulnerable, one is taking a risk of stereotyping specific groups or individuals.\(^{290}\)

In this dissertation, the concept of vulnerability is not understood as it has been discussed in research ethics, i.e. as regarding vulnerable groups. Instead it is discussed in two forms: as inherent vulnerability and dependence, the letter is regarded as one form of vulnerability. I have previously discussed dependence but will here elaborate the understanding of inherent vulnerability.

Many theorists point to vulnerability as ontological, as part of our human embodiment, a condition of all human life, and this is a description of vulnerability which I find plausible. Mackenzie et al. write:

> Human life is conditioned by vulnerability. By virtue of our embodiment, human beings have bodily and material needs; are exposed to physical illness, injury, disability, and death; and depend on the care of others for extended periods during our lives. As social and affective beings we are emotionally and psychologically vulnerable to others in myriad ways: to loss and grief; to neglect, abuse, and lack of care; to rejection, ostracism, and humiliation.\(^{291}\)

When vulnerability is understood in this sense it refers to the fragility facing all human life, since the conditions of human life are frail; all humans face vulnerability to suffering, sickness and death. In this sense a human being cannot eliminate his or her vulnerability, it is part of human life. In a broad sense this view on human vulnerability stands in agreement with Fineman’s definition of vulnerability as: “[…] universal and constant, inherent in the human condition.”\(^{292}\) I also agree with her that a description of the human as vulnerable correlates with human experience.

---

Mackenzie et al. point to embodiment in relation to vulnerability and this is discussed by Judith Butler in a very fruitful way. Butler discusses what she calls ‘corporeal vulnerability’ and in doing so underlines vulnerability as an ontological condition of human life. In exploring the connection between vulnerability and corporeality Butler uses the concept of ‘socially constituted bodies’. With this concept she wants to clarify that a human being is always attached and connected to others instead of separated and independent; the relations to others are part of the human condition through our corporality. Butler claims that there is always an uncertainty connected to bodily life since a person is always dependent on the actions of others towards him or her. Others can hurt or ignore but also show care to a person, but in this way a person’s life is vulnerable to the actions of others. This is also what makes human life precarious, to use Butler’s term, the condition that all are vulnerable to the actions of others. That life is precarious is not something that one can safeguard oneself from; human life is vulnerable. This is an inescapable condition of human life.293

One dimension of vulnerability which was highlighted in the narrative analysis was the close connection between vulnerability and dependency. Since humans are vulnerable to the actions of others, they are also dependent on others. For example, people must respect, care about, and not use violence towards others. Butler writes: “Loss and vulnerability seem to follow from our being socially constituted bodies, attached to others […].” 294 Here Butler describe the relation between corporeality and dependence as it relates to all humans, and as concerning the vulnerability inherent in the human condition. However, in the narrative analysis, in the relation between staff and patients, the concern for dependence and its relation to vulnerability needs to be clarified further since I believe there are nuances in the understanding of dependence.

I agree with Butler that through our corporality, we as humans are social and interdependent throughout our lives but, as Fineman has pointed out, dependency can also be “[…] episodic and shift in degree on an individual level […].” 295 Humans can for example become more

dependent on others, for longer or shorter periods of time, as a con-
sequence of for instance disease, as was described in the narrative analy-
sis. As discussed before, there is a strong connection between vulnera-
bility and dependency, where dependency is a form of vulnerability, 
even though they should not be regarded as identical. It is important to 
stress that while humans are always vulnerable, and in our corporality 
we as humans are social and interdependent, we are not always depend-
ent in the sense that has been shown in the narrative analysis, where 
focus was on the dependence on others for care.

Dignity and autonomy within the frame of vulnerability

I have labelled the discussion on the relation between dignity and au-
tonomy ‘within the frame of vulnerability’. I have chosen this descrip-
tion since I regard vulnerability as an important feature in the narrative 
analysis and a plausible description of human experience. However, a 
discussion on dignity and autonomy within the frame of vulnerability 
also raises questions. As seen in Kant and also in the interpretation of 
the empirical material, respect for a person’s dignity can be understood 
as respect for her autonomy – even though autonomy is understood in 
differently by the two. However, the question which I will elaborate 
further is this: What difference can a recognition of human vulnerability 
make to an understanding of a principle of human dignity and its rela-
tion to autonomy?

In this chapter I have discussed the Kantian position on human dig-
nity. In Kant’s discussion it is notable that in his specific view on the 
human being, the distinguishing features of humanity are rationality and 
autonomy. These are the dignity-conferring characteristics of humanity; 
these are what distinguish a person from a thing, and this humanity de-
serves respect. As seen, Kant’s discussion on dignity is placed within 
the moral sphere, where autonomy should be interpreted as self-legis-
lation. I earlier pointed to the characterisation by Waldron where he 
points to moral autonomy as a universalized concern for all, by all. This 
is an important feature in the Kantian position, where the decisions be-
ing made not only relate to one’s own interests and preferences; this is 
not another individualistic project. However, one can still raise con-
cerns regarding the Kantian view on the self. Kant discusses the human
self as free and rational, as a creature who, independent of context or relations, forms autonomous decisions. As Farley said in her criticism of Kant:

Here, seemingly, is a freedom that needs no social context, no affective ties, no history of desire. Here is a rational freedom that opposes duty to inclination and remains deaf to claims from anything but its own logic. The charges are formalism, indifference to human vulnerability, the delusion of a self-generating self.²⁹⁶

Within the kingdom of ends there is, as I understand Kant, no recognition of human vulnerability. Rather, he points to the importance of the respect by all for all, but regarded only as rational and autonomous selves, not vulnerable selves. The perspective of human vulnerability in my analysis raises a challenge and criticism regarding Kant’s view of the self which, in my opinion, make invisible the self as vulnerable and only regard it as autonomous and rational. In making vulnerability invisible I believe that one excludes a central aspect of the human condition and the human experience.

The results from the narrative analysis also draw attention to a view where the human being, implicitly in the narratives, is understood as being rational, having a capacity for autonomous choice and having autonomous goals. These features have a clear resemblance to the theoretical approaches where the human being, for example, in a Kantian understanding of humanity, is characterised by rationality and the person as free and autonomous. However, there are also important differences to consider. It is important to notice that autonomy, as in the understanding of self-legislation, is not understood as individualistic choices but has to be, in accordance with the categorical imperative, transcended to universal law, which is applicable to all. This is the core of self-legislation – an individual can create a maxim but the universality of the maxim is essential if it is to become normative; it should be applicable to any person at any time. To make an autonomous choice does not mean that one can choose freely as best suits oneself.

In the narrative analysis, my interpretation is that autonomy is understood not as self-legislation but as self-determination in the sense of having a possibility of making individual choices and decisions. The individual ought to be free to make her own choices about her own life.

²⁹⁶ Farley, Margaret: “A Feminist Version of Respect for Persons”, p. 188.
The individual should be given different opportunities and information in order to form a choice and decide how she wants to act; to give the other opportunities and information but respect her choice can be understood as an interpretation of a principle of dignity.

As has been described in the narrative analysis, the feature of human vulnerability is an important one and I have described my understanding of vulnerability as meaning both an inherent condition of human life since all face the fragility of life, and also relating to vulnerability as dependence. Dependence becomes obvious in the relation between patient and medical staff where the patients’ inherent vulnerability forms the ground for their dependence on others, for example regarding medical care and information. A central conclusion from the analysis was that the person who is autonomous is at the same time vulnerable and in certain situations even dependent on others. However, human vulnerability should not be interpreted as victimisation of the patient. It is important to clarify that being vulnerable does not mean that one is incapable of autonomous decision-making; vulnerability should not be used as a justification for paternalistic practices. Rendtorff writes that in modern society, vulnerability has not been a condition of human life that is acknowledged; rather, he says that vulnerability has been considered as something which should be reduced or even eliminated, “in order to create perfect human beings”.297 Charlotte Delmar points to a similar problem in her description regarding the view that vulnerability as dependence can be seen as a violation of the patient’s dignity, since it can stand in such a stark contrast to that which has been understood as respect for the patient’s dignity, namely respect for autonomy.298 The importance of respect for autonomy is also pinpointed in order for the patient not become a victim of exploitation.

However, this raises questions regarding whether if human vulnerability can be eliminated. I do not regard that it can. Instead it could be regarded as important to include the human experience of vulnerability in considerations regarding an understanding of a principle of human dignity.

In the presentation of the narrative analysis I have pointed to vulnerability in the form of dependence, where the patients are dependent on the medical staff for knowledge and medical care. Dependence does not need to be regarded as a problem as such, one could instead regard dependence as an adequate description of the patients’ situation within health care and medical treatment. The patient’s vulnerability can evoke different responses to how the staff decides to act towards the patients. These responses are central to analyse. The relation – where the patients are dependent on the care of others – points to an important responsibility of the staff to promote and respect patients’ dignity. As was shown in the narrative analysis the patients’ dignity was not respected when they were obstructed in their autonomous decision-making due to lack of information or sometimes even incorrect information. One could regard this as situations where the medical staff fail to see the patient as both autonomous and vulnerable.

A principle of dignity which both acknowledge the patient as autonomous and vulnerable could mean that to respect a person’s human dignity is to respect the person’s autonomy, but the human condition of vulnerability is an important condition for how to understand what this respect for autonomy means. To pinpoint human vulnerability is important in order for others, in this context the medical staff, to be aware that another person is vulnerable and that this vulnerability sometimes means that he or she is dependent on others, as seen for example in relation to receiving correct information. One has to be aware that this dependency can create hindrances to the autonomous decision-making, and here I agree with Mackenzie in her understanding that to respond to human vulnerability can mean that one has to promote autonomy.299 The exercise of autonomy does not occur in a vacuum, but in a context. This, on the other hand, creates a moral responsibility on the other to respect the person’s dignity in the sense that one also enables the person’s autonomous choice and decisions and that one is aware of the specific and sometimes asymmetric relation which our human vulnerability can create.
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Conclusion

As I have shown, respecting patients’ dignity can mean respect for patients’ autonomy, and this interpretation of dignity is important in regard to empowering the patient. I have discussed the philosophy of Kant who in his discussion on human dignity understands the self as rational and autonomous (in the sense of self-legislative). However, in the narrative analysis I interpreted an important understanding namely that the one who is autonomous is at the same time vulnerable, a central aspect which is absent in Kant’s philosophy but an important feature in the narrative analysis. I have claimed that vulnerability can be understood as an ontological feature - it is part of our human condition - and I have declined a discussion on vulnerability as only relating to specific groups such as seriously ill patients. Instead, I understand vulnerability as relating to our humanity. As humans we all face death and illness, and as humans we can be dependent on others; our vulnerability is part of our humanity and is not a feature which can be removed. In the specific situation of the seriously ill patient, human vulnerability in the understanding of dependence becomes highlighted, a situation where the dependence on others for care and treatment is apparent, and also in some perspectives problematic. However, in my discussion I have pointed out that a denial of human vulnerability is a denial of human experience, and that vulnerability is an important perspective to consider concerning the understanding of respect for patients’ dignity. This means that autonomy is not exercised in a vacuum but in context. This on the other hand creates a moral responsibility on the other to respect the persons’ dignity in the sense that one enables the persons’ autonomous choice and decision-making and is aware of the asymmetric relation which our human vulnerability can create.
In the previous chapter the connection between dignity and autonomy was discussed and it was shown that autonomy can be understood and interpreted in various ways. The discussion also concerned one of the important features which was interpreted in the narrative analysis, namely vulnerability. This topic will be further discussed in this chapter. In the present chapter attention will be drawn to an understanding of a principle of dignity which does not necessarily stand in opposition to the interpretation of respect for dignity as respect for autonomy, but gives a complementary perspective. I will discuss an interpretation of respecting someone’s dignity from the understanding of being present and sharing a vulnerable situation. I will also discuss lack of recognition and respect for a person’s dignity due to abandonment. In addition, I will analyse how a Christological perspective can enrich the analysis of the principle of human dignity, as it is interpreted in this chapter.

A central focus will be directed to the subject of responsibility as it has been interpreted to be a central theme in the narrative analysis. Mikhail Bakhtin’s philosophy on answerability (responsibility) will be prominent in the analysis on this subject. In addition, a comparison will be carried out on the concern regarding what could be understood to be a Bakhtinian and a Kantian contribution to the discussion on dignity.

In the light of the results from this chapter, I will claim that a principle of human dignity cannot be reduced to simply mean respect for a person’s autonomy. Instead I will show and discuss how a principle of human dignity can be understood as sharing vulnerability.
Presence and sharing vulnerability

The narrative analysis concerns patients, both children and adults, who are in palliative care at the end of life. The situations within neonatal care and palliative care units might seem to differ from each other and maybe even seem to be incompatible. In neonatal care the situations only concern the specific situation for a small child while at a palliative care unit the patients are of all ages, from the very young to the very old. However, in both cases palliative care at the end of life can be a very short period of time and the patient can rapidly proceed to a stage of dying, but the palliative care can also continue over a longer period of time. However, I have analysed a common pattern and interpreted it as one narrative.

The patients in this narrative have incurable, deadly diseases. The patients’ conditions are described as, for example: ‘patient with incurable brain tumour’ and ‘so ill that he had no treatment’. The patients are beyond curative care; these conditions are so severe that every possibility to cure the patients has been exhausted, and further analysis and hope of recovery is not realistic. These patients are neither in care aiming at prolonging life. Instead the situation can be characterised as palliative care at the end of life in accordance with the following definition:

The end of life means that death is inevitable in the near future and the primary focus of care changes from life-prolonging to being palliative. Therefore, it is in accordance with good palliative care to attend to the patient’s needs even though this does not refer to recovery. It is also in line with the Hippocratic oath; when the patient cannot be treated, the medical staff should consider other duties, namely to relieve pain and to comfort.

Due to the patients’ severe physical conditions, they are in situations of vulnerability. As I have discussed previously I also regard dependence to be one form of vulnerability. This is an applicable description

---

It has earlier been described that I make a distinction between palliative care (palliativ vård) and palliative care at the end of life (palliativ vård i livets slutskede).
to when the patients, to a great extent, are dependent on others for medical care and pain relief. They need medical attention and at the same time they become dependent on others. Onora O’Neill has described the relationship between a seriously ill patient and medical staff thus: “A person who is ill or injured is highly vulnerable to others, and highly dependent on their action and competence.”\(^{301}\) However, I have not interpreted the patient’s physical pain and the correlative medical care to be the particular focus in this narrative.

The situation is also burdensome at what could be described as an existential level, and points to vulnerability which is inherent; all humans are vulnerable, for example to death and illness. In the later stages of life, the fragility facing all human life becomes visible in the patients’ life. Even though medical progress can cure and help overcome certain illnesses, medical progress and treatment cannot overcome the vulnerability which belongs to all human life and which is visible in these situations. The fact remains that finitude, death and illness cannot be overcome.\(^{302}\) The patients’ illness will necessarily lead to death and separation and this is emotionally difficult for everyone involved: patients, family and staff. This is described by one of the physicians in an encounter with a patient and her family:

Nils: […] a fourteen-year-old girl with a brain tumour together with her parents, and gradually getting worse you know. And the parents were at home taking care of her … there is of course pain in that whole situation and you see their frustration and their grief and their despair, and also the despair of this teenage girl too.

In these situations which are characterised by powerlessness and finitude there is also an important focus on presence of others, rather than what those surrounding the patients ought to say or do. This can be exemplified with an excerpt from one of the physicians in neonatal care:

Sofia: If you were to describe a situation that you thought was dignified to a patient, what kind of a situation would that be then?


\(^{302}\) Dahl Rendtorff, Jacob and Kemp, Peter: *Basic Ethical Principles in European Bioethics and Biolaw. Vol. 1. Autonomy, Dignity, Integrity and Vulnerability*, p. 49.
Rakel: [...] you try to do what is the best thing possible for the child itself, but also ensure that the child gets a chance to sense that the mother and the father are around. We take the child out of the incubator and place it with the mother and father and to have close bodily contact. That they, that the child perhaps after all senses that: “They are by my side even if I’m not feeling so well or so.” (S: Yes, that’s right) “They are with me, they go together with me the whole way…” that was dignified.

Sara Ahmed points to an important understanding when she claims that even though the pain belongs to an individual and only to the individual, in this case the patients, pain can be experienced solitarily but never privately. The people around the person in pain will be drawn into living with the person’s pain as it is such a great part of that person’s life. Ahmed says about her mother who suffered pain: “Through being with her, through being so attached to her, I felt the unfeelable.” 303 This draws attention to a relational aspect. The patient has someone around him or her who, even though the pain is not possible for the others to feel, ‘feels the unfeelable’. In this lies an understanding that even though the patients carry the pain themselves and maybe have no words with which to express their pain, the presence of others can be understood as an attempt to mitigate someone else’s difficult situation.

Another aspect is that at the same time as the situation for everyone involved is burdensome, and the situation for the patient is demanding, the focus of dignity is important. Ninna, one of the hospital chaplains, describes the situation with the following words:

Ninna: To sit down and remain in this room of despair, that is dignity. In other words, to dare to remain in powerlessness. That is, to somehow recognize the limitation and powerlessness of us humans, and to dare to remain in that sometimes.

Here attention is also drawn to the situation as characterised by powerlessness, there is nothing more to do and this is in one sense unbearable, and as said a situation of despair. However, one must sometimes remain in that and share that with the patient. To be present with the patient is in this narrative interpreted in a specific sense namely that when one is present in a situation of despair and powerlessness one also remains and shares the vulnerable situation with the patient. The patient and the one

being present with the patient shares the inherent vulnerability, a vulnerability which sets limitations to all human life and which in this situation becomes very clear. In facing this common vulnerability one can only remain and share this situation.

I have interpreted the narrative point to mean that it shows respect for the patient’s dignity if others are present with the patient, in the sense of sharing and remaining in the vulnerable situation. The context of this narrative analysis is that I have analysed the interviewees’ ways of describing dignity and situations described as dignified. In the narrative analysis I have interpreted the situations to concern a principle of dignity. It is in respect for the patients’ dignity that one stay and is present with the patients. The focus, is not on the staff or others as virtuous persons, attention is not drawn to them and their behaviour. Instead I regard focus to be on the other, the patients, and that certain acts towards the other is to respect the other’s dignity. To be present with the other is in focus and this in the understanding of someone remaining and sharing the vulnerable situation, and I have analysed this as the narrative point.304 This correlates with what can be described as a relational claim, namely that certain acts and treatments are either inconsistent or consistent with a human being’s dignity.

In the narrative analysis I also want to draw attention to what I have identified as a responsibility of the persons around the patient. A responsibility which means being present with the patient in the meaning of remaining and sharing the vulnerable situation. Here, it is important to note that this responsibility is particularly held by staff and not by

---

304 In the dissertation, Nursing Care for Patients on the Edge of Life, Reidun Hov discusses what is considered to be good care of a dying patient (not specifically dignified care). There, one negative aspect identified is that the patients felt alone and that the staff rarely spoke to the patients about their situation. In the dissertation, attention is drawn to the fact that the patients are in need of other people and to the importance of not being abandoned in an end of life situation. In the narrative discussed, however, I have not understood presence just as good care but also as relating to the dignity of the patient. Hov, Reidun: Nursing Care for Patients on the Edge of Life: Nurses’ Experiences Related to Withholding or Withdrawing Curative Treatment, in the Contexts of ICU and Nursing Home. Karlstad University Studies, 2007:33. Faculty of Social and Life Sciences, Nursing Science, Karlstads universitet, Karlstad, 2007.

Presence is also pinpointed as one of four important values in palliative care, as shown, for example, in Regionala cancercentrum i samverkan: Nationellt vårdprogram för palliativ vård 2012-2014. Here, presence is connected to the importance of staff being present in order to be receptive to the patient’s needs, for example, pain relief.
family members. An excerpt from one of the physicians can stand as one example of when such a responsibility is encountered:

Nils: It might also be that you, quite literally, don’t have the strength, this resistance one might have to go there [to the patient in end of life], to encounter the sorrow and the despair. It’s both a feeling and we also face a choice, quite simply. The basic thought is that you can’t let someone down just because you yourself think it’s tough. You can’t let someone else down because you can’t do anything, I mean you can’t, you just have to realise that I will remain here. We walk with the patient, the whole way. I normally use this type of terminology. (S: I see) We follow the patient all the way… Even if you just go to their home and sit there for a short while and look and confirm them, as those kinds of situations also occur. To be close, to not abandon, to confirm […] In those situations I can think that: what I do or what we do (S: Yes), is that we maintain human dignity.

The excerpt above exemplifies what this responsibility involves. The situation for everyone involved is burdensome not only for the patients and the patients’ families, but even for staff. The staff’s reaction can be a feeling of resistance as in this case: they might not want to face such a difficult situation, their instant reaction might be that they just want to leave the place and the patient and not be involved. However, I have interpreted it as an understanding of this being a responsibility which they take on themselves, almost in the form of a moral claim.

A reflection that springs to mind is why the staff should see it as their responsibility to stay with the patient. This could be understandable regarding the family, but one can consider why staff draw attention to such a responsibility. It could be considered rational and understandable if for example physicians made clear that there was nothing more to be done, that the patients were beyond cure, and that the physicians could be of more use to other patients elsewhere. It could be regarded a rational prioritisation which could save both time and money. However, the interviewees do not consider these kinds of arguments even though of course prioritising is an integrated part of modern health care. Instead, they point to the importance of presence and I interpret this as pointing to an ethical ideal, an ideal which sometimes can be met and sometimes cannot be met.305

305 Elena Namli, in her analysis of Dostoevsky, explains that Dostoevsky understands rationalism to give an alibi when facing meaningless suffering. Namli shows how Dostoevsky in The Brothers Karamazov portrays the rationalist physician who, in
However, I want to raise one concern regarding the analysis. In my material I exclusively interview physicians and hospital chaplains; the narrative analysis rests upon interview material with these groups and the patients are not included in this material. Could it not be that what has been interpreted here as a relation between presence and dignity could, from the perspective of the patient, be interpreted as an intrusion? Alisa Carse stresses that when caregivers attempt to be empathic towards others there is always a risk of them being intrusive. There is always a risk that one can overstate one’s understanding of how the patient in the situation feels and what they need. In the worst form this can be understood as a violation of the patient’s privacy.306 This is of course an important remark. However, research, for example work by Jacobson, including interviews with patients regarding dignity, shows how presence also appears as an important understanding of dignity promotion in health-care settings.307

A principle of dignity in my interpretation can be interpreted differently. I have previously shown that respect for the patient’s dignity was connected to respect for the autonomy of the other. In this narrative analysis I have interpreted that respect for the patient’s dignity cannot be reduced to respect for the patient’s autonomy but, that a principle of human dignity can be interpreted as meaning being present with the other, to share and remain in a vulnerable situation.

meeting the desperate and despairing parents of a dying child, remains calm and in a reasonable way explains that there is nothing more to be done, thus distancing himself from the parents’ despair. Dostoevsky, she argues, does not agree with the alibi found in rationalism. Instead he underlines that we have a duty to stay and face the suffering. Namli, Elena: Human Rights as Ethics, Politics, and Law, p.72. Naturally, here one can see that from a utilitarian perspective, for example, the situation described could be considered highly immoral. One could for example argue that the physicians ought to be efficient and help as many patients as they could. One could argue that if the physicians stay with their patients, then other patients could suffer from that choice and one could regard this as a waste of hospital resources.306 Carse, Alisa L.: “Vulnerability, Agency, and Human Flourishing”, in Taylor, Carol R. and Dell’Oro, Roberto (eds.): Health and Human Flourishing: Religion, Medicine, and Moral Anthropology. Georgetown University Press, Washington D.C., 2006, pp. 42-43.

Abandonment

In the analysis of my interview material I have also interpreted a parallel and contrasting strand to the narrative above. The narrative point in the previous narrative concerns what it is to respect someone’s dignity – the presence of others in the meaning of that someone is sharing the vulnerable situation. The narrative point in this contrasting strand has been interpreted differently, and concerns an interpretation of when someone’s dignity is not recognised and respected. The situation concerns a patient who is in a dying phase and who is left to die alone. I have chosen to exemplify this narrative with an excerpt from an interviewee working in neonatal care, even though I have also seen similar narrative patterns within palliative care. However, since this analysis regard a child, the focus on dependence is underlined in a specific sense.

Agneta: It was a, one of these extremely prematurely-born children that I took care of a few years ago. It was very, very premature and very, very transparent [...]. I took the child anyway and went in to see the mother and said that he is not dead yet, but it will not work, his lungs are too undeveloped so we cannot help this child survive. And then I left him there. [...] Well, but when I came back, the child was no longer there together with the mother. (S: No) They [the staff] had placed him in a bed (S: OK) and pulled him out to the room where they were running tests, and that is where the child was and the heart was still beating and I think that was really horrible. I thought that was one of the worst things I had ever experienced… and I don’t think a child should have to die in a bed in a small room where staff are running tests. I really don’t. I thought it was awful… I can understand that the mother couldn’t bear being with it, she was in shock, but that they [the staff] just placed the child there, sort of... I thought that was really horrible, I thought that was undignified.

Before proceeding, I wish to underline that the focus in the analysis is not on psychological concerns. Hence, I will not go into a discussion here regarding possible psychological causes for a certain behaviour or reactions, such as depression or shock; I only want to stress that whatever the cause of the situation, there remain questions regarding how others neglect of the child, that the child dies alone, can be connected to understandings of what can be regarded as undignified.

In this situation, vulnerability is striking and points to the uncertainty facing all human life. The child has been left alone, physically alone in the room, and the lack of people in the room becomes a reminder of the
lack of human contact as a whole. No one is present with the child, sharing the vulnerable situation and remaining there with the child.

Here I also find it important to point out that the word respect or disrespect to some extent does not fully capture the attitude towards the other. In Johannes Fishers’ description of human dignity, which I have discussed earlier, he points to the importance of respect as well as recognition of the other in his discussion on dignity. What I find important in his analysis and applicable in the narrative analysis is that Fischer, through regarding recognition, points to the social status which we as humans have or do not have. He says: “[…] having human dignity means being a creature which is to be recognised and respected as a human being in the sense of a member of the human community, and which is to be treated accordingly.”\footnote{Fischer, Johannes: “Human Dignity and Human Rights: On the Normativity of the Social World”, p. 30.} Recognition is a social act and in the narrative analysis I regard there to be a lack of recognition of the child in the sense that no one even seem to notice the existence of the child.

In the analysis it is also important to point to the existential dimension of abandonment. We as humans understand ourselves as social creatures and, hence, abandonment and loneliness are two of our existential fears. To die on one’s own becomes one of the ultimate examples of isolation from others, in our time of most need. That the excerpt concerns a child, one of those who can be considered to be the most dependent on others, also underlines the severity of the situation.

In my understanding, this narrative comes to point to a social dimension of dignity. To respect dignity is not only to respect an individual, but also common humanity. In Kantian terms, dignity is understood as respect for humanity within ourselves and others, but it is important to bear in mind that Kant’s humanity is characterised by rationality and autonomy. However, the term humanity can sometimes refer to brotherhood, a sense of community within the human family. It is the idea that there is a communion between persons in contrast to isolation. In one sense, one can consider this narrative as an example of when recognition and respect for common humanity fails, when interdependence and communion is disregarded.
Summary of the empirical research findings

Let me conclude with what I understand as the central results in the narrative analysis. Both narratives concern patients with no hope of recovery; the patients are beyond curative care and are thus in palliative care at the end of life, and in the second narrative the situation concerns a dying patient. I have interpreted vulnerability as an important feature; the situations in these narratives are marked by vulnerability in the sense in which I characterised it earlier, namely as regarding the fragility facing all human life, since the conditions of human life are frail and all humans face vulnerability to suffering, sickness and death. In this sense, a human being cannot eliminate his or her vulnerability; it is part of human life and as such I understand it here as: "[…] universal and constant, inherent in the human condition."309 In the first narrative, I interpreted the narrative point to concern respect for the patient’s dignity in the meaning of that others are present in the sense of sharing and remaining in the vulnerable situation. The second narrative can almost be regarded as standing in sharp contrast to the first, namely that the other is neither recognised nor respected when abandoned by others in the vulnerable situation of dying. However, there still remain questions to be analysed, and in the following I will develop the analysis of how these results can be understood.

How can the presence of others be connected to dignity?

In Stoic philosophy the comprehension of dignity mainly comes in the form of dignity as a virtue. The Stoic ideal of apathy, to accept life and the difficulties of life with great calm, is illuminating. Since human nature was regarded as characterised by reason, the possibility to achieve this virtue, to live a dignified life, was possible. This idea can to some extent be visible even in a contemporary understanding of dignity. A person who carries oneself with dignity is sometimes understood as a person who carries oneself with a sort of self-control or uprightness of bearing.310 In this understanding, dignity is closely connected to virtue,

310 Waldron, Jeremy: Dignity, Rank, and Rights, p. 22.
a way of behaving, what has earlier been described as inflorescent dignity. Expressions such as ‘carrying one’s illness with dignity’ point to a characteristic meaning that a person faces illness and vulnerability in a way which is by some described as a behaviour which is worthy of one’s dignity, in the sense of self-control and in an upright manner.\textsuperscript{311} When dignity is interpreted in this way I understand it to be interpreted in a very different way than I have interpreted it in the narrative analysis. I have pointed out that respecting dignity is connected to sharing a vulnerable situation but in the understanding of dignity characterised as inflorescent there is no connection to human vulnerability or weakness; dignity is instead conjoined with transcending those human conditions.

As have been shown in the previous chapter dignity can be closely connected to autonomy. When dignity is connected to the autonomous self, the focus on self-determination and choice often becomes prominent and this correlates with adequate treatment of the patient, for example respect for the patient’s autonomy. Courtey S. Campbell, makes the observation that in certain discussions where dignity is closely connected to self-determination then it can seem that “[…] dignity is incompatible with a dying state in which pain, dependency or loss of control is present to some degree.”\textsuperscript{312} The results of the narrative analysis can then point to a certain tension. The respect for a person’s human dignity can be understood as respect for her autonomy, as seen in the previous chapter. However, in the narrative analysis the human being as vulnerable and dependent is instead in the foreground. Even though it has previously been discussed that vulnerability is inherent to all humans, situational vulnerability has also been discussed. With this perspective the specific situation for the patient is pinpointed. They are in a specific situation of vulnerability due to their illness. In these situations it is important to respect every person regardless of their illness or possibility of autonomy. In the interpretation of the principle of human dignity that I have discussed in this chapter, as sharing vulnerability, the respect for dignity is not formulated in the understanding of par-

\textsuperscript{312} Campbell, Courtney S.: “Suffering, Compassion, and Dignity in Dying”, in Duquesne Law Review Vol. 35, No. 1, 1996, p. 111. Campbell discusses dignity in dying in relation to the question of legislation of euthanasia. Even though I discuss the question within medical treatment I regard there to be important similarities in the discussions.
ticular characteristics or capabilities. Instead respect for dignity is rec-
ognised and respected even in vulnerability and the person who is vul-
nerable. Roberto Andorno expresses it in the following way: “[…] ei-
ther one is able to recognise the inherent dignity of human beings in the
most vulnerable individuals, or will never really understand what dig-
nity means”. However, to make such a claim can be associated with
certain difficulties since this can be connected to victimisation, espe-
cially in relation to the situation of the patient.

From a feminist perspective the problem of victimisation has been a
central issue and I find there to be similarities to the current discussion.
The feminist theologian Elizabeth Johnson points to the problems with
the suffering Christ who himself becomes weak and powerless and who
gives voice to helplessness in the cry on the cross: “My God, my God,
why have you forsaken me?” In Christian theology there are a pleth-
ora of understandings regarding the view of Christ, and Dietrich Bon-
hoeffer points to one of these understandings in his description of
Christ. For Bonhoeffer, Christ does not present excellence or power.
Neither is it Christ as triumphant or transcendent which is in the centre
of his theory. Instead the perspective is reversed in Bonhoeffer’s de-
scription. Christ personifies a suffering and merciful God. Bonhoeffer
writes:

> God consents to be pushed out of the world and onto the cross; God is
weak and powerless in the world and in precisely this way, and only so,
is at our side and helps us. Matt. 8:17 makes it quite clear that Christ
helps us not by virtue of his omnipotence but rather by virtue of his
weakness and suffering!

The cross then stands as a symbol for how God in the Christian tradition
has been understood to share human vulnerability.

In Johnson’s feminist discussion, the vulnerable Christ can become
a negative and inhibiting model for women’s claims for equality and
full humanity. This understanding of Christ can enhance victimisation,
and oneself as dependent and victimised. Instead she finds it important
for those oppressed to “[…] awaken to their own dignity and worth and

---

313 Andorno, Roberto: “The Dual Role of Human Dignity in Bioethics”, p. 971.
314 The Holy Bible (New International Version), Matthew 27:46.
315 Bonhoeffer, Dietrich: Letters and Papers from Prison. Translated by Best, Isabel et
465.
begin to exercise their own power”.316 The situation is similar in the
discussion regarding patients in medical treatment: the patient has often
been victimised, there is always a risk that the patient becomes helpless,
the one who is dependent and also weak while others become those who
help, those who are capable. The focus of autonomy in medical treat-
ment has been one of the tools that has been regarded as important for
empowering the patient.

However, Johnson also points to what she refers to as a ‘pathologic
tendency’ to deny vulnerability.317 This in turn leads to a denial of hu-
man experience and can lead to values being interpreted in a banal and
shallow way.318 I agree with Johnson in this complex picture of victim-
isation and denial of experience and that one needs to be aware of and
take these perspectives into account. However, with this in mind, in one
of the narratives I have interpreted vulnerability as central for the un-
derstanding of how dignity in this situation of end of life can be un-
derstood. The narrative point was interpreted thus: respect for a patient’s
dignity is to be present with the other, sharing and remaining in the vul-
nerable situation. I want to underline that in my analysis of presence
this does not mean that staff need to be constantly, physically, present
with patients who are in palliative care at the end of life. Some patients
would understand this as intrusive, as discussed above, and some pa-
tients ask the staff to be left alone. To stay and remain with the patient
during such circumstances could rather be understood as disrespect of
the patients’ dignity, understood as disrespect for the patient’s autono-
мous choice.

Edmund Pellegrino, in his discussion on dignity as a human experi-
ence, has shown how sensitive patients who are seriously ill and dying
are to the way others behave towards them. He says:

The visitor’s look of shock on entering the patient’s room, the poorly
disguised pity, the slight turning away of the eyes, the ever shorter vis-
its, the struggle to say something meaningful, the mournful counte-
nance, the recoil from bodily contact – those reactions all sustain the
patient’s convictions that she or he is no longer a respected, needed, or
wanted member of their community or society.319

316 Johnson, Elizabeth A.: She Who Is: The Mystery of God in Feminist Theological
317 Ibid.
Others’ treatment of a patient can, as Pellegrino describes, underline the understanding that one is respected, as well as work in a contrary way. I have also used the terms ‘sharing’ and ‘remaining’ when explaining presence. As one of the interviewees said:

Ninna: To sit down and remain in this room of despair, that is dignity. In other words, to dare to remain in powerlessness. That is, to somehow recognize the limitation and powerlessness of us humans, and to dare to remain in that sometimes.

The roots of the term ‘compassion’ are the same as those for suffering. Pati in Latin in the original definition means ‘suffering together with another’ and ‘participate in suffering’. It has been suggested that those who want to suffer with the patient must be willing “[…] to adopt a position of relative powerlessness” which here relates to those surrounding the patient. In my opinion, this means that to be able to share the patient’s vulnerable situation one also has to recognise one’s own vulnerability. Compassion can, so to speak, never be given from ‘above’. Paul Valadier points out that in such a situation human dignity does not concern human capacities but can be understood as an equal relationship. In this relationship it is manifested that the other is a human just as oneself and “[…] we honour the naked humanity of another […]”.

From a Christian perspective one can underline the theological understanding that Christ suffers with the human being, Christ is the one present in the human being’s suffering. The suffering and the vulnerability are not removed from the human being, but Christ endures the pain with the person and in one sense adopts “a position of relative powerlessness”. As Johnson remarks: “In the midst of the isolation of suffering the presence of divine compassion as companion to the pain transforms suffering, not mitigating its evil but bringing an inexplicable consolation and comfort”.

---

320 Campbell, Courtney S.: “Suffering, Compassion, and Dignity in Dying”, p. 121.
The suffering Christ can in a theological interpretation therefore become a pattern for how one can understand a theological interpretation of a principle of human dignity. The cross stands as an interpretive pattern for God’s sharing in human pain and suffering.

**Bakhtin on responsibility**

In the narrative analysis, to respect someone’s dignity is in my interpretation to be present with the person, understood as sharing and remaining in someone’s vulnerable situation. However, in the analysis this act was also recognised as an act that one initially can resist; one might not want to face such a difficult situation, one might want to leave the place and the patient and not be involved. However, at the same time I have interpreted that to be present and to stay with the patient is felt to be a responsibility, something that one ought to do. I interpret this as a moral demand on oneself, it is one’s own responsibility to be present, to share the patient’s situation; this is to respect someone’s dignity. I will develop the discussion on how this responsibility towards the other can be understood through a fairly extensive analysis of the Russian philosopher Mikhail Bakhtin’s discussion of responsibility. In my opinion, the philosophy of Bakhtin on this issue is explicatory and can have bearing on what this responsibility can mean. Therefore, in the following I will analyse the philosophy of Bakhtin regarding responsibility and set his perspective on this matter within the greater picture of his philosophy.

The work of Bakhtin has been, and still is, very influential in a number of areas in the social sciences, perhaps mostly within literary studies. In his early works, mainly *Toward a Philosophy of the Act* and *Author and Hero in Aesthetic Activity*, he discusses how the activity of authorship, the writing and work on a text, correlates to the forming of the self. To a great extent, the forming of the self in Bakhtin’s work revolves around the relation between self and other.

---

324 Bakhtin, Mikhail: *Toward a Philosophy of the Act*. Katerina Clark and Michael Holquist point out the idea that during 1918-1924 Bakhtin worked on at least six pieces of work which all deal with the same subject. They claim that these texts, although not finished, should have been part of a large project which they refer to as *The Architectonics of Answerability*. Clark, Katerina and Holquist, Michael: *Mikhail Bakhtin*. Harvard University Press, Cambridge MA, 1984, pp. 53-54.

325 Bakhtin, Mikhail: *Art and Answerability: Early Philosophical Essays by M. M. Bakhtin*. In *Author and Hero in Aesthetic Activity* (one of the essays) Bakhtin discusses how the activity of authorship, the writing and work on a text, correlates to the forming of the self. To a great extent, the forming of the self in Bakhtin’s work revolves around the relation between self and other.
interest in the following discussion. Bakhtin did not, as far as I am aware, discuss the question of dignity but my purpose in this section is to discuss responsibility, which makes Bakhtin relevant for this study.\footnote{In the following, I mainly relate to Bakhtin’s own work and Elena Namli’s reconstruction of Bakhtin’s moral philosophy in: Namli, Elena: *Kamp med förnuftet: Rysk kritik av västerländsk rationalism*. Artos & Norma bokförlag, Skellefteå, 2009. Where Namli’s focus is on the Russian criticism of Western rationality, my purpose is to analyse Bakhtin’s idea of answerability as a contribution to my discussion on dignity. Bakhtin never explicitly discusses the question of dignity and my purpose is not to conduct an analysis of his work in this respect. The reason I want to draw attention to Bakhtin concerns his understanding of responsibility and his ideas on the self.}

In *Toward a Philosophy of the Act* the question of answerability is discussed, and since answerability is closely connected to Bakhtin’s discussion on normativity it is important to understand his idea of ‘the ought’, to use his own description. Bakhtin develops his theory with reference to and, in some aspects, in opposition to Kantian philosophy.\footnote{Clark, Katerina and Holquist, Michael: *Mikhail Bakhtin*. In this biography Clark and Holquist point out that Bakhtin during his period in Nevel and Vitebsk (1918-1924), the time when he wrote the two works referred to, was strongly influenced by a neo-Kantian discourse and phenomenology.} He does agree with the Kantian proposition of finding a form for normativity and, not a particular normative content.\footnote{Bakhtin is not negative towards theory as such; one can agree with a theoretical proposition and it might even be a very useful proposition but this cannot in itself become normative for a person. This is the reason why Bakhtin rejects what he calls content ethics. Instead, Bakhtin discusses how ‘the ought’ is bound to the individual will. Bakhtin, Mikhail: *Toward a Philosophy of the Act*, pp. 22-23.} Just like Kant, he wants to examine the categorical, that which binds the will. However, Bakhtin finds the Kantian proposal to be inadequate. The question of the will is of central importance in Kant’s discussion of the moral law. It is important that the will is bound by reason since it is only through reason that one can determine whether an act is right or not. If reason determines the will without exception, then the actions of such a being, which are recognised as objectively necessary, are also subjectively necessary, i.e., the will is a faculty of choosing only that which reason, independently of inclination, recognises as practically necessary, i.e., as good.\footnote{Kant, Immanuel: *Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals*, p. 29.}

For Kant, reason is necessary for steering the will, and in the categorical imperative, Kant finds the form for normativity. This becomes the form which determines the will. The form of the categorical imperative also stresses that the moral act should relate to an abstract subject.
It is important that the maxim relate to any person, not a specific subject, at any time. Hence, the maxim which is formed by a subject in accordance with the categorical imperative should be universalised in order to become a moral law. As I have pointed out earlier, Kant discusses which law can determine the will. He believes that if a will is free then the quest is to find the law which can determine the will, and the form of the law, not the content, is understood by Kant as binding for the will. Thus the importance of universality of legislation is underlined, when a maxim is universalized, i.e. transformed from a maxim to becoming a law, it determines the will, i.e. is binding for the will. As Höffe points out, it is only the criterion of universality which determines the morality of the maxim.

Bakhtin claims that with the form of the categorical imperative, Kant ‘theorizes the ought’; this means that he criticizes Kant for theorising away the ought, abolish the ought. Bakhtin is directing strong criticism towards this. Bakhtin discusses ‘theoreticism’ and when he refers to this concept it is not only Kant he refers to, but rather he seems to reject a paradigm which has reduced normativity to a rational and abstract system; the will becomes subordinate to reason and the form of universalization. Bakhtin considers it to be a great mistake that the act, in the Kantian proposition, i.e., to become normative, has to be made universal. Such an understanding will lead to the death of the individual will according to Bakhtin. Bakhtin seems to regard the theoretical ought to leave no room for the individual ought, hence making it impossible for the person to be responsible. He says:

In that world I am unnecessary; I am essentially and fundamentally non-existent in it. The theoretical world is obtained through an essential and fundamental abstraction from the fact of my unique being and from the moral sense of that fact – “as if I did not exist”.

In Bakhtin’s philosophy, ‘the will’, ‘the act’ and ‘the ought’ are closely related. Bakthin says: “The ought is a distinctive category of the ongo-
ing performance of acts or deeds [postuplenie] or of the actually performed act [...]”. 335 That which makes an act normative is not that it can be universalized; rather Bakhtin claims that it is an attitude of consciousness which is phenomenologically described. 336

Bakhtin regards a moral act to have a certain tone, and this he refers to as the ‘emotional-volitional tone’. This tone can be understood as that which makes me as a subject become participating in Being. To Bakhtin, tone is closely related to how an act becomes normative for a person in a specific phenomenological position. 337 Hence, tone is that which makes one identify the act as one’s own, my own act. This stands in stark contrast to an act where I am not participating, which is connected to Bakhtin’s criticism on theoreticism. Namli points to Bakhtin’s idea about the emotional volitional tone having implications for what one as a subject understands as normative. The tone steers a thought for a subject and it becomes normative, binding for the will, when the person is in a specific phenomenological position. 338 Hence, normativity is connected to the person’s unique place in Being and can never be applicable in general. 339 When a person admits her unique place and that no one else can take this place then the moral norm becomes binding for the will. Namli says: “The will is creative in the act, it >>claims<< (utverzjdajet) the norm and >>recognises<< (priznajot) it.” 340

Bakhtin wants to draw attention to the fact that the moral act is not a matter of any person at any time. For Bakhtin, ethics cannot be understood as disconnected from the concrete subject; on the contrary, normativity depends on the subject. Bakhtin marks the connection saying:

[...] there is a moral subjectum with a determinate structure (not a psychological or physical structure, of course), and it is upon him that we have to rely: he will know what is marked by the moral ought and when, or to be exact: by the ought as such [...]. 341

---

336 Ibid.
338 Namli, Elena: Kamp med förnuftet: Rysk kritik av västerländsk rationalism, p. 170.
339 Bakhtin, Mikhail: Toward a Philosophy of the Act, p. 31.
Bakhtin’s theory of the will should not be understood for instance as a Nietzschean idea of the radical return to oneself where the will is understood as a force and energy, a possibility to create one’s own and new values in the absence of a God.
341 Bakhtin, Mikhail: Toward a Philosophy of the Act, p. 6. Italics original.
As seen, in Bakhtin’s philosophy ‘the ought’ is connected to an attitude of consciousness, and Bakhtin wants to disclose this phenomenologically. He identifies three phenomenological positions: I-for-myself, the Other-for-me and I-for-the-other.\textsuperscript{342} It is the position of I-for-myself which is connected to normativity, the answerable position. Answerability is therefore not defined by Bakhtin with a specific content but it is defined by position. One can describe Bakhtin’s view on answerability as being that a person becomes aware of her own place in Being and sees that no one else can act from this unique position. When referring to unique position it should also be mentioned that what Bakhtin intends is not that the person stands in a unique position understood as a unique situation which has no resemblance to any other situation; instead, it should be understood to mean that the person takes up a specific place in existence which no one else can take, from a phenomenological perspective. When the person in her consciousness realises and admits her unique place in Being, the answerable position, the ought is experienced:

I am actual and irreplaceable, and therefore \textit{must} actualize my uniqueness. It is in relation to the whole actual unity that my unique ought arises from my unique place in Being. I, the one and only I, can at no moment be indifferent (stop participating) in my inescapably, compellingly once-occurrent life; I must have my ought. In relation to everything, whatever it might be and in whatever circumstance it might be given to me, I must act from my own unique place, even if I do so only inwardly.\textsuperscript{343}

Bakhtin wants to emphasise the importance of the self as being situated in a concrete way; the person has a unique place in existence and it is from this unique place that one must act.\textsuperscript{344}

This thought of one’s unique place of I-for-myself is explained in theological terms when Bakhtin refers to Christ descending, the incarnation. That even God has to be incarnated, i.e. act from a specific place in Being, underlines the importance of acting from a unique place. Bakhtin points to that God actually descends from the abstract position of justice, and instead, God is incarnated and takes a unique place in Being. Through the incarnation, according to Bakhtin, God takes the

\textsuperscript{342} Op. cit., p. 54.
\textsuperscript{343} Op. cit., pp. 41-42. Italics original.
position from which God can take the sin of the world on himself, the ultimate sacrifice, but from this position, and only this position, he can then bestow mercy upon others.345 This is a rather remarkable statement – that God himself has to be positioned be able to act. This underlines the vital importance of a person being situated in a unique position in Being which means that one cannot take a point of view from an abstract position. Moreover, Namli points to the idea that Bakhtin in this understanding of Christology finds a pure form for his phenomenological idea on normativity.346

One central concept which Bakhtin uses is the ‘answerable act’: “Every thought of mine, along with its content, is an act or deed that I perform – my own individually answerable act or deed [postupok].”347 The Russian word for deed, postupok, emphasises activity in the form of movement. This is important since through choosing this word Bakhtin draws attention to an ethical activity, ongoing just like in a movement, where it is not the result of the deed which is of interest but the ethical activity in itself. ‘The ethical deed in its making’ to use the expression of Clark and Holquist.348 It is also important to notice that an answerable act embraces human activity as a whole, including thoughts, utterances and emotions.

In Bakhtin’s description, the gravity and seriousness of the act is striking, it is ‘once-occurrent’, ‘never repeatable’ and, ‘concretely individual’.349 For Bakhtin, the act and ethics are intertwined. Ethics for Bakhtin is therefore not understood as a set of ethical principles but “[…] the pattern of the actual deeds I perform in the event that is my life”.350 Answerability can therefore be understood as my own responsibility for my own existence. My life is unique in time and space, no one else can have my life. My existence can therefore only be my responsibility, no one else’s, and my existence is not passive but understood by Bakhtin as connected to activity, an event.

345 Bakhtin, Mikhail: Art and Answerability: Early Philosophical Essays by M. M. Bakhtin, p. 129.
346 Namli, Elena: Kamp med förnuftet: Rysk kritik av västerländsk rationalism, p. 213.
347 Bakhtin, Mikhail: Toward a Philosophy of the Act, p. 3.
348 Clark, Katerina and Holquist, Michael: Mikhail Bakhtin, p. 63.
349 Bakhtin, Mikhail: Toward a Philosophy of the Act, p. 39.
350 Clark, Katerina and Holquist, Michael: Mikhail Bakhtin, p. 64.
In discussing answerability it is interesting to notice that Bakhtin uses the concept of ‘non-alibi in Being’. He wants to stress the importance of the person’s unique place in Being: one cannot be in any other place but in this unique position and it is the person’s responsibility to take this position and act from this position since no one else can accomplish this task. When using such a strong word as ‘alibi’, it emphasises the importance of the responsibility of the person. Randall Poole stresses that theoreticism, as it is understood in Bakhtin’s philosophy, gives an alibi in Being, since the unique responsibility is diminished when it is made universal. Instead of, as in Bakhtin’s own thought, being a question of the position of the I, Poole points to theoreticism displacing the responsibility to anyone and in doing so displacing it to no one. There are thus many ways for a person to act and live as if she or he had an alibi in Being.

In the introduction to the Russian edition of Toward a Philosophy of the Act, in explaining his understanding of the meaning of ‘non-alibi in Being’, S.G Bocharov refers to the parable of the buried talent. I find this very illuminating regarding answerability. The well-known parable concerns a master who gives talents to each of his servants and their task is to administer the talents which they have received; two of them succeed and multiply the value of the talents they were given, but one of them, due to fear, does not accomplish the task and he fails in his responsibility. In the parable there is a feeling of gravity; this is a task which is given to the servants and they have this one chance. The servants have to decide how they are going to proceed with their task, how they ought to act and they need to make a choice. In my opinion this draws attention to the seriousness of a person’s answerability, one does not have an alibi-in-Being, one is responsible for how one respond to others and the social environment. I can fail or accomplish my task of answerable existence. I have a choice regarding how I am going to act.

---

351 Bakhtin, Mikhail: Toward a Philosophy of the Act, p. 49.
354 Bakhtin, Mikhail: Toward a Philosophy of the Act, pp. 28-29. Bakhtin says: “[…] for the answerable act is, after all, the actualization of a decision – inescapably, irremediably, and irrevocably. The answerably performed act is a final result or summation, an all-round definitive conclusion.”
Bakhtin underlines the importance of the act that can only be accomplished by oneself and not by anyone else. Ruth Coates comments on this understanding in the following way:

Faced with this fact I can either ignore it, or acknowledge it and structure everything around an awareness of my moral responsibility for my unique actions. In the latter case everything I do becomes a confirmation of my uniqueness in being and links me to it.355

Answerability can therefore only be understood as a person’s own and this is interesting since it is important to make explicit that Bakhtin does never define what the content of answerability could be as, this is always related to a specific person. The person has a unique responsibility, a decision is needed to be made, and it is the task of the person to interpret what this means in a particular situation. However, Namli points to an important aspect regarding ethical relativism in Bakhtin’s theory. She claims that since Bakhtin is not analysing the content of the normative, only the form, the question of relativism does not apply to his theory.356

The self and other

Since Bakhtin explicitly emphasises the importance of the person as being situated in a specific phenomenological position this, for Bakhtin, means that one person can see the self of the other which he or she cannot see himself or herself. Bakhtin explains this in a very concrete way describing that there are parts of a person’s body which only the other can see. Bakhtin describes this using the concept of the ‘excess of seeing’. The excess of seeing from the perspective of the I, is the lack of the other and the perspective is of course reversible. A person, in the

---

355 Coates, Ruth: Christianity in Bakhtin: God and the Exiled Author. Cambridge Studies in Russian Literature. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1998, p. 28. Ruth Coates has analysed the work of Bakhtin through a theological perspective. In Coates’ analysis, Bakhtin’s world is described as ‘an existential drama’ where Bakhtin’s worldview in her analysis is defined by a ‘primal fault’ and the moral importance of healing plays an important part. Hence, she draws attention to the theological motifs of the fall and incarnation. If the person fails to acknowledge her answerability, she can fail to understand her uniqueness in Being.

356 Namli, Elena: Kamp med förnuftet: Rysk kritik av västerländsk rationalism, p. 222.
position of ‘I-for-myself’ cannot see herself fully, she ‘lacks seeing’. Bakhtin’s discussion of the excess of seeing is informative regarding his view on alterity. The other is essential for the forming of one’s self. He writes: “[…] one can speak of a human being’s absolute need for the other, for the other’s seeing.” Bakhtin points to this in a concrete way in his example with the experience of the child. In Bakhtin’s view, the child in his position of “I-for-myself”, is dependent on others, for him to become aware of himself, the child’s selfhood is constituted in social relationships. He understands himself due to the acts and words towards him from others, and the picture of himself is given through these acts of others; others formulate how they see him and this is how he will understand himself. This will continue to form through the rest of a persons’ life. The self in Bakhtinian thought can therefore never be understood as an autonomous, independent self since one is always dependent on the dialogue with others in the forming of one’s self. The forming of one’s self is therefore always built in interdependence on others and never independently. Hence alterity for Bakhtin is important since it is only in the meeting with the other as the other that the self can be formed. The goal is therefore never to abolish the alterity between I and the other. It is only when one is in the place of ‘I-for-myself” that one can form a dialogic relationship where the other can see one and one’s self can be formed. Holquist and Clark point out one interesting perspective when noting that the Russian word for friend, ‘drug’, has a relationship to the word for ‘other’, ‘drugoj’. The other is not someone who is dangerous for me or a stranger to me but a friend who I am strongly dependent on and who is strongly dependent on me.

This relation between the I and the other is also interesting to examine through Bakhtin’s theological analysis: “What I must be for the

---

357 Bakhtin, Mikhail: *Art and Answerability: Early Philosophical Essays by M. M. Bakhtin*, p. 23.
358 Op. cit., pp. 49-50. Bakhtin is important in literature theory due to his ideas regarding dialogism. This is the idea that all language (speech act to use Bakhtin’s own term) and all thought are always a response to something which is previous (or future). Hicks, for example, views Bakhtin’s philosophy on answerability to be the philosophical foundation for his later ideas about dialogism. Hicks, Deborah: “Self and Other in Bakhtin’s Early Philosophical Essays: Prelude to a Theory of Prose Consciousness”, in *Mind, Culture, and Activity* Vol. 7, No. 3, 2000.
359 Clark, Katerina and Holquist, Michael: *Mikhail Bakhtin*, p. 65.
360 Ibid.
other, God is for me”\textsuperscript{361} Bakhtin draws attention to Christ who in the position of I-for-myself assumed the burden of sin, which means absolute sacrifice; at the same time, towards the other Christ only shows loving mercy.\textsuperscript{362} Bakhtin seems to understand that it is impossible to love oneself; only the other can have mercy and love one from his or her unique position. Namli conducts an extensive analysis of Bakhtin’s understanding of Christology but I want to point to one particular aspect of her discussion which concerns self-sacrifice. Namli shows that in Bakhtin’s work, the moral claim which Bakhtin understands that Christ directs towards himself, which implies absolute self-sacrifice towards himself but love and mercy towards the other, stands as a “[…] clear contextual articulation of the phenomenology of ethics […].”\textsuperscript{363} Bakhtin’s Christology therefore becomes an important interpretative pattern, an articulation, for Bakhtin’s idea on responsibility.

I have earlier mentioned the Christological interpretation that I made concerning a principle of human dignity. I pointed to Christ’s act on the cross as standing as an interpretive pattern for God’s sharing in human pain and suffering, a theological interpretation of a principle of human dignity. One can also compare such a view with Bakhtin’s view on Christology. Namli shows that Bakhtin’s Christology points to Christ who renounces all power. It is not a powerful Christ which is characterised in his work, on the contrary. Namli points to Christ by Bakhtin being described as the one who “[…] put his fate in the hands of man, which among other things, is manifest in the fact that it is left to man to recognize or crucify his God”.\textsuperscript{364} Through such an understanding two aspects are identified namely what can be seen as a radical responsibility of one in relation to the other. It is in one’s own power, in facing the other’s vulnerability, to act or to reject the other. The second striking aspect is dependence where Bakhtin through his Christology points to the notion that even God is dependent on the other, just like any human is.

\textsuperscript{361} Bakhtin, Mikhail: \textit{Art and Answerability: Early Philosophical Essays by M. M. Bakhtin}, p. 56.
\textsuperscript{362} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{363} Namli, Elena: \textit{Human Rights as Ethics, Politics, and Law}, p. 163.
\textsuperscript{364} Ibid.
Dignity, vulnerability and answerability

In the narrative analysis I concluded that I interpreted a responsibility of others to respect the patient’s human dignity but not in the understanding of, as seen earlier, respecting the patient’s autonomy but respect for human dignity in the understanding of being present with the other, sharing and remaining in the other’s vulnerable situation. In the analysis, the philosophy of Bakhtin has had a bearing on what this responsibility may mean.

An important question for Bakhtin, as for so many other philosophers, is the question concerning normativity. Why should I act in a certain way? For example in the narrative analysis, why is it the responsibility of a person to respect the other’s dignity by staying with the patient, being present with him or her and sharing the vulnerable situation? On this question the Bakhtinian answer is very different to Kant’s suggestion. For both of them it is important to examine the categorical but the reasons a moral act becomes categorical differ. In the Kantian proposition it is the form, that a maxim can be universalized which is the answer, here he finds the form for normativity. And as seen for Kant, it is of vital importance that the moral act can be related to any person at any time; normativity cannot in any circumstance be related to a specific subject. Bakhtin rejects this understanding, since for him it seems to be equated with the death of the individual will. Other philosophers have made similar criticisms, for example the philosopher Emmanuel Levinas, but for Levinas the face of the other becomes the centre for normativity while for Bakhtin it is the phenomenological position of the I, an attitude of consciousness in this particular position. As said earlier, Bakhtin draws attention to the fact that ethics is not a question of any person at any time, but concerns the subject’s particular responsibility in a specific position and situation. Bakhtin pinpoints the importance of the unique person in his or her unique place in Being. When one takes the position of I-for-myself, the answerable position, something can become my ought, my responsibility, my task. This is also a realisation that only I can act from this position, no one else can take this place.

In my interpretation the staff around the patient stand in the position of I-for-myself, realising that only I can act from this position in this situation, meaning that they ought to stay with the patient. This becomes their specific task. One of the interviewees thinks to himself: “You just have to realise that I will remain here”. It is important from a Bakhtinian perspective that I have to remain since no one else can act from this
position; this becomes the specific task for one specific person. What the respect for the other means is one own particular task, no one else’s. It is interesting to see that the interviewees describe the responsibility in negative terms: one should not leave, one should not abandon. Bakhtin also describes in negative terms the moral responsibility – we do not have an alibi in Being, which means that we cannot abdicate from our moral position, no one else can take my place and take my responsibility, and I have no alibi in Being. The answerable act from one’s unique position in Being is always one’s personal and concrete task, it is one’s unique responsibility which cannot be accomplished by anyone else. Every human being, the staff, in meeting the other’s vulnerability, can ignore the responsibility or acknowledge it but one cannot surrender it to someone else.

Bakhtin’s understanding of the unique responsibility is radical (maybe too radical). This radicalness of the responsibility underlines a seriousness which was described through the parable of the talents. The act is once-occurring and never repeatable. Bakhtin also underlines that a person has a choice, either I act or I do not, but the person has to make a choice regarding how to act, if one takes the position of I-for-myself or if one does not. This severity of the act is also something which I have interpreted in the narrative analysis. The staff are facing a choice, which was underlined in the narrative analysis; either they stay with this patient and in doing so respect the patient’s dignity or they do not stay with the patient but leave. In my view the physicians could have referred to rational arguments, declared that they were needed somewhere else but instead, as I have interpreted it, it became their responsibility to stay, their responsibility to share the vulnerable situation. One does not abandon a person in a situation where one’s inherent vulnerability is visible, in facing death and suffering. To abandon a person in a vulnerable situation stand in stark contrast to the former idea.

A very important aspect of Bakhtin’s philosophy that is relevant for the analysis of the meaning of responsibility, is what Namli has described in the following words:

What he [Bakhtin] observes, and in this sense I fully agree, is that morality is about the realisation that I have the power to either change the situation of the other (and in doing so participate in the act of Being) or
To respect the other’s dignity becomes a unique responsibility in meeting the patient in the vulnerable situation. The response to the other, the ought, takes here a specific form namely to be present with the other, remaining and sharing vulnerability.

Bakhtin, in his discussion, emphasises the self as dependent on others and as formed in relation to others, shown for example in Bakhtin’s description of the child in relation to his family. This view stands in stark contrast to the idea of the autonomous and independent self. It is important in relation to this discussion to point out that Bakhtin stands in the tradition of personalism. In this way it is underlined that the human being is a being in relations.

For Kant, respect for humanity in every person is categorical. An important interpretation of what this means is the respect for the others rational and autonomous decisions and choices, these ought to be respected even though one do not agree with the specific individual’s decisions or way of reasoning. This is an important interpretation of a principle of human dignity which was discussed earlier. However, in this chapter I have analysed different interpretations of a principle of dignity. I have pointed to the importance of including a perspective where a principle of dignity is broader in scope and also can include recognition and respect for a human being’s vulnerability, a view which is absent in a Kantian proposition. Such a perspective does not exclude a perspective on respect for autonomy. However, it can challenge an understanding of a principle of dignity which emphasises a one-sided understanding of respect for dignity as reduced to the meaning of respect for one’s autonomy.

---

365 Namli, Elena: *Kamp med förnuftet: Rysk kritik av västerländsk rationalism*, p. 337. Original quote:
"Den han [Bakhtin] uppmärksammar, och där instämmer jag helt, är att moralen handlar om insikten om ens makt att antingen förändra den andres situation (och i och med det skapa varats skeende) eller att inte göra det. […] Inför den andres utsatthet aktualiseras pliktens unika karakter.” (My translation)
Conclusion

In this chapter I have discussed responsibility and developed the understanding of responsibility from the perspective of Bakhtin. In my opinion, the philosophy of Bakhtin elucidates what the responsibility for the other can mean, namely to be prepared to share vulnerability and to be present with the other. Here I have also identified a difference between Kant and Bakhtin. The Kantian autonomous, rational self is far from the Bakhtinian view on the self, which is interpreted through the lens of personalism; the individual is always related to the other and formed by the other and Bakhtin never refrains from the person as vulnerable.

I have also interpreted respect for human dignity from a theological perspective and interpreted the presence of others in a vulnerable situation from the Christological perspective, namely of the God who shares human vulnerability through Christ. This theological perspective therefore points to a different theological interpretation of what respect for human dignity can mean than many other theological interpretations which instead understand this from a creational theological perspective, especially as seen in the understanding of Imago Dei.

Within the discussion on human dignity in the last decade some philosophers have suggested that human dignity, as a guiding principle in medical treatment, only means respect for persons or their autonomy. Although I have pointed to the strong connection between dignity and autonomy, to reduce the meaning of respect for human dignity to mean respect for autonomy is, in my opinion, problematic since it would exclude perspectives such as those that have been encountered in the analysis in this chapter. In my interpretation of the narrative analysis in the present chapter I have instead pointed out that even though respect for a patients’ dignity can mean respect for her autonomy, respect for human dignity cannot be reduced to respect for autonomy. In my interpretation respect for a persons’ human dignity also means respect for her vulnerability and I have shown that respect for human dignity can be understood as being present and sharing the vulnerable situation.
4. An Analysis of Dignity – Complexities in Medical Care

Within neonatal care there are many difficult ethical concerns. There are concerns for example regarding at what age one should save a child, in week 24 or already in week 22? There are also concerns of a more social character, such as how much consideration, if any, should be given to the social situation of the family when deciding on the care for a seriously ill child? In this chapter two narratives will be presented which concern situations within neonatal care. However, in the discussion I will not conduct a normative ethical analysis on decision-making. This chapter is slightly different than previous empirical chapters in that an analysis of questions pertaining to the subject of dignity, that these decisions in neonatal care raises, will be discussed. I will analyse how within neonatal care, concerning decisions about the treatment of severely ill children, there can be different appeals which have to be taken into account when decisions are being made. These appeals often coincide but sometimes they do not, and in my opinion this raises ethical concerns and questions relating to the subject of dignity. These concerns will be analysed in this chapter.

The outline of the present chapter is as follows: first a presentation of the two narratives ‘For the sake of the child and in consideration of the family’ and ‘Best interest of the child – best interest of the family’. This will be followed by a discussion regarding how these results can raise concerns regarding dignity.

The choice to analyse these particular situations from neonatal care adheres to that this material most clearly, in my analysis of the interview material, raises concerns regarding dignity.  

---

366 My analysis of the interview material is that decision-making in palliative care mainly concerns issues regarding the patient’s autonomy, which was discussed in chapter two. It should be noted that this is of course only related to my material. I am convinced that the difficulties raised in this chapter might also relate to the care of
Withdrawing and withholding treatment within neonatal care

Before proceeding to the narrative analysis, which concerns withdrawing and withholding treatment for seriously ill children, a short description of the background regarding these procedures is in order.

Within neonatal care the technological advances have meant an increase in the number of children who survive, despite being born prematurely or having a severe illness. This is a rather new development. In the 50s and 60s, children born in gestational age 32 had some chance of survival, but children below this age would often die. Today, the situation is remarkably different and the threshold for viability is gestational age 24-25 in developed countries, but even children as young as gestational age 22 can be saved, although in these early weeks the risk of neuro-developmental abnormality is high.\textsuperscript{367} However, this new situation also creates a new ethical dilemma, which is that often a treatment can be given, but the ethical question which needs answering is whether it should be given or not. This is very much related to the question of withdrawing and withholding treatment.

To withdraw or withhold treatment for a seriously ill child is part of the neonatal care in Sweden and in Europe. This was shown for example in the EURONIC project, which had as its aim to study practitioners’ own description of the practice around end of life decisions in neonatal care. The project showed that the vast majority of neonatologists had been involved in limiting treatment, for example due to incurable conditions. The study showed that 90 % of Swedish physicians had been involved in ending respiratory care, and almost 90 % had given painkillers to ease pain, but in such high doses that there was a risk of hastening death.\textsuperscript{368} Two professors, Orvar Finnström and Jan Persson, who were part of the EURONIC project, stated that ten years after the study, the practice in Sweden has hardly changed at all compared to when the


\textsuperscript{368} Cuttini, Marina et al.: “End-of-Life Decisions in Neonatal Intensive Care: Physicians’ Self-Reported Practices in Seven European Countries”, in \textit{The Lancet}, Vol. 355, No. 9221, 2000, p. 2112. It was noticed that Sweden, together with the Netherlands and the UK, are among those countries that have the highest rates of withdrawal of respiratory care.
study was made.\textsuperscript{369} The results of the EURONIC project also stand in agreement with the guidelines of the National Swedish Board of Health and Welfare. There it is stated that life-sustaining treatment should not be given or upheld when it is not in agreement with science and proven experience: for example, if treatment does not yield results or if the patient experiences extreme suffering as a result of the treatment.\textsuperscript{370}

An important aspect to take into consideration is the status of the child from a legal point of view. Before birth, the child is considered part of the mother’s body; she has the right to make decisions about her body in which the child is included. After birth, the child is regarded as separated from the mother; the child is considered as a separate individual. All children who are born alive should therefore, as long as it is in agreement with science and proven experience, be given a chance to survive.\textsuperscript{371} If the medical profession regards the child as benefitting from a certain treatment that they regard to be in the best interest of the child, this should be given. However, the authors Hellström-Westas et al. conclude that what is regarded as the best interest of the child is sometimes an ethical grey zone.\textsuperscript{372} The newborn child is regarded as an individual with human rights, just like the adult patients. In treatment one takes into consideration the United Nations’ Convention on the Rights of the Child and in particular the idea of acting in the best interest of the child.

In Swedish medical care, as noted earlier, the principle of autonomy is important to regard. Since the children who are in neonatal care are too small to have autonomy, the parents have surrogate autonomy. This means that the parents should consider the interests of the child and guarantee that someone speaks on behalf of him or her in regard to medical decisions.

\textsuperscript{370} Socialstyrelsen: \textit{Om livsuppehållande behandling}. Socialstyrelsen, 2011, SOSFS 2011:7. In the accompanying handbook, which also deals with the question of interpreting the guidelines in relation to newborns, it is clear that newborns should be treated in the same way as other patients; they should be treated in their own right, independent of criteria such as age or weight. Socialstyrelsen: \textit{Om att ge eller inte ge livsuppehållande behandling: Handbok för vårdgivare, verksamhetschefer och personal}. Socialstyrelsen, 2011, p. 44.
\textsuperscript{372} Op. cit., p. 520.
For the sake of the child and in consideration of the family

In this first narrative, a child is born with a serious illness and is in need of life-sustaining treatment. Due to this fact, upon birth the child is laid in a respirator and the situation becomes very dramatic and chaotic for the parents. Within a very short period of time they have to process the information about their child being seriously ill, the uncertainty of the diagnosis for the child, the uncertainty of the chances for the child to survive, and the prospects for the future. While the parents are described as being in a state of confusion and uncertainty, the medical team and the physician make various medical assessments in order to gather information and decide on a diagnosis for the child. In the interviews, the diagnoses include for example cerebral haemorrhage, an extremely premature child with immature lungs, a severe deformity which prevents the child living a life without a respirator, and an extreme disease with no possibility of treatment.

During this period, the interviewees present how in addition to being supportive of the parents, they also discuss the situation with them, they inform them about the child’s critical condition and underline the gravity of the situation. Then, after a period of observation, processing tests and further discussions with the parents the physician comes to the conclusion that the right decision to make is to end the life-sustaining treatment for the child. In the interviews I regard the interviewees to present themselves as taking the decision with great seriousness and with great consideration and concern. They voice a feeling of responsibility; that this is literally a decision between life and death and it is not taken lightly.

One should also point out that even though the physician state clearly that he or she make the final decision, it is discussed with the parents who also have to agree with the decision in accordance with the principle of surrogate autonomy. Within the medical services, the principle of autonomy is prominent but, due to the child’s inability to express an autonomous choice, the parents have surrogate autonomy. As earlier described the idea is that the parents are the best candidates to plead the child’s cause and to understand and give voice to what is in the best
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373 As described in the introduction, I have carried out a narrative analysis of the interviews, which resulted in several general patterns which I refer to as narratives. The narratives referred to therefore do not relate only to one interview.
interest of the child. In *the Swedish Health and Medical Services Act* the parents’ right to participate in the care of the child is expressed and emphasised. This includes parents receiving information about the progress of the child as well as their opinion being sought regarding treatment. Moreover, if the physician decides to end the life-sustaining treatment on the basis of the patient not benefitting from the medical treatment, the parents need to be included in the decision-making process. However, the National Board of Health and Welfare in Sweden is clear on the fact that it is the physician’s responsibility to make the definitive decision about the child’s treatment. The underlying idea being that the parents should not be burdened by the final responsibility of choosing whether or not to treat their child.374

An important part of the narrative analysis is the underlying reasons as to why the physician makes the particular decision to end life-sustaining treatment and for whom. Why the physician draws this conclusion is related to what the physician and the parents understand as being in the best interest of the child. Some conditions are so severe that maintaining life-sustaining treatment is not considered to do any good to the patient. These can be conditions such as extreme suffering or, as described by Ragnar375: “And here was this idea that the child, it wouldn’t make it without a ventilator and that’s no life, it’s so very clear here in this situation”. I understand the reference to ‘no life’ as a normative statement. A life in a ventilator, which of course is a life in a biological sense, is not considered to be a life in a normative sense. A life in a respirator for the rest of the child’s life could be understood as insufferable and as a life with no advantage for the child.

An important distinction between this narrative and the following one is for whose sake one makes the decision. The narrative point here is interpreted thus: a decision to end life-sustaining treatment is made on the basis of the child’s condition and what is considered to be in the child’s best interest, whereas the question regarding when one should end the treatment is made in consideration of the interests of the family.

375 All the interviewees who are referred to in this chapter are physicians within neonatal care.
Let me develop the analysis of the first part of the narrative point – that the decision is related to the child – by starting with an excerpt by Eva:

Eva: It felt that it was unequivocally the right decision, medically speaking (S: Yes, right), but it is, nevertheless, when one realises that it… that it is not beneficial for the patient to continue care at this level, well then there is only one thing to do and that is to remove the ventilator, but it means that you really manually remove the hose. (S: Yes, right). And it has, of course, affected me, but at the same time it was a… that, that at the same time one did something good for the patient, in a way. (S: Yes, right) Then this little child didn’t have to suffer, which it really, really did. Then you come back to this thought, over and over again: for whom? That you really know that it was done for the sake of the child.

In this narrative I interpret the physician to base the decision on circumstances relating to the child. The child in my view is regarded as someone whose perspective cannot be neglected or dealt with in an arbitrary way; on the contrary, the child has the status of being the one from whose position the decision is being made. The child is of course strongly connected to her or his family but it is the perspective of the child, with its difficult condition and experience of suffering, which is mainly considered.

The decision to end life-sustaining treatment is therefore not based on considerations regarding to what is in the best interest of the family or of society. The physician could, for example, have regarded the situation from a societal point of view and claimed that to continue the care for the child would be too costly for society and therefore one should end the life-sustaining treatment. However, my conclusion from the narrative analysis is that life at any cost is not always regarded as being in the best interest of the child. Furthermore, it is considered right to end life-sustaining treatment in some situations. However, attention must be drawn to the consideration that whenever a decision like that is made, such a decision has the child as its subject.

When life-supportive treatment should be ended it is described as something which is ‘planned’ and ‘controlled’ and during this time it is described as important that the child does not suffer and that the parents have time to come to terms with the situation. During this period it is described that it is important to take time with the parents, listening to the parents’ needs, and not rush the course of action.
Agneta: You don’t think you want to expose the child to any more suffering either… and then you really have to plan for the time that is left and make it, well, as good as possible, despite everything, for everyone involved and not have the child suffer. It, it is kind of the only thing that you can do, and so that the parents can have some kind of reasonably beautiful memory when they leave.

The child is often described as taken out of the ventilator and will, instead of dying in the ventilator or surrounded by technical devices, die in the care of the parents. Ragnar:

Ragnar: It is at least a beautiful ending that way, and I think that is really important, that you have that aspect too, that it is not just a medical closing down of a ventilator, and the child dies and that’s that, but that this is something that you really have to deal with delicately and with great respect.

Let me therefore conclude with what I understand to be the result of the narrative analysis. I have drawn attention to the following: when a decision concerning ending life-sustaining treatment is made, that decision has the child as its subject; and when to end the treatment is regarded as being done in the care of the family.

Best interest of the child – best interest of the family

The following narrative has many similarities to the previous narrative ‘For the sake of the child and in the care of the family’. The situation is similar: here too it concerns decision-making within neonatal care. A child is born and it is clear that it suffers from a severe illness or deformation and it is also clear that the child will, if it survives, live with a difficult illness or deformity. The physician makes medical assessments and follows the child’s development, discusses the situation with colleagues at the hospital and talks to the parents about the situation. The parents are in a situation of distress, but there is a distinct difference with the previous narrative, namely that in the discussion with the physician, the parents receive information about the child’s situation but the parents also, directly or indirectly, make the physician aware and informed about the family’s point of view. The family, for different rea-
sons, think that a life with a seriously ill child would be extremely difficult and they feel they do not want to, or they cannot, live with a seriously ill child. Therefore, the physician, for their sake, does not need to be proactive in the treatment. This means that the parents express the view that from their point of view everything does not need to be done for the survival of the child.

The physician decides to listen to the parents and take into consideration their situation and views when deciding on the treatment for the child. The physician find that he or she have to consider the severity of the child’s illness, suffering, and life prospects, but also consider the parents’ wishes about the treatment of their child and the situation for the family as a whole, and what it would mean for the family to live with this child. As described by Rakel:

Rakel: Then you have to listen carefully to what the parents think and say, and what they consider to be quality of life.

and

Rakel: The quality of life for the child itself, but also for the family.

In the previous narrative, decision-making was related to the child’s own condition but in the present narrative the interviewees point to an understanding where the decision does not exclusively have to relate to the child’s perspective. Rather, social aspects, especially regarding the family’s situation, are taken into consideration when making a decision. The perspective of what lies in the individual child’s interest and what lies in the family’s interest is a distinction which I regard that the physicians considers, but it is a distinction that the physician does not strictly uphold. I understand the physician to be concerned with the best interest of the child in an extended sense, by which I mean that the best interest of the child is not understood from a strictly individualistic sense only regarding the situation for the child. The physicians also considers what it would mean for a child to live in a family that has said they do not want to or feel that they cannot, live with a seriously ill child. In this sense one could understand the best interest of the child to be interrelated with the best interest of the family, instead of being separate concerns. The child is regarded as a part of a family and what is in the best interest of the family can also be regarded as being in the best interest of the child, and the treatment of the child therefore relates
to the situation of the family. To take the situation of the whole family into consideration in decision-making, including the newborn child, is described by Simon:

Simon: I slowly realise that this child will not make it without oxygen and then I realise that she will not even survive that; rather, she must be put on a ventilator. I think that we [the physician and the mother] have had three, four or five talks that evening and then she comes back [the mother] exactly the same way and then I feel that, that it must be possible for one to say that it would be seen as serious abuse of her [the mother]… Based on the girl having an illness that is serious, well then there is no reason to push this, that’s what I think to myself, so I go to inform her about what is happening to the girl and that her condition is slowly deteriorating. I decide not to put her on a ventilator […] Here I took the mother’s strong desire into consideration (S: Yes), but I didn’t actively interfere and the child didn’t suffer at all.

However, the situation can also be that the family’s appeal is stronger than the child’s appeal, which can result in a situation where the decision regarding the child would have been the opposite if the situation had been different and the family had decided on a different course of action, as described by Simon:

Here there was a diagnosis that worked as a guiding principle. A serious prognosis, but if this woman had said: “Please do whatever you can for my, for this child” - it might have been so very much longed-for, it might have been the only child - well then I think I might have acted differently. (S: Yes). I would definitely have acted differently. Then we would have put the child on a ventilator and we would have analysed it. Perhaps the child would have died, but during those six months the child would have lived and developed and acquired worth.

One can compare this situation with an adult patient where the patient’s appeal cannot in the same way be negotiated in relation to the appeal of relatives. In comparison to the interviews in palliative care the situation is different. In that case the patient’s situation is the foundation for the decision, regardless of social aspects or views of the patient. This of course relates to the fact that the patient can express an autonomous choice, but even in the care of adult patients in end-of-life care where the patient is seriously ill and cannot express their own autonomous view, the physician regards previous discussions with the patient as guiding and does not rely on relatives’ views. This is of course not possible in neonatal care since the child cannot express an autonomous
choice. However, the physician would, in treatments of adults, with difficulty, make a decision regarding the patient’s treatment on the basis that if the patient had relatives who regarded the situation differently, then one would have treated the patient differently.

In the excerpt above, the interviewee draws attention to an understanding where a value is developed. I understand this as a relational view of the child’s value which means that as the relationship and the attachment grow stronger between the parents and the child, the value of the child also increases.

The physicians find themselves in a very complex situation, where they have to be concerned for the individual child and the family but they also reflect on the situation for the seriously ill children from the perspective of society, as described by Rakel:

Rakel: Yes, and it’s so incredibly important too, and it’s very clear when the children have survived and then come home, because we can do a lot here, but then, how are the children then and how does it affect the whole family? That is important. And then you have to consider whether society is really prepared for these kinds of children too? Not that you… It’s OK that we do our best and the children survive but might be damaged. Then they leave the hospital and the parents are left quite alone with a severely injured child. I think and I have heard from certain parents that they really have to fight for their children. Unfortunately the same is true in society.

Sofia: You mean that they don’t receive the help and the support that they really need?

Rakel: Yes. (S: OK. I see) And that is not only referring to medical help or such things. It’s also a matter of getting help with everyday life and ensuring that these children are really also welcome in society.

In my interpretation, societal aspects are not considered by the interviewees as a morally acceptable basis for decision-making but the societal aspects still appears as a consideration, a perspective which the physician has to relate to even in a negative sense. In the interview material this is also underlined and considered as a dilemma, as described by Agneta:

Agneta: Can I decide what a good life is, for another human being so to speak? And what is that all about? Is it about the limitations of society to help these people have a good life? Should I stop the treatment and
let someone die for that reason? Because society doesn’t stand by these people and provide the resources necessary to give them an acceptable quality of life? To me that is crazy. It is absolutely crazy.

Health care decision-making is not made in a contextual vacuum; the care of an individual is provided in the context of a particular family and in a particular society. Judith Butler, in her discussion, draws attention to the fact that a precarious life needs support if it is to be a liveable life. This includes support from other persons such as the family of the child but also relates to social and economic aspects. The physicians draw attention to what I have interpreted as a grave concern that families with seriously ill children do not receive sufficient help and support; society does not provide the support needed to make the child’s and family’s life liveable.376

Let me conclude with what I see as the result from the narrative analysis. The narrative point has been interpreted to mean that the decision regarding the treatment of the child does not exclusively have to be related to the child’s perspective in an individualistic sense. Rather, social aspects, especially regarding the family’s situation, are taken into consideration. The child is regarded as a moral subject but one whose moral appeal can be negotiated with appeals from the family. However, whereas the situation of the child’s family seems to be acceptable as a foundation for decision-making, societal attitudes and factors are considered but rejected.

Summary of the empirical research findings
In the narrative analysis it has been shown that humans from birth are exposed to others and dependent on others, both those we know and those we do not know. In the first narrative attention was drawn to the understanding that when a decision concerning ending life-sustaining treatment is made, that decision has the child as its subject. In the second narrative attention was drawn to that the decision regarding the treatment of the child does not exclusively have to be related to the child’s perspective in an individualistic sense. Rather, social aspects re-

garding the family’s situation are taken into consideration in the deci-
sion-making. However, societal attitudes and factors seem to be re-
jected as foundation for the decisions being made.

Dignity and neonatal care

The situations I have described in the narrative analysis are difficult and
complex. They draw attention to what I have previously discussed,
namely vulnerability. Human beings are susceptible to illness and
death, but also vulnerable to others in the form of dependence. Judith
Butler discusses the ‘precariousness of life’ and she claims that all hu-
man life is precarious, in the sense that life, from its very beginning, is
in the hands of others. This is true for any newborn child but it is a
subject that becomes striking in the narratives.

As described earlier, my aim is not to give a detailed analysis of de-
cision-making in relation to these difficult situations and suggest which
course of action that ought to be taken. Rather, at this stage, the results
from the narrative analysis point to important areas for discussion in
relation to the question on dignity, and in this analysis previous results
will be regarded and some of the results will also be discussed further
in this chapter.

In research on dignity focussing on questions in medical ethics or
bioethics, there are often only a limited number of areas where com-
plexities concerning dignity are discussed. These areas often involve
abortion, palliative care and euthanasia, but also areas where new tech-
nological development has raised concerns on the question on dignity,
such as reproductive technologies. However, the question of dignity and
complexities in neonatal care are rarely paid attention to, either by those
doing purely theoretical analysis or by those doing empirical ethics. In
the analysis it will therefore be of importance to show and discuss how
the question on dignity is brought to the fore in these situations in neo-
natal care. This analysis is done in accordance with the tripartite cate-
gorisation on attributed dignity, intrinsic dignity and inflorescent dig-
nity which has been previously analysed. The different meanings of
dignity lead to different understandings with regard to who ought to be
recognised and respected.

Intrinsic dignity, attributed dignity and equality

One of the definitions of dignity which has been previously discussed is intrinsic dignity. It is the idea that all human beings, regardless of attributes such as age or gender, have dignity. Furthermore, all human beings can be regarded as having equal dignity. As has been shown earlier, the idea in the *Universal Declaration of Human Rights* adheres to an intrinsic sense of dignity and also claim every human being’s equal rights.\(^{378}\) This interpretation, with a focus on equality, is prominent in Swedish medical care.

Annie Janvier and her research group have conducted research on ethical dimensions in neonatal care. Janvier et al. claim that studying decision-making can say something indicative about the view of human beings and about the value of human beings.\(^{379}\) The question on equality is one aspect that they discuss. However, they do not analyse this question from the perspective of human dignity; nevertheless, their research is of great interest to regard since they deal with similar topics as those seen in the narrative analysis.

Janvier et al. have claimed that decisions regarding the treatment of newborns in clinical care in some cases are made differently than if the child were older. Practices as well as recommendations within neonatal care suggest that neonates are regarded differently from a moral point of view, according to the authors. They exemplify this by describing a situation in neonatal care where a child has a condition with an uncertain outcome. However, experience of children with a similar condition shows that some of these children have had a good outcome. This prognosis is a justified basis for withdrawal of treatment in neonatal care, while in the case of treatment of an older child in the same situation, uncertainty of outcome and the possibility of a good outcome would lead to continued treatment. How to proceed with the treatment of an older child would not be a case of deliberation.\(^{380}\) So treatments which are routinely given to older children are optional for neonates, and the
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authors claim that these practices suggest that the lives of newborns are valued differently than the lives of older children.381

In my narrative analysis, attention was drawn to a situation where the child is treated, since medical assessment has determined that the child will benefit from treatment. At the same time, the practitioners point to the importance of listening to the parents’ views and opinions about the treatment of their child. The practitioners are willing to continue treatment for the child if that is in agreement with the parents’ decision, but on the other hand, the practitioners are also willing to alter that decision if the parents disagree with a particular treatment suggested. This can result in different outcomes for a child, depending on the parents’ view of the situation.

In the narrative analysis, a specific situation concerned a child whose mother eagerly asked the physician not to be proactive in the medical treatment. However, had the parent been persistent and it had been a child much longed for then the medical treatment would instead have been more proactive.

Janvier et al. draw attention to similar procedures as have been presented in the narrative analysis. They point to what is sometimes referred to as ‘precious children’ and they describe how neonatologists are prepared to intervene more intensively if the circumstances of the parents are taken into consideration, for example if the mother is older and the chances of getting pregnant again are rather small. Janvier et al. interpret this situation in the following way: “Such a phenomenon suggests that the value of a baby’s life is determined, in part, by the family context into which he or she is born.”382 Janvier et al. draw the conclusion from their research that the different practices which they have described indicate that the moral status of a neonate seems to be between the moral status of intrauterine life and the moral status of extra uterine life. This distinction is made due to the connection between human rights and extra uterine life, where birth is the dividing line.383 Janvier


One can also compare this to the guidelines from the European Academy of Paediatrics (the ethics working group of the Confederation of European Specialists in Paediatrics) where it is claimed that a child who is born has a right to life and human rights, and the confederation has developed guidelines concerning ethical dilemmas in neonatology. Some of the recommendations say that: 1) Every human individual is unique and has the right to live its own life. 2) Decisions should not be influenced by personal or social views on the value of life or absence thereof held by the caregivers.
et al. understand the treatment of neonates to indicate that the neonate is recognised as more than a foetus, since it is not seen as part of the woman’s body over which she is autonomous, but on the other hand, the neonates are not recognised as older children, in which case the child’s human rights are respected on their own, regardless of the parents’ views.

This discussion can also be understood through the norm-critical perspective of Judith Butler. An important aspect of Butler’s discussion is that certain epistemological frames form the understanding of what qualifies as (human) life. As the word ‘frame’ suggests there is a certain normative spectrum within which a life can be interpreted. If it is in alignment with the norms of the frame, then a life is in correlation with the understanding of what constitutes that which Butler defines as a grievable or a liveable life. These frames are certain norms, and like all norms they steer the understanding regarding which life should be recognised. These frames are also expressions of power since they form what is considered to be a life, although the frames can be criticized and renegotiated.

From the perspective of dignity one can regard the situation in neonatal care in terms of the child’s dignity being intrinsic or attributed. In the intrinsic sense, dignity is connected to equal dignity and equal rights. In an attributed sense, on the other hand, dignity is dependent on others’ recognition of the child. Dignity in this sense is conferred to others through acts of attribution. It is a valuation of the other that forms the basis for that person’s dignity. In the narrative analysis this can relate to the circumstance where the parents’ wishes, or as have been described as ‘appeal’, are stronger than those of the child. The problem that can appear is therefore that a severely ill child, where the medical assessment determines that it is not in the child’s interest to
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continue treatment, can be overruled by the parents’ wish to continue treatment. In that case one could regard the child not to be respected, since the decision is not taken regarding to that individual but only dependent on the parents.

Wai Chee Dimock has analysed some of the problems which dignity in an attributed sense can give. He says:

[…] dignity is not just self-executed and self-validating; instead, it is dependent on the validation rendered by others, the tribute that they pay in acknowledgment of our high standing. Dignity in this sense – as something that requires outside proof, outside backing that has to be supplied by other people – is obviously much more problematic, since it runs the dignified person from an autonomous individual into a relational dependent, a recipient of the respect that he might or might not get.387

Even though Wai Chee Dimock points to an important perspective, the abstract ideal, namely the intrinsic dignity of every human being, the situation in neonatal care is always that the child is a ‘relational dependent’. Our vulnerability through dependence on others is an issue which has appeared several times in the dissertation. There are few other, if any, situations in health care where the relational can stand in such a stark contrast to the independent as in neonatal care. On the other hand, it has also been pointed to the moral response that one’s vulnerability and dependence can be thought to create.

Certain decisions in the medical treatment of neonates do raise questions regarding neonatal care and dignity. I have pointed to instances of medical treatment of neonates where the recognition of a child’s dignity in an intrinsic sense can be questioned. In other words, one can point to situations where the neonates do not seem to be included within certain normative frames that suggest who should be recognised as an individual with equal intrinsic dignity; or to use the words of Janvier et al., the moral status given to extra uterine life does not seem to be applicable to all neonates.

At the same time one can also discuss respect for intrinsic dignity in terms of respect for autonomy, which I have previously discussed. The child in neonatal care is one of many in health care who does not have
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autonomy. If one would agree with a reductionist view on dignity, like Macklin has shown, the child would not be regarded to have dignity. Or as discussed by Carter Snead in stating:

[…] under Macklin’s approach, human dignity can be diminished by restraints on autonomous choice wrought by disease, disability, or coercion […] Lives characterised by radical dependence and vulnerability would, according to this view, be undignified. Similarly, people who lack the cognitive capacity for free choice – young children, the mentally disabled, and individuals suffering from dementia – do not possess human dignity in any measure. Conversely, those individuals who have the strength, intelligence, and means to exercise robust free choice possess human dignity in abundance.

The newborn child does not have autonomy but can still be regarded to have intrinsic dignity. However, the parents to the child should also, in respect for their dignity, be respected in their autonomous choice. However, one can also raise concerns regarding what respect for autonomy means in health care. In the earlier discussions on I pointed to Fiona Randall’s description of modern health care, where she is very critical of how autonomy within health care has come to be approached, since autonomy has to some extent come to be equated with fulfilment of a person’s wishes. What the patient desires becomes equated with respect for autonomy, and Fiona Randall’s discussion concerns the danger of staff merely becoming an agent of someone else’s desires.388

The question on intrinsic dignity and equality in these situations can also be regarded from a socio-ethical level. In the results of the narrative analysis I concluded that the physicians rejected the idea of basing their decisions on societal attitudes. However, I find it interesting to note and discuss the fact that concerns regarding societal interests appear in the narratives, even though they do so in a negative sense, i.e., as a rejection of what should influence their decision. The experiences of families who live with a seriously ill child and who do not receive the help and support needed from society are taken into consideration in the narrative analysis. As one of the interviewees said:

And then you have to consider whether society is really prepared for these kinds of children too? Not that you… It’s OK that we do our best and the children survive but might be damaged. Then they leave the

hospital and the parents are left quite alone with a severely injured child. I think and I have heard from certain parents that they really have to fight for their children. Unfortunately the same is true in society.

In my interpretation, the signals from society – most certainly not in policy, but in practice – in some cases, have been that it does not provide the help and support needed and that the family will run the risk of being economically and socially exposed. In my opinion, these signals from society, concretised in a family’s own situation and experience, point to a view that decisions about health care are situated in a certain context. How the particular physician decides to act – in accordance with, or in opposition to what they understand as the societal attitude – is, however, another matter. Nevertheless, it is not too farfetched to consider a situation where the physician, faced with a difficult decision, can consider questions like: Will this family get help if their child survives? Can this family, which seems to already be socio-economically distressed, also handle a seriously ill child? What is really the best interest of this child from a contextual point of view? However, I would certainly not imply that the physicians would act upon these considerations.

Lisa Sowle Cahill has pointed out that there is a strong connection between the societal context and the individual’s health and welfare. Cahill underlines the fact that we cannot talk about a real choice for a caretaker if the caretaker is not absolutely certain that there are resources which can support the patient and the family, for example publicly financed assistance.\footnote{Cahill, Lisa Sowle: Theological Bioethics: Participation, Justice, and Change, p. 98.} Cahill, in her discussion, points to the situation for many caretakers who often have inadequate access to support from society.\footnote{Op. cit., p. 80.}

The Swedish EXPRESS study showed that on a group level it is more common that extremely preterm children have neuro-psychological defects such as autism or impaired vision. In older years, extremely preterm children have shown a higher risk for heart failure and diabetes, although this is on a group level and can vary individually.\footnote{Fellman, Vineta et al.: “One-Year Survival of Extremely Preterm Infants after Active Perinatal Care in Sweden”.} The two neonatologists, Hugo Lagercrantz and Lena Jacobson, wrote an article and voiced a concern regarding the follow-up and societal support of
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these children. The care they receive from the neonatal care services is world-leading, but afterwards the families are left on their own they claimed. The authors claimed that society needs to increase support, for example regarding special needs education, but since resources are scarce and these children often lack a distinct diagnosis, they risk not getting access to support and rehabilitation. Or as Eva Kittay states, when claiming that a society which is “committed to the equal dignity of its members must be committed to providing resources for disabled people to participate in all areas of human life.”

**Inflorescent dignity**

Inflorescent dignity, the last of the tripartite characteristics of dignity, has been much discussed in current debate. In this sense, as described earlier, dignity is referred to persons’ moral character and those who flourish, those who express virtue. In the beginning of the dissertation I discussed Gilbert Meilaender’s theological discussion on dignity, and now an examination of the meaning of inflorescent dignity from his position will be carried out. This will stand as one example of how inflorescent dignity can be understood and how it can relate to certain perspectives from the narrative analysis. Meilaender distinguishes two interrelated senses of dignity, namely human dignity and personal dignity; the latter adheres to equality, but here I will only discuss his view on human dignity.

As a short recollection of Meilaender’s view on human dignity one can mention his view on human nature. Meileander describes his view on human dignity with the following words: “[...] human dignity is the dignity of a particular sort of creature, who is neither the ‘highest’ nor the ‘lowest’ sort of creature we can imagine.” Humans have, according to Meilaender, a particular place in creation as ‘neither beast nor God’ but ‘in-between’. Human nature is directed to God, through the
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soul, and therefore higher than the beasts. It is the striving towards God that characterises a flourishing life and some individuals do this to a higher degree than others, according to Meilaender. He describes this as: “[…] they offer an image of the flourishing of our full humanity. In so flourishing they display what I will call human dignity.”

According to Meilaender, some individuals also lack those characteristics which mark human dignity. They do not display human dignity, which means that they do not live a life in accordance with human nature as a creature ‘in-between’. Let us also remember that Meilaender does not highlight a certain characteristic as specific for humanity (for example rationality), but that Christian and Jewish traditions inform us about what it is to live a life in accordance with human nature. So who are these individuals who “lack the dignity that characterises genuinely human life”? They are, for example, those who are “profoundly retarded”, those who have “achieved little” or those who “suffer from dementia”. This statement from Meilaender is, in my opinion, complicated. Why cannot an individual who has a severe handicap live a life in accordance with our nature as ‘neither beast nor God’, with a telos of striving towards God? What are the underlying claims of what human nature involves? Is it human excellence that Meilaender actually means? Meilaender points to the idea that Christian and Jewish traditions inform about this human nature, but it is not clear what this means, since these traditions point to different ideas. However, it is clear that human beings with severe illnesses, such as newborns with the severe illnesses as described in the narrative analysis, are not to be considered as displaying human dignity in Meilaender’s sense. The seriously ill child could be identified as one of those who in the least way has developed what is characteristically human, or can be understood as someone who may never have gained human dignity.

I regard it to be problematic that when identifying human dignity as connected with dignified life in the sense that Meilaender does, some individuals, often those who are sick or disabled, will be excluded. In my opinion, this view on human dignity highlights certain impairments.
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as not being in accordance with human dignity; it excludes certain human life and uplifts other. This creates an ideal of being human which is not based on human vulnerability but on human excellence, and in doing so creates and reaffirms a strong connection between human dignity and excellence and virtue.

Conclusion

The narrative analysis in this chapter concerned decision-making in neonatal care. In the narrative analysis attention was drawn to that decision regarding ending life-sustaining treatment could be made with from either the child or not exclusively from the child but social aspects were regarded. In the analysis I have discussed the results in relation to three sense of dignity namely; intrinsic, attributed and inflorescent. The different meanings of dignity lead to different understandings with regard to who ought to be recognised and respected.
5. Human Dignity, Vulnerability and Responsibility

It would be no understatement to suggest that the discussion on human dignity over the past two decades has turned out to be an engaging one. It has sometimes evoked different and contrary perspectives, and as I have discussed in this dissertation, the debate can at times even be described as polemic. However, in my view, this debate has been important. Perhaps it has even led to necessary scrutiny of the concept and principle of dignity, as well as its practical implications for health care. In this dissertation I have suggested that important insights into dignity can be obtained from a discussion which is empirically enriched. In this chapter, I will further explore the results of this discussion.

The overall aim of this thesis is to formulate an empirically-informed and context-sensitive constructive proposal on human dignity, and to show how qualitative research could concretise and challenge conceptions of the issue. In terms of fulfilling this aim, one of the research questions which has guided the study involves what is meant by the concept and principle of human dignity. Throughout the work, the principle of human dignity has gradually become a particular focus. However, in this chapter I will also discuss the meaning of dignity, even though the discussion is related to my results concerning the principle.

Throughout the dissertation I have also analysed theoretical questions on dignity in close dialogue with the results from the qualitative research. This has led to a critique of certain theoretical perspectives in the light of the results of the empirical material. This chapter will summarise and further this discussion.

I will also analyse the implications of a constructive proposal on human dignity for medical-ethical concerns, and this discussion will also be furthered in the chapter.
A Bakhtinian understanding of the self in relation to a Kantian perspective on humanity

In the analysis on dignity, the theoretical perspectives of Kant and Bakhtin have been discussed. There are interesting similarities between their perspectives, but also clear differences which will now be further discussed and compared.

The understanding of human dignity is closely related to a view on what it means to be a human being. As Douglas Meeks said: “To be able to say what dignity is would be to describe the fundamental meaning of being human”.402 In the dissertation I have discussed the theoretical perspectives of Kant and Bakhtin. They both give important insights into the understanding of human beings as moral beings, and the human capacity for morality. However, essential differences can also be found between their perspectives.

Kant’s epistemology has implications for his understanding of the capacity for morality and the human being as a moral being. Human beings are free, in a moral sense, and can act under the law which they themselves have formulated. Autonomy is one of the characteristics of humanity, as is rationality.403 Rational beings can distance themselves from their inclinations and act instead as their reason dictates.404 This characterisation of humanity within the person is central to understanding Kant’s perspective of dignity; the word respect can be used in terms of humanity in ourselves and others.405 In this sense a person’s dignity is not attributed but intrinsic. In my view, Kant offers an interesting perspective on dignity by suggesting that humanity should be respected in every being. This is categorical and hence binding for the will. Bakhtin also discusses this categorical aspect, though his view differs from Kant’s. Bakhtin understands it instead through a discussion on answerability. The Bakhtinian view on the self and on responsibility can provide important keys in a discussion on dignity, even though Bakhtin himself does not discuss dignity as such.

The Kantian view on humanity, characterised by autonomy and rationality, is, in effect, an opposite perspective to the Bakhtinian view of the self. The Bakhtinian view does not offer any theoretical analysis on

403 Kant, Immanuel: *Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals*, p. 46 (Ak. 4:434).
404 Kant, Immanuel: *Critique of Practical Reason*, p. 27 (KpV 5:30).
the autonomous self, if autonomous can be taken to mean the independent self. This concept is unfamiliar to him. A central aspect of Bakhtin’s discussion suggests that the self is always related to the other and formed by the other. For Bakhtin, the self is understood as interdependent and not in any sense independent, and cannot be formed independently of others. There is no autonomous self which is independent of relations with others. Instead, the self is defined in terms of its response to others. Clark and Holqvist describe this as follows:

”My self is that which through such performance [the deeds I perform] answers other selves and the world from the unique place and time I occupy in existence. 406

Bakhtin’s view of the self is clearly related to, and dependent on his discussion of a person’s unique place in being; this is how someone sees the world. This means that individuals, from their (own) position, can never see themselves but only the other. One is therefore dependent on the other since the other enables an individual to view him/herself. This is a radical understanding of the importance of interdependence, stressing that alterity is not threatening but absolutely necessary. It is only through alterity that I can view myself.407

I consider the Bakhtinian understanding of the self to form an interesting contrary perspective to a Kantian understanding of the view of humanity as characterised by autonomy. For Kant, we should never treat humanity in ourselves merely as a means but always as an end in itself. It is possible to agree with such a strong principle on dignity but nevertheless raise concerns about Kant’s view that autonomy forms the basis for respect. I shall return to this discussion later in this chapter.

A Bakhtinian view, in my understanding, also challenges a very common view within medical ethics and health care where respect for dignity is sometimes interpreted exclusively as meaning respect for autonomy, in the sense of independence. The Bakhtinian view points to

406 Clark, Katerina and Holquist, Michael: Mikhail Bakhtin, p. 64.
407 Regarding the view on alterity, it is interesting to compare the difference between Bakhtin and Levinas. For Levinas, alterity is something to be extinguished, assimilated or domesticated, and this view creates an ethical problem for him. Thus, ethics for Levinas is to refrain from the urge to violate the other in any way. Instead, he suggests ‘the other’ be allowed simply to be ‘the other’. Bakhtin does not share Levinas’ problematisation of the relation between the self and the other, and instead sees the other as ‘a friend’, ‘drugoj’. For Bakhtin, as noted above, alterity is viewed as necessary for forming of the self.
the importance of recognising the self in terms of relations and interdependency, and suggests that human beings cannot manage without this perspective; alterity is central to forming the self. A discussion on the interpretation of autonomy and how it is related to interdependence is incorporated into the following discussion on the principle of human dignity.

Respect for dignity in terms of an understanding of respect for autonomy and the vulnerable other

The principles which should guide medical ethics are the subject of an ongoing discussion. The Biomed project suggested that, alongside dignity, the principles of autonomy, integrity and vulnerability should be taken into consideration in medical-ethical concerns. In this dissertation, vulnerability and autonomy have not been discussed as separate principles. Instead, I have discussed a principle of dignity which involves respecting a patient’s autonomy, but – and this is a central claim in the thesis – in respecting the patient’s autonomy, vulnerability in its different forms also has to be taken into consideration. Since the research is situated in a specific context, certain perspectives have inevitably become central, specifically the importance of human vulnerability.

Vulnerability was a central observation in the narrative analysis and it has been discussed in two different forms: inherent vulnerability and situational vulnerability. When vulnerability is understood as an inherent condition of all human life, it makes the fragility of human beings more visible. They are susceptible to conditions such as illness and death, for example, which are shared human experiences. It is impossible for people to safeguard themselves from circumstances and experiences in life which do them harm. As such, vulnerability is an aspect
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of the human condition, part of our humanity. The previous discussion has also noted that inherent vulnerability is linked to situational vulnerability. By this I mean that, although humans are inherently vulnerable, there are certain situations where their vulnerability is apparent in a specific sense. This dissertation has discussed situational vulnerability mainly in terms of the fact that it is invoked by dependence. I have found Susan Dodds’ description of dependence useful as a form of vulnerability. Patients’ inherent vulnerability means they require care, and this, in turn, makes them dependent. Dodds defines this as follows: “Dependence is vulnerability that requires the support of a specific person (or people) – that is, care”.410 In this study, this is explicitly related to healthcare situations where patients’ dependency is imposed on them by their health situation. They are dependent on the care of others and on the improvement of their condition, which makes them dependent on others to meet their own basic needs.

The importance of autonomy in medical care is not disputed.411 Our society expects patients to be autonomous. Joel Anderson formulates this as follows: “[…] everyone is under pressure to become autonomous, in this sense of developing the skills to make complex choices, guided by a clear understanding of what one really cares about.”412 In the analysis it was proposed that to respect a person’s dignity is to respect her autonomy, but respecting someone’s autonomy must also involve recognising the other as both vulnerable and autonomous. I have suggested that ignoring the fact that patients are vulnerable (both inherently and in terms of situation, but particularly in the latter form here) does not support the patient in making autonomous decisions. If, instead, we go beyond a dichotomy between vulnerability and autonomy, and recognise that a person is both vulnerable and autonomous, it will help develop important perspectives on what respect for dignity can involve, and what it can mean.

Autonomy has often been understood as closely connected to independence, where a person forms his or her own ideas, and makes decisions independently of others. However, in medical practice, as shown above, dependence is more significant than independence. Patients can

410 Dodds, Susan: “Dependence, Care and Vulnerability”, pp. 182-183.
clearly be independent in some respects and not others. I have indicated
that patients are dependent on information from medical staff in order
to make a decision, which they do not do independently of others. De-
cisions are made in interaction with others. For patients to be able to
exercise their autonomy, medical care needs to be formulated to support
this. Patients do not have access to information concerning their illness
and the options for treatment, so their ability to make an autonomous
decision is therefore closely bound to those who are providing care and
treatment. Autonomy in this sense is a co-constructed process; although
the final decision is taken by the patient, the process leading up to a
decision is, in my view, a co-constructed process involving information
from staff.413

I have indicated that it is important to move beyond a dichotomy
between vulnerability and autonomy in order to form a context–sensi-
tive understanding of what respect for a patient’s dignity can mean. A
principle of dignity in this sense can be described as respect for the other
in terms of both vulnerability and autonomy. This also has implications
for treatment in health care. Patients’ vulnerability, in the form of situ-
ational dependence, underlines the importance of staff promoting pa-
tients’ autonomy, and their duty to do so. In my view, autonomy and
vulnerability are interconnected, and if medical staff fail to recognise
this, the outcome can be very problematic for the patient. Patients are
both vulnerable (inherently and in terms of their specific situation), in
addition to which staff can promote or undermine a patient’s ability to
make autonomous decisions. This demands that staff take each patient
seriously, as staff are, to a certain extent, co-constructors of a person’s
ability to make autonomous decisions, and this demands they show re-
spect for each patient and give an adequate response.

A principle of human dignity - sharing human vulnerability

As noted throughout the dissertation, respect for dignity has often been
interpreted as respect for autonomy, and has in some cases been inter-
preted exclusively in this way.414 However, the discussion in the disser-
tation has claimed that this type of reduction tends to diminish central

413 Anderson, Joel: “Autonomy and Vulnerability Intertwined”, p. 139.

414 Macklin, Ruth: “Dignity is a Useless Concept”.
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understandings of what respect for dignity can mean, and can make these forms of understanding invisible. Instead, it has been proposed that to respect someone’s dignity can mean sharing human vulnerability. This is a perspective which could be of great importance in medical care and will be elaborated further in this discussion.

In recent years, many important empirical studies have been conducted on how patients experience their dignity. The focus of this research has been the psychological dimension of dignity, and some studies indicate that patients experience and express feelings of diminished dignity as a specific result of their vulnerability. Vulnerability is to be understood as affecting a patient’s sense of the self in such a way that they consider themselves to have suffered a loss of dignity. It can also involve situations where the way members of staff treat a particular patient results in their feeling this type of loss. In these studies, dignity tends to be described from a psychological perspective, where it is, in fact, more related to self-esteem. In this sense, it can be described as something which can be lost. On the other hand, dignity can be described as an ethical ideal, as something intrinsic which can never be lost.415 I believe these discussions have contributed important insights into how vulnerability can affect people’s understanding of themselves, in the sense that people can describe themselves as having lost their dignity. This involves a real sense of dignity being lost, stolen or taken away. However, my focus is not on a psychological dimension of dignity but on dignity as a moral principle. A more pertinent way of framing the question in terms of this dissertation has been described by Pellegrino in his discussion on dignity: “Has my vulnerability diminished the respect I deserve as a fellow human being?”416 This is a central question in medical care where, as has been seen in this dissertation, human vulnerability intensifies during illness. Pellegrino highlights the fact that our vulnerability, such as when we know for certain that our illness will lead to death, or when we are dependent on others for care, can influence how others respect our dignity. As an ethical ideal, a person’s intrinsic dignity can be understood as a value which cannot be removed, and which cannot be lost or degraded. However, this ideal is not always

adhered to in reality, and the dignity of the individual is not always re-
spected or recognised. This is the essence of Pellegrino’s definition, 
namely that in social interaction individuals are exposed to how others 
choose to respect or not respect them. For patients in particular, this is 
always a matter of uncertainty. It has also been highlighted that vulner-
ability can be a specific cause of disrespect towards individuals.

In my discussion on the principle of human dignity, I have shown 
that an understanding of the principle involves being prepared to share 
vulnerability. One of the interviewees described it in the following 
words:

To sit down and remain in this room of despair, that is dignity. In other 
words, to dare to remain in powerlessness. That is, to somehow recog-
nize the limitation and powerlessness of us humans, and to dare to 
remain in that sometimes.

This highlights the importance of sharing vulnerability, an act which 
underlines the fact that all humans are vulnerable. This is the opposite 
of an act where others observe a patient’s vulnerability. This type of 
situation can have the opposite effect of objectifying a person as a pa-
tient, making them ‘the vulnerable’ compared to others who are not 
considered vulnerable. The focus is on participation, which also in-
volves recognising one’s own vulnerability; vulnerability can never be 
shared from above. I have described this in terms of adopting ‘a position 
of relative powerlessness’, which involves indicating to the patient that 
others do not shun the human experience of vulnerability and that, on 
the contrary, the patient is still worthy of respect. The patient’s dignity 
is recognised and respected even in this situation. For Kant, respect for 
dignity involves never considering the humanity within a person and 
ever treating vulnerability in others as a means but always as an end. 
In my understanding, in contrast, humanity is characterised to a great 
extent by its inherent vulnerability.

In this dissertation, an interpretation of respect for dignity involving 
sharing vulnerability was discussed primarily in relation to concerns re-
garding the end of life. Although these results refer to a specific context, 
I believe this principle of human dignity can also be applied to other 
areas of health care. The medical treatment of patients always involves 
a situation where our common vulnerability to sickness impedes us. 
However, in the case of many patients this situation might not be de-
scribed as severe. In very severe cases of medical treatment, on the other
hand, situations can be described as life-changing for the patient or even a crisis situation. Examples involve when patients receive a diagnosis of a severe illness where the prognosis is uncertain, or when they are diagnosed of a disease for which there is no cure. It can also involve situations where a person receives information about an accident involving relatives who are in intensive care. These situations are characterised by inherent vulnerability where the victims are powerless in terms of facing severe illness and death. Respecting human dignity in these situations by sharing vulnerability can mean something different depending on the situation. This dissertation has taken the view that an appropriate response to patients at the end of life involves being present not only in a physical sense but in a participatory one, and it has been emphasised that the patient should not feel abandoned. What this can mean in a concrete sense in different healthcare situations might differ. However, the central aspect of this principle of dignity in terms of sharing vulnerability can generally be understood as not abandoning the patient in a vulnerable situation, and empathising with the patient in terms of feeling their powerlessness with them in the wake of illness and death.

A Christological perspective on a principle of dignity

In the dissertation, human dignity has been discussed as a principle involving an understanding of sharing vulnerability. This has also been analysed from a theological perspective.

In terms of how dignity can be interpreted in the teachings of Jesus, the human being as described in the parables is often a focus of attention. Jesus does not single out those with lofty human ideals but promotes a perspective where human vulnerability becomes the centre of attention. Collste indicates that Jesus’ view on the people he met, often the poor and those identified as social outcasts, completely reverses the perspective on who is worthy of respect. Collste suggests that Jesus’ preaching claims equal dignity for everyone, regardless of honour or rank. Collste also points to the fact that, in the society where Jesus lived,
individuals were valued in direct relation to their place in the social hierarchy. In this sense, the preaching of Jesus can be interpreted as turning away from what is referred to above as an attributed meaning of dignity, reserved for those with a specific rank or position in society.

One parable in particular which points to human vulnerability has been interpreted by some as illuminating Jesus’ view on dignity. This is the parable of the Good Samaritan, and Paul Valadier especially draws on the narrative of this parable in interpreting Jesus’ view on human dignity. He sees a pattern where human dignity in the teachings: “[…] is not an attribute peculiar to persons and their singularity; it is a relationship, or rather it manifests itself in the gesture by which we relate to others to consider them human, just as humans as we are, even if their appearance suggests non-humanity, indeed inhumanity.” In my Christological perspective in the discussion on a principle of dignity, I have drawn on a theological interpretation of Christ suffering on the cross. Christian theology involves a plethora of ways of understanding the views of Christ. Dietrich Bonhoeffer points to one of these in his description of Christ.

God consents to be pushed out of the world and onto the cross; God is weak and powerless in the world and in precisely this way, and only so, is at our side and helps us. Matt. 8:17 makes it quite clear that Christ helps us not by virtue of his omnipotence but rather by virtue of his weakness and suffering.

This agrees with theological perspectives on the cross, which attribute similar motives to Christ. They can be interpreted as those which appear in his teaching, where he does not pursue a high ideal in terms of humanity. He has himself becoming suffering man. In the Christian tradition the cross stands as a symbol for how God has been understood to be participating in human vulnerability and suffering. From a Christian perspective, I have underlined the theological understanding that Christ suffers with human beings, and is present in human vulnerability and suffering. He is not removed from human beings, but endures pain.


alongside them, and in one sense adopts “a position of relative powerlessness”. In this theological interpretation, the suffering Christ becomes a model for human dignity in the same way as God shares human vulnerability. It becomes an interpretive pattern for an ethical ideal involving respect for human dignity. As Johnson remarks: “In the midst of isolation the presence of divine compassion as companion transforms suffering, not mitigating its evil but bringing in inexplicable consolation and comfort”.420 I have in the discussion pointed to the important perspective of Christ act on the cross as standing as an interpretative pattern for a theological interpretation of a principle of human dignity. The cross stands as a symbol for God sharing in human suffering and pain. Its strongest interpretation does this idea get in Bakhtin’s philosophy where Christ must take a specific position in Being in order to show love and mercy towards the other.

Responsibility

I have discussed the understanding of responsibility from the perspective of Bakhtin as I considered Bakhtin’s philosophy to elucidate the narrative analysis. Bakhtin’s view of the self is closely related to his idea of an individual’s unique position in the world. If a person takes a position of me-for-myself, an answerable position, a problem can become something I ought to do, my responsibility, my task. Every person has a unique position, and when we are responsible we also admit our uniqueness, our unique place in Being. It is from this place that I respond to others, and I am responsible for how I respond to or answer others.

Peter Atterton indicates that, in the phenomenological tradition “[…] the meaning of something is not given to us in the manner of abstract theoretical knowledge but arises out of our concrete, non-theoretical dealing with the world.”421 This view is representative of the work of Bakhtin and his understanding of ethics. For him, the deed rather than

principles take precedence. There is no alibi to be had from this answerable place. I have to take responsibility, and no one else can perform the ethical deed for me. This illustrates differences between a Bakhtinian and Kantian view which are interesting in terms of a discussion on human dignity. The questions on dignity revolve around what makes one person respect another, and what makes someone morally linked to another.

From one perspective, ethics are closely connected to rational deliberation, the different forms of categorical imperative where people reach some sort of insight into the logical necessity of the ethical principle by means of rationality. Individuals should always seek insight into respecting humanity in themselves and others as an end and never simply as a means, as this is a principle to which all rational, self-legislative creatures can adhere. The ethical principle can be formulated by anyone for anyone, and this universal aspect of the principle is significant. Respect comes from moral law and the person who formulates it. From the other perspective, ethics become a question of responsibility and cannot be caught in abstract principles, but the moral demand is connected to a person’s unique position. I am a responsible, ethical subject and have to act from my unique position in relation to others. A person’s responsibility is invoked when they meet the vulnerability of the other, when they are involved in a specific action, not a universalised form. Bakhtin’s understanding of responsibility is always directed to the other, or as Elena Namli suggests: “When facing the vulnerability of the other, one’s own unique responsibility is recognized.”422 If dignity were to be seen from a Bakhtinian view, it could be interpreted as relating to a concrete action. The respect of the other can be defined through the understanding of responsibility, where I am responsible for how I choose to answer the other, and where the other’s vulnerability invokes my response, not any prior knowledge of the other, such as their ability.

In Bakhtin’s work, the form of the normative is the focus of attention. However, in my discussion I have interpreted the responsibility to enact a specific situation in terms of health care. My discussion on responsibility has, in particular, emphasised presence, or sharing a vulnerable situation. It involves the responsibility of the other to share the vulnerable situation. This is how I analysed their specific response, and how they respected the patient’s dignity. To respect a person’s dignity.

422 Namli, Elena: Kamp med förnuftet, p. 37.
is to take personal responsibility and share vulnerability, not to refrain from this. Ruth Coates describes answerability in a similar way to my informants: “What can be accomplished by me cannot ever be accomplished by anyone else”. This is also a realisation that only I can act from this position, and that no one else can take my place. Responsibility was also described in negative terms: one should not leave, one should not abandon. Here I find similarities to Bakhtin’s description of no-alibi-in Being, which means that we cannot abdicate from our moral position. No one else can take my place and shoulder my responsibility.

One criticism which might be levelled at my interpretation of a principle of dignity is that respecting human dignity in this form is impossible in terms of health care. In the form in which I have come to understand it, the principle of human dignity underlines the importance of responding to patients in their situation by not abandoning them in their specific suffering and by not refraining from empathy with the patient in a vulnerable situation. In terms of health care, it is recognised that this particular patient-centred perspective cannot always be met, sometimes as a result of the organisational structure of the healthcare system. It can be the result of restrictions in terms of staff schedules, sometimes scarce economic resources or the fact that time with patients is not unlimited. In fact, at times, periods spent with them can be rather short. However, a principle of human dignity can also function as a critical tool towards and within a healthcare system.

There has been a debate in the Swedish healthcare system in recent years about whether economic efficiency and quantitative results are rewarded and encouraged at the expense of medical and ethical values, as some claim. Financial incentives, for example, have been criticised in relation to a patient-centred view. Patients are categorised according to a diagnosis, and certain types of diagnosis bring more funding to the hospital. The discussion has therefore indicated that certain types of diagnosis are more profitable than others. In other words, a patient can be regarded in quantifiable terms, and has a price. Sometimes healthcare authorities have rewarded the number of patients treated rather than the quality of the treatment provided, and in some
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cases this has meant that healthcare providers have only treated patients with mild illnesses rather than the severely ill.425

There has also been criticism of the one-sided focus on economic growth and production over the needs of patients in health care. The criticism has focused on the fact that healthcare staff concentrate on administrative tasks instead of making use of their time to take care of patients. This has also resulted in feelings of inadequacy and frustration from healthcare staff when they are not able to provide what they regard as good health care. It could even be claimed that economic incentives – where quantifiable results are rewarded and encouraged and where administrative tasks take up more and more staff time – is not in accordance with a principle of human dignity, at least not at all levels. Economic efficiency is not always consistent with a principle of human dignity in terms of sharing human vulnerability.

However, in my view, a principle of human dignity can help formulate a critique of certain tendencies in health care which other dominant ethical principles, such as a principle of autonomy, cannot fully meet. The principle of human dignity, with its focus on respect for the individual, can provide a framework for criticising a view which concentrates far too much on quantifiable results and financial efficiency, rather than on the individual patient. A human being cannot simply be reduced to a price; we must not simply commodify patients. This is also why a central principle of autonomy in health care is not enough, and a principle of human dignity is required. A principle which focuses narrowly on free choice cannot incorporate the moral requirements of a patient such as the ones which have been described above.

The meaning of dignity

Many researchers have discussed the different understandings of the concept of human dignity and indicated that this concept can be used in various ways.426 It has been noted throughout this dissertation that theorists differ not only on how the concept of dignity ‘can’ be understood, but also on the question of how it ‘should’ be understood. The question

426 See for example research studies such as Schroeder, Doris: “Dignity: One, Two, Three, Four, Five, Still Counting”.
of how dignity can be understood involves a descriptive examination. Good examples of this type of analysis include empirical studies which have analysed how patients and different groups working in health care use the concept of dignity. A conceptual study is then developed from the empirical material. However, Daniel Sulmasy has pointed to the importance not only of conceptual clarity, but discussion on which understanding of dignity can be considered “foundational from a moral point of view”. This leads to a normative question. He recognises that an understanding of dignity has implications for who should be recognised and respected, and what this recognition and respect ought to mean.

This dissertation has gradually focused prominently on the interpretation of a principle of human dignity, and a dominant perspective to emerge from the analysis of the empirical material involves vulnerability. The following inquiry therefore revolves around the contribution an understanding of human vulnerability can make to a discussion on the meaning of dignity.

The perspective of human vulnerability clearly involves challenges when dignity denotes what can be described as ‘elevation’ and ‘eminence’. Leon R. Kass notes that dignity has always conveyed something elevated, something deserving of respect. He says:

> On anyone’s account, the idea of “dignity” conveys a special standing of the beings that possess or display it. Both historically and linguistically, dignity has always conveyed something elevated, something deserving of respect.

Dignity, according to Kass, involves the idea of elevation. The concepts of dignity, elevation and respect are closely related in his understanding. This elevated status is the reason someone has dignity, and is therefore the reason one is deserving of respect.

Dignity as connected to elevation and eminence can also be seen in what earlier has been described as a vertical perspective on dignity. This idea meant that because humans have characteristics such as rationality, humans are superior to other creatures which lack these characteristics.
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This view has been criticised, and criticism has focused largely on how dignity is justified.

The following discussion will introduce another perspective which links dignity to eminence and elevation in human beings, not only in relation to how dignity is justified, but particularly in terms of the meaning of dignity. Cases presented as examples of this view on dignity, indicate that dignity can be acquired by moral effort, such as living a virtuous life. In other words, dignity is understood through virtue.

Two perspectives focusing on meaning, which involve a concept of inflorescent dignity, can be found in the work of Gilbert Meilaender and the Stoics. Sulmasy considers inflorescent dignity to “[…] refer to individuals who are flourishing as human beings […]” Thus, dignity is sometimes used to refer to a state of virtue […]”. Theologians such as Gilbert Meilaender have focused on the importance of living a virtuous life, something they consider to be in accordance with human nature as revealed in Christian and Jewish tradition. In Meilaender’s understanding, some people behave in a way which is characteristically human, while others do not as seen in the previous chapter. The Stoic account, as Cicero describes it, considers dignity to be closely related to human virtue as earlier seen:

[…] if we are willing to reflect on the high worth and dignity of our nature, we shall realise how degrading it is to wallow in decadence and to live a soft and effeminate life, and how honourable is a life of thrift, self-control, austerity and sobriety.432

There were individual differences in this sense; human beings could live their lives in a dignified way to different degrees depending on how well they reached the Stoic ideal. In the Stoic account of dignity, an individual who is living a virtuous life also has dignity. Or, as Sulmasy notes: “For him [Cicero], to have dignity was to have a merited degree

432 Cicero: On obligations (De officiis), p. 37 (1.106).
of respect from others because of one’s excellence as a human being.”

The Stoic concept of dignity could perhaps be described as referring to both attributed and inflorescent dignity. Attributed dignity has been described above as a value or worth which is conferred on someone as a result of their skill, position or power, for example. Since dignity is created in an act of attribution, it follows that if a person who is attributed dignity loses the characteristics on which this dignity was based, then his/her dignity can be lost.

However, it might be useful to consider this view of dignity and virtue in terms of an example from a contemporary discussion. Charles Foster’s book *Human Dignity in Bioethics and Law* has been much appreciated and discussed. Foster identifies dignity with virtue. He starts with what he considers a concrete situation from the ward illustrating the meaning of dignity. He says:

> A woman is dying of cancer. She is fearful of dying, and is in intense pain. Nonetheless she shows great fortitude. She is far more concerned about the welfare of her carers than she is about her own needs. She greets pain, fear and death with a smile. Whatever dignity is, she has it and displays it.

Foster claims that important insights into the meaning of dignity can be found in situations where human beings are virtuous. In the example, the person displays dignity when she is capable of transcending her illness and, at the end of her life, focusses not on herself and her illness but on those around her. In the example, the severely ill and dying woman can be described as inherently vulnerable to illness and death. However this vulnerability is transcended. Through her virtue, the woman elevates herself above what could be expected from a person in this situation. Instead she “greets pain, fear and death with a smile”. In transcending human vulnerability, dignity is acquired as a result of moral effort. Even in Foster’s description of the meaning of dignity, the three concepts of dignity, elevation and respect seem to be closely related. As I understand his concept, it is virtue which is deserving of

---

433 Sulmasy, Daniel: “Dignity and Bioethics: History, Theory, and Selected Applications”, p. 471. Although Sulmasy defines the Stoic account as more related to an inflorescent sense of dignity and only sometimes to an attributed sense, in my understanding the Stoic sense of dignity can be regarded also as a form of attributed dignity.


respect. It is not when a person gives voice to the despair brought about by human vulnerability that dignity is manifest. Quite the opposite. Moreover, in some cases, such as in the description by Foster, human vulnerability is even identified as something a person needs to transcend.

An interesting contrast to Foster’s description can be found in the material for this dissertation, in the interview with Nils, which is presented in the discussion on a principle of dignity above. Even this refers to a situation at the end of life:

Nils: […] a fourteen-year-old girl with a brain tumour together with her parents, and gradually getting worse you know. And the parents were at home taking care of her … there is of course pain in that whole situation and you see their frustration and their grief and their despair, and also the despair of this teenage girl too.

In the interviews with hospital chaplains, physicians in palliative care and neonatal care, I did not encounter descriptions like Foster’s concrete example from the ward of a dying person who “[…] greets pain, fear and death with a smile”. When the discussion on the meaning of dignity is framed from a perspective of human eminence, understood here as virtue, other aspects such as vulnerability tend to be made invisible. If the conceptualisation on dignity, in the interpretation of virtue, is the determining then such a conceptualisation has implications for who we regard as deserving respect. Even when people are not transcending illness or limited by their inherent vulnerability to illness and death, they still have dignity. Roberto Andorno described the situation thus: “Either one is able to recognize the inherent dignity of human beings in the most vulnerable individuals, or will never really understand what dignity means”.436 In situations which I have described, where patients express despair in the face of illness and death, they still deserve unconditional respect from the other, which I also showed in the interpretation of the principle of dignity as sharing vulnerability. In my understanding a more plausible understanding of dignity is if it is to a closer degree connected to vulnerability. Instead of a description of dignity where the concepts of dignity, elevation and respect are closely related, I find that a meaning of dignity which is context-sensitive could be understood through the connection between dignity, vulnerability

436 Andorno, Roberto: “The Dual Role of Human Dignity in Bioethics”, p. 971.
and respect. This would include a meaning of dignity where one’s dignity is recognised and respected regardless of the ability to live a virtuous life. This is a meaning of human dignity which calls for recognition and respect even in human vulnerability.
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